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ABSTRACT 

This study investigated the efficacy of Paris' (1989) Readin? and T h i w a  

Strawes (Level 5/61 on the reading comprehension and metacognitive performances of 

grades 6 and 7 learning disabled (LD) students. Subjects consisted of 38 public school LD 

students in grades 6 and 7 who demonstrated appropriate decoding skills but at least a two 

year delay in comprehension. In Intervention Period 1, 19 of the LD students were 

instructed over a seven week period by the author/researcher using three modules of the 

reading and thinking strategies (Blueprints for Reading, Tools for Reading, and Road 

Signs for Reading). Another 19 L,D students were assigned to the Control Group and 

received a more traditional skill-based reading instructicn containing no pogramme of 

reading strategies from their respective Resowx Room teachers or regular class teachers. 

Following the completion of Intervention P a i d  1, the strategy intervention was replicated 

with the Control Group which then became the second Experimental Group by virtue of 

receiving the same strategies instruction as the first Experimental Group. 

Students received instruction regarding the purpose sf  reading, the importance of 

developing reading plans for different kinds of texts, the need to monitor reading progress, 

and the use sf specific strategies to augment understanding and remembering. Strategy 

instruction was implemented through direct explanation that provided a rationale for 

strategy use, modelling of strategy use, guided practice with feedback, and independent 

practice. 

Pre and posttests were admiistered to each group during each of the two 

intervention periods. Standardized and criterion measures of comprehension were given to 

deternine if there were differences between the two groups and if changes precipitated by 

the intervention could be replicated, maintained, and transferred to curriculum material. In 

addition, measures of reported smtegy knowledge, reported strategy use, and ratings of 



self- confidence in reading ability were obtained. 

The results indicated that there were significant differences between the 

Experimental and Control Groups on standardized and criterion measures of reading 

comprehmsion in Intervention Period 1 in favour of the Experimental Group. Moreover, in 

Intervention Period 2 LD students in the second Experimental Gmup did replicate the 

significant improvements achieved by the LD students in the first Experimental Group in  

Intervention Period 1 on measures of strategy awareness and comprehension. While the 

mean decrease was very small on the comprehension tests of maintenance and transfer, i t  

was consistent for all students. However, reported strategy knowledge, strategy use, and 

ratings of self-confidence improved after intervention. Lastly, measures of strategy 

awareness and comprehension were moderately correlated. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Description of the Study 

This study was designed to compare reading comprehension scores and measures 

of metacognition from two groups of lexfning disabled (LD) students to detem~ine if the 

Thinking Strate&es Kit (Le programme, Readin? and vel5/6) (Paris, 1987), was more 

effective than the reading programrne(s) being delivered within the chosen school settings. 

The Experimental Group was instructed over a seven week period by the authorlresearcher 

using three modules from the kit (Blueprints for Reading, Tools for Reading, and Road 

Signs for Reading). The students in the Control Group received reading instri~ction 

containing no programme of reading strategies from their respective Resource Room 

teachers and regular classroom teachers. Following the completion of the fust experimental 

period of strategy instruction, the intervention was then repeated with the Control Group 

which then became the second Experimental Group by virtue of receiving the strategies 

instruction. Pre and posttesting was used to uncover any differential effects of the two 

groups in the first intervention period and then, in the second intervention period, to 

determine if the results from the first Experimental Group could be replicated. 

Nature of the Problem 

Proficient reading is a highly complex task requiring command and automatization 

of a variety of skills. Some readers accomplish the objective of reading, to construct 

meaning from the text, with seemingly little difficulty while others exhibit serious reading 

problems. Among those who belong to the latter group are some classified as learning 

disabled (LD) by virtue of the discrepancy between their measured potential and 

performance. While many approaches have been utilized to help ameliorate the pr~blems 



exhibited by these students, the current zeitgeist in education, influenced by cognitive 

psychology, emphasizes the individual as an active information processor. Integral to this 

model is the concept of metacognition. Metacognition refers to the processes utilized by the 

individual to direct and control hisher actions. In reading, metacognitive skills "involve 

predicting, checkingklf-monitoring, reality testing, coordinating and control of deliberate 

attempts to solve problems or to study and learn" (Brown, 1980, p.454). In an effort to 

justify the use of a metacognitive approach in intervention, the first chapter of this study 

will examine some pertinent theoretical and philosophical issues. Subsequently, the model 

of metacognitive instruction used in this study will be introduced and the specific 

hypotheses under investigation will be outlined. - 
Can the use of a metacogni tive approach to reading instruction be justified with LD 

students? Since the recognition of learning disabilities (LD) as a classification of education 

in the United States, the objectives and prografnmes for exceptional children, particularly in 

the area of reading instruction, have undergone much scrutiny and many changes. Many of 

the alterations have stemmed f m n  theoretical differences amongst researchers regarding 

the etiology of learning prokkms (Wong, 1986). Much of this argument, in turn, arose 

from disparate assumptions held about the components of the reading model. Some other 

changes have resulted from a restructured philosophy of education that posits that identical 

educational goals should apply to all students and that those goals should be effected with 

students mainstreamed as much as possible. Providing a theoretical and philosophical 

rationale for the use of a metacognitive approach in reading instruction is critical before 

examining the effects of such instruction designed to serve the needs of LD students. The 

next three sections will address this issue, examining the basis for its use in theoretical 



models of reading, in the theories of the etiology of reading disabilities, and in current 

philosophical approaches to education. 

Theoretical Models of Re- 

A theoretical position should inform the choice that a researcher or instructor makes 

for intervention instruction. Below are the two main theoretical models of reading that 

currently dominate the literature. 

"Bottom-UD" Amroach to Reading 

Research in reading that adopts a "bottom-up" approach conceptualizes reading as a 

sequence of closely co-ordinated mental operations in which incoming sensory data go 

through a series of transformations beginning with the decoding of print and ending with 

the extraction and storage in memory of the meaning conveyed by that print (LaBerge & 

Samuels, 1974; Stanovich, 1986). Adopting this information processing model 

presupposes that effective reading depends on maximizing the speed and accuracy of the 

perceptual analysis by means of teaching generalizable word recognition skills (Evans & 

Carr, 1985). Instruction based on this model would be designed as a teacher controlled 

series of systematically taught, hierarchicd skills which require repeated practice. Student 

motivation underlying this process is seen to be generdly extrinsic, based on rewards and 

feedback from the teacher or instructor. This model informed much research and instruction 

in the 19501s, 19601s, and 1970's and decoding problems, particularly problems resulting 

from lack of phonological awareness, are still regarded by some as fundamental to reading 

disabilities (Stanovich, 1982). However, others feel this model does not address the 

dynamic properties of the information processing system, the executive control properties 

of the mind that work on incoming information in an effort to construct meaning from it. 



"Ton-down" A~nroach to Reading 

Many reading theorists currently conceptualize reading as an interactive, process- 

oriented activity in which a reader actively constructs meaning from the text by connecting 

background knowledge, including knowledge of language, with text information 

(Anderson & Pearson, 1984; Rurnmelhart, 1980; Samuels & Kamil, 1984). This reading 

d e l  is characterized as a thinking activity which Goodman (1976) has termed a 

"psycholinguistic guessing game". This process is seen to operate by the reader's 

connecting context cues with linguistic knowledge, minimizing the need for complete 

perceptual analysis (Evans & Can, 1985). As such the process is strategic. Effective use of 

picture cues to activate background knowledge and provide predictive value for the 

passage's meaning is an example of a specific strategy that might be utilized in the process. 

Paris (1988) defined these strategies as "mental resources," adaptable to the individual, that 

enable that user to be a flexible processer of information. In addition, metacognitive 

awareness is a crucial component of this model. Brown (1980) referred to metacognition as 

the deli berate, conscious control of one's cognitive actions. Readers who are metacognitive 

can plan, formulate hypotheses about meaning, monitor their progress, select appropriate 

clarifying strategies, and reflect critically on what they have learned. If encouraged through 

instructior.al techniques that connect language and reading, these metacognitive processes 

are seen to develop in an individual as the logical consequence of the individual's problem 

solving attempts. Adopting this view of the reading process, therefore, would promote and 

extend a self-regulated learning style. 

wnes on the of read in^ Bsab~l . . . .  
1heS - 

Process- 

Early research on infrnnation processing emphasized the "hardware" (Pressley, 

Snyder, & Cariglia-Bull, 1989, p. 19) of the model, including the sensory registration of 



stimuli and the short and long term storage of information. Influenced by this orientation, 

much research has been devoted to determining a specific underlying cause for the reading 

manifested by some LD students. In fact, the specificity of processing deficits 

was an integral part of the historical definition of learning disabilities. As Stanovich (1986) 

pointed out, learning disabilities as a separate discipline was established when 

psychologists rejected the explanation that individuals who violated the established IQ- 

reading correlation were a statistical anomaly and proposed instead that they had a specific 

brain/cognitive disorder. But concomitant with that acceptance was that this definition 

should inform the areas for research and intervention in the field. Consequently, over 

approximately three decades, research into domain specific or psychological processing 

models has flourished. Some researchers have investigated the impact of problems in 

perceptual processing such as phonological recoding (Fox & Routh, 1976), visual 

perception (Gross & Rothenberg, 1979), and word recognition (Lesgold & Resnick, 

1982). The assumption of such an approach was that discovering the deficiency will lead to 

an effective treatment regimen. Although claims of specific processing problems in LD 

children appeared to be readily made, empirical evidence of a link between them and 

reading problems was rarely obtained. In some cases such as visual processing, not only 

has research not supported a link (Cam, 198 I), but also attempts to train visual processing 

skills have not resulted in promoting reading acquisition (Stanovich, 1986). The same 

applies to psycholinguistic training (Hammill& Larsen, 1974). 

Metacomitive Approach 

While researchers have not abandoned the notion of a specific processing etiology 

for some handicaps, many argue for a more general focus on the motivation and the 

strategic processing of the reading disabled student (Paris & Oka, 1989). They have turned 

away from the hardware of the information processing model to the contents of the long 



term storage. To illustrate, Lich t and Kistner (1 986) proposed that many children embark 

on a vicious failure cycle that is perhaps precipitated by initial processing deficits, but 

subsequently perpetuated by deficits in motivation, strategies, content knowledge and 

metacognitive development. In school settings, problems encountered by classroom 

teachers or reading specialists do not remain limited to specific areas but become pervasive 

over time. Practice on isolated skills such as eye movements or phonics usually has proven 

ineffective in overcoming the range of problems that has developed. Moreover, studies that 

have distinguished between reading disabled children who have decoding problems and 

those who have only reading comprehension problems suggest that they demonstrate more 

general learning impairments (Cornoldi, 1990), or deficits in motivational, metacognitive 

processes (Borkowski, Estrada, Milstead, & Hale, 1989) rather than decoding- automation 

skills. Therefore, many researchers have turned to the more general focus of cognitive and 

motivational strategies to help ameliorate some of those problems. 

Schumaker, Deshler, & Ellis (1986) stated that while an instructional model 

inculcating cognitive and metacognitive strategies is not a panacea to the problems 

encountered by the LD student, it does address the unique learning problems encountered 

by the student and is sensitive to many nonacademic variables such as individual motivation 

and the disparate expectations of others. Although he supported the processing hypothesis 

of learning disabilities, Swanson (1989), nevertheless, argued that inefficient regulation 

and coordination of mental processes, in themselves, may be the etiology of a learning 

disability. Whether these processing differences are a consequence of initial deficits or are 

the initiating cause, the empirical evidence that higher order processing problems exist in 

LD students and that there are fundamental processing differences between LD and non LD 

students is well documented (Bos & Filips, 1982; Duffy, Roehler, Meloth, Vavrus, Book, 

Pumam, & Wesselman, 1986; Palinscar & Brown, 1984; Pressley & Levin, 1987; Wong, 

Wong, Perry, & Sawatsky, 1986). Using Wong's argument (1988) that without the 



assumption of processing differences, developmental delays, and cognitive deficits, there 

would be no theoretical rationale for intervention, the preceding research evidence should 

serve to provide that rationale. Following is an examination of the disparity in strategy use 

between good and poor readers which highlights the aptness of a metacognitive approach 

in intervention. 

Metacomitive Profile of Proficient Readers. Research shows that proficient readers are 

strategic. They have knowledge of and control over their thinking and learning activities. 

They are aware of different purposes for reading, differentiate between various task 

requirements, and modify their reading rate appropriately. They are sensitive to the 

important parts of text. They focus on the topic and identify important text details, devoting 

extra study time to learning more and more specific information. They are able to identify 

organizing elements of texts. These readers read for understanding, monitor their 

comprehension, and employ effective strategies to resolve conflicts. They are able to 

distinguish between easy and mcult text, organized and disorganized passages, and they 

apportion their reading time accordingly. To clarify their understanding, they may look 

ahead or reread previous passages. In general, proficient readers explicitly or implicitly 

recognize the value sf approaching comprehension tasks strategically and actively, 

employing various strategies to assist them in their goal of understanding (Baker & Brown, 

1984; Paris, Lipson & Wixson, 1983; Paris & Oka, 1986; Wong & Wong, 1986). 

Metacomitive Profile of Unskilled R e  Unskilled readers, among them LD 

students, lack many of the requisite rnetacognitive skills in reading (Wong, 1985). They 

perceive the purpose of reading to be decoding rather than meaning construction and, 

subsequently, do not monitor their comprehension or self-correct (Canney & Winograd, 

lW9). Often they lack knowledge about the value of strategic behaviour and are unaware 



of the range of reading strategies available to them. They may fail to vary their reading 

speed to accommodate difficult vocabulary, complex ideas or disorganized text, fail to skim 

or scan to ascertain the gist, fail to take notes or selectively study, and fail to plan ahead or 

integrate information (Torgesen, 1982). When informed about strategies, unskilled readers 

may also have difficulty discriminating when and how to use strategies and may employ 

them ineffectively or inappropriately (Swanson, 1988). 

Bhiloso~hical Rationalg 

In determining instructional practice, research findings and educational philosophy 

both influence the decisions that are made at the school level. Under ideal conditions both 

factors will be mutually interdependent. Following is an outline of how current educational 

philosophy also supports learning theory by calling for the adoption of the metacognitive 

approach for the remediation of reading disabilities. 

Goals of Mainsaem Fducaim 

Recently, theorists and practitioners concentrating on mainstream education have 

adopted educational philosophy, policies, and practice which reflect an holistic, integrative 

approach to cumculum planning and assessment. The objective of this approach is to 

produce independent learners and critical thinkers by addressing the academic, social, 

emotional, artistic, and physical development of each student. In British Columbia, the 

Ministry of Education has published its mandate for the future direction of education in a 

dwunient called Year 2000: A Framework for Learning. Throughout, it calls for "active 

learning" as the basis for instruction in all subjects. 

-of~seclal Educat~on 

In the past few years the philosophy of education serving exceptional students has 

. . been guided by the same philosophy. In B.C. Ministry of Education's Poslhon Statements 



(1990a), goals for the education of special students are not separate but commensurate with 

those of regular students. All statements made regarding the education of special students 

refer to how the learning environment, materials, equipment, and curricula cnn support this 
. . 

philosophy. With respects to reading, the Posioon Statements 11990a) document 

characterized the process as "essentially a dynamic thinking activity in which the reader 

interacts with the text, engaging personal prior experiences, expectations, and feelings to 

create a meaningful understanding of the writing" (p. 18). Swanson (1989) made a case for 

strategy instruction by outlining five advantages of conceptualizing learning disabilities i n  

terns of strategy deficiencies. Included in these are that this perspective: a) focuses on what 

is modifiable and educationally relevant, b) allows for conscious and active rule creation 

and rule following as opposed to just the stimulus response paradigm of programmed 

instruction, c) incorporates the notion that environmental factors may operate differentially 

on students' knowledge of and ability to select appropriate strategies, d) allows the child to 

be actively involved in instruction, and e) allows for theorizing and instructional 

development such as the creation of appropriate materials (p. 5). Implicit in this 

metacognitive perspective and the strategies approach is that the researcher and the 

practitioner have the licence to become involved with the whole student, a view consistent 

with the new educational philosophy and no longer an exclusive domain of those involved 

in regular education. 

Summarv 
In this section the rationale for the adoption of the metacognitive approach with 

students has been presented. This argument was made, first, because of the fundamental 

theoretical departure this approach takes from the traditional conceptualization of learning 

disabilities as a process-oriented problem and, second, because of the need to base researcb 



o n  strong theoretical principles. Arguments related to theoretical models of reading, the 

etiology of learning disabilities, and the philosophy of education were examined. 

Corn-mnents of &a?cgy Tnstruction 

Although Chapter 2 will examine this topic in detail, an overview of the necessary 

components of strategy instruction is presented here. Interventions that inform the students 

about reading strategies, that provide self-control training to help them use strategies 

effectively, and that build in motivational components to encourage extended use of the 

strategies address many of the deficits characteristic of unskilled readers. Not only do these 

methods provide direct instruction about what strategies are, how they work, why they are 

useful, and when to and when not to apply them, but also they help students accept 

responsibility for and take control of their own learning. For students who exhibit 

characteristics such as learned helplessness, arid external locus of control, production and 

mediation deficiencies, and deficits in self-regulation and problem solving, such strategies 

appear particularly appropriate. 

chonal Pro- 

Scott Paris (1987) has developed several packages of strategies called Peading and 
. . 

that utilize both the informed and self-control interventions mentioned 

above. The lessons included in this package enable students to acquire tacit knowledge 

about (a) the purpose of the reading task, and (b) how to select and use effective strategies 

which promote comprehension. In addition to this informed aspect of the package, Paris 

has included a self-control component in the structure of the lesson plans. Teachers are 

instructed to encourage students to use the strategies actively and to demonstrate how the 

self-control component leads to successful task completion. They are to accomplish this by 

modelling their own strategic thinking process while reading, giving guided practice with 



immediate feedback, and providing independent practice opportunities. The purpose of this 

instructional component is to promote attitudes and expectations about reading that will 

increase students' efforts and enjoyment. As outlined, increasing motivation has proved to 

be equally as important a variable as knowledge about strategy use 'and strategy value 

(Wong, 1988). 

Results of Previous Res- 

In several large field studies, conducted with grade three and five students, Paris ct 

al. tested the effectiveness of the strategies' package (Cross & Paris, 1988; Paris, Cross, 6r 

Lipson, 1984; Paris & Jacobs, 1984; Paris & Oka, 1986). Students were taught to analyze 

the task, understand their purposes for reading, make effective plans, monitor their 

understanding, and fwus attention on the main ideas. Generally, results indicated that the 

materials do increase strategy awareness and improve performance on comprehension 

measures on specific populations. In particular, students at the grade five level, low in 

reported strategy awareness and on performance on comprehensions measures, improved 

remarkably after the intervention. 

Desmptlan wf the Poplatior! 
. . 

Because this study focused on the use of this material with an LD population and 

because current research literature lacks clearly defined guidelines for defining "learning 

disabilities", it is essential that the crkeria used to define the sample in this study bc 

clarified While the complete and specific criteria x e  outlined in the methodology section of 

this paper, generally, an LD student in this research was one who demonstrated a minimum 

of 1.5 year discrepancy between academic potential and corresponding performance (as 

recorded in psychometric reports for each subject). In addition, all students had a history of 

academic failure in reading despite a demonstrated competence to decode at or just below 



their grade level. As such, the specific subgroup being identified here was defined as 

having a specific disability in comprehension as opposed to a more generalized reading 

disability. 

earch Ouestions 

The present project was planned with the purpose of extending Paris' work to a LD 

population of efficient decoders but poor comprehenders as a measure of the effectiveness 

of thews . . 
nd TIiinkrne Strategies programme. Its purpose was to assess the 

effectiveness of three modules out of the available nine to increase LD students' (a) 

awareness of strategies, (b) use of strategies, and (c) comprehension of text. The rationale 

used for selecting the three modules can be found in the section on materials. Specifically, 

the research questions pertinent to this study were: 

(a) Did the 
. . intervention affect LD students' 

performance on reading comprehension tasks? 

(b) Did the intervention affect LD students' awareness of strategies? 

(c) Did the training transfer to comprehension measures of content area material? 

(d) Was the mining effect on comprehension measures maintained? 

(e) Was strategy awareness related to measures of comprehension. 

(0 Did the training affect students' reported strategy use? 

(g) Did students' rating of their self-competence change after intervention? 



CHAPTER 2 

Literature Review 

Chamer Outline: Comwnents of Good Strate? Instrwtion 

To develop thoughtful and independent readers, we need to pay attention to both 

"skill and will" (Winograd & Paris, 1989, p. 32). This phrase captures the spirit of how 

most researchers in cognitive and educational psychology characterize the components of 

good strategy instruction. They conclude that developing skilled readers requires 

inculcating in those readers strategy knowledge, rnetacognition about those strategies, and 

the motivation to use strategies. In addition, researchers recommend building up readers' 

background knowledge. A strong knowledge base can make strategy use redundant 

(Pressley, Snyder, & Cariglia-Bull, 1989; Wong, 1985a). While interdependent, the 

components of "skill and will" in good strategy instruction can be discussed separately. In 

this chapter, what different researchers have to say about the components of skill and will 

and about the characteristics of good strategy instruction will be reviewed with the purpose 

of showing how instruction that emphasizes equally "skill and will" can contribute to 

developing the active, independent learner our education system hopes to produce. 

The "Skill" of Learners 

In this section several metacognitive models of learning along with supporting 

pertinent research are presented. Each model will be examined to determine the components 

that are important to proficient learning and, by implication, to skilled reading. In turn, 

these components will be used to highlight the differences and deficiencies inherent in the 

learning of LD students. 

Flavell(1978), one of the early researchers in the field of metamemory, highlighted 

the role that metacognition plays in enhancing learning. He defined metacognition as 

"knowledge that takes as its object or regulates any aspect of any cognitive endeavor" 



(p. 907). Rephrased, this definition refers to two types of activities: the knowledge 

individuals have about their thinking and learning activities as well as those individuals' 

appraisal about the compatibility between themselves and the learning situation. Flavell 

characterized knowledge about cognition as having three interrelated and interactive 

components: person variables, task variables, and strategy variables. Person variables refer 

to what an individual learns or believes about himherself, about himherself and others 

relative to the world, and about universal principles. For example, a person's assessment 

of his abilities in relation to a task influences what choices he/she makes in the execution of 

that task. Task variables refer to the different parameters of a task. Knowledge of task 

variables such as identifying whether reading is for understanding or recall requires an 

individual to make different plans to complete the objective successfully (Brown, 1980). 

Research that focuses among other things on students' knowledge of task variables 

indicates that poorer and younger readers are unaware of the purpose of reading as a 

meaning- getting activity (Reid, 1986). Consequently, they focus on decoding and believe 

they are reading well if they can identify the words. The last component of Flavell's model, 

strategy variables, refers to the plans one makes to accomplish a task. Derry (1989) helps 

clarify this concept by distinguishing between a learning tactic, an individual processing 

technique one uses in the service of a plan, and a learning strategy, a combination of tactics 

formulated into a plan. Knowledge of a variety of strategies and whether they are employed 

to assist learning determine the efficiency with which the task will be executed. Not 

surprisingly, therefore, good readers have been found to be more aware of the usefulness 

of strategies than poor readers (Garner & Kraus, 198 1- 1982). However, while each of the 

three parameters in Flavell's model were considered separately, the model is not meant to 

be a static one. How well a task can or will be completed depends upon the dynamics 

existing among the different parameters. Using a situation-specific example, a panicky 

person studying for a pop quiz who does not recognize or utilize the organizational 



structure of a text probably would engage inefficient plans to complete the task (Derry, 

1989) and the results probably would reveal those dynamics. 

Early descriptive research that elaborates on Flavell's model quizzed students of 

various ages and found distinctive age differences regarding their knowledge of person, 

task, and strategy variables (Myers & Paris, 1978). In this study sixth graders exceeded 

second graders in sophisticated knowledge about specific strategies such as paraphrasing 

and about the parameters of strategy use. While this study does not target LD students, 

subsequent research suggests that LD students exhibit a developmental delay, acting 

cognitively like younger, normally achieving children (Wong, Harris, & Graham, 1989). 

Brown (1978) refers to metacognition as comprising t w ~  interdependent clusters of 

activities: knowledge about cognition and regulation of cognition. Knowledge about 

cognition involves determining what skills, strategies, and resources are required to achieve 

a reading goal (Baker & Brown, 1984a). One's knowledge of the different demands of a 

task, of various text structures, of appropriate fix-up or study strategies, and of hisher 

own strengths and weaknesses all interplay to affect the learning outcome. This knowledge 

is seen as stable because a person should be able to state certain facts about any of the 

above four parameters under different conditions, as stateable because a person should be 

able to discuss this knowledge, and as fallible because what a person believes may not 

always be correct. It is also a late-developing skill with implications for how well a person 

will be able to perform a task at any given time. On the other hand, regulation of cognition 

is a capacity utilized to some degree by very young children. This concept refers to a 

person's on-going ability to monitor the progress of a task in order to solve a problem. It 

includes mechanisms such as checking the outcome in the course of problem solving, 

planning the next step, monitoring its success, and testing, revising, and evaluating one's 

strategies for learning (Baker & Brown, 1984b). Early studies (Brown & Smiley, 1977, 

1978) examining patterns of rcmeval-cue selection used by students to study folk tale prose 



passages reveal important age differences in their ability to regulate their learning. Given 

several trials, college age students shifted their attention to units at lower levels of 

importance to facilitate more complete recall. High school students lagged one trial behind 

in reducing their target level and grade eight students tended to fixate on only one set of 

cues across trials despite a change in their learning state. This example of the developmental 

differences involved in utilizing this complex study strategy illustrates the interaction 

between the various parameters of person, task, and strategy outlined earlier. Students 

must know their memorizing capabilities, understand that the task requires gist recall, be 

sensitive to the gradation of the importance of text information, and recognize that shifting 

cue levels will facilitate more complete recall. 

Many other studies have investigated the relationship between metacognition and 

reading ability. In general, most studies demonstrate that young and poor readers report 

less strategy knowledge and strategy use than older and skilled readers (Garner, 1981; 

Markarn, 1979) and that there is a modest but positive correlation between awareness and 

measures of comprehension (Cross & Paris, 1988; Paris, Cross, & Lipson, 1984; Paris & 

Oka, 1986). 

The following study illustrated how age influences the relationship between strategy 

awareness and comprehension. Wong and Wong (1986) gave metacognitive interviews to 

above average, average, and LD intermediate students regarding vocabulq difficulty and 

passage organization in relation to the ease of studying a passage. Results support the 

relationship between metacognitive knowledge and level of reading performance-with 

above average readers showing more sophisticated rnetacognitive knowledge about reading 

than both other categories. Specifically, only above average readers both identified the role 

the organization of a passage would play in study time and apportioned study time 

appropriately. However, results challenge the assumption that LD readers have a total lack 

of metacognitive knowledge about reading. Although they did not express awareness that 



the passage with difficult vocabulary would require more study time, nevertheless LD 

readers did apportion more time to it. M i l e  the effectiveness of the strategy employed in 

this extra study time was not assessed, some strategy awareness was operating. 

These findings equate with Swanson's viewpoint (1989). He characterized LD 

students as inefficient strategy users rather than passive or inactive learners. His stance was 

that LD students lack flexibility in their strategy use. Another study conducted by Wong 

(1982) supported this conclusion. Gifted, average, and LD students were compared with 

reference to their organization and self-checking in selecting retrieval cues that would assist 

recall of story idea units. Results indicated that LD students had a less efficient plan than 

gifted students, laboriously reading each idea unit rather than engaging in a sort and re- 

check plan. The implication of this position that LD students are inefficient strategy users is 

that strategy instruction should be directed at the executive processing level, helping 

students to develop the ability to monitor and co- ordinate their strategic efforts. 

Metacognition includes self-appraisal and self-management of one's thinking 

wrapped in a blanket of affect according to Paris et al. (1984, 1986, 1988, 1989). Learners 

need to have declarative, procedural, and conditional knowledge and the commensurate 

capacity to evaluate, plan, and regulate. In the context of reading, this means that readers 

need to know what strategies are (declarative), how to employ a specific strategy 

(procedural), and when to use certain strategies and why they are effective (conditional). 

Students also must evaluate the task and personal attributes, make strategic plans to reach a 

goal, and monitor and redirect their efforts. As with Brown's (1978) and Wong's (1988) 

models, however, the interplay of factors is influenced by motivation leading to either more 

or less effective procedures. 

Wong (1988) presented a learning model in which "skill" (Paris, 1989) 

encompassed both a knowledge component, as outlined in Paris' model, and processing 

capacity. Thus, it addressed both rnetacognitive and microprocessing components. While 



the model also addressed "will" (Paris, 1989), the motivational co~npnent will be 

expanded upon more fully later. The first component of Wong's model emphasized 

knowledge inculcation described as declarative knowledge, procedural knowledge, and 

metacognitive knowledge. Declarative knowledge equated to "knowing that" and was 

founded on the theoretical principle of schema. Schemata are networks ~f information 

interrelating our personal knowledge. They are flexible, built up by prior knowledge and 

modifiable through experience. Schemata regulates comprehension processing by allowing 

us to construct or by causing us to modify our interpretations of events based upon what 

we already how. Reciprocally, new experiences may cause us to reorganize our schemata, 

our declarative knowledge. Procedural knowledge is this process of "knowing how". 

Learners with sophisticated knowledge about a subject have a more well developed 

network of schemata onto which to map new information. Extensive domain specific 

knowledge even may compensate for a lack of aptitude. Students with extensive 

background knowledge on a subject can compensate for low aptitude and perform similarly 

to students with high aptitude on comprehension tasks (Borkowski, Estrada, Milstead, & 

Hale, 1989; Walker, 1989). On the other hand, an impoverished knowledge base, often 

characteristic of LD children, is reflected by incomplete and superficial schemata which 

hinder retrieval of information, prevent inculcation of new learning, or disrupt the 

establishment to problem solving routines (Glaser, 1984). However, students must 

recognize the significance of background knowledge and utilize its benefits. Wong and 

Sawatsky (1984) demonstrated the importance of the self-questioning strategy in activating 

prior knowledge in a study designed to teach good, average, and poor readers sentence 

elaborations. They modelled and demonstrated a set of five questions pertinent to good 

sentence extensions. Results showed the effectiveness for both comprehension and recall. 

The interactive nature among strategy use, background knowledge, and comprehension 

highlights the need to attend to all these critical factors in instructional or research settings. 



In addition to the knowledge component just outlined, Wong, li!z Brown (1978), 

also emphasized the importance of the self-management component of metacognition. It is 

the student's awareness and control of the critical factors of a task that in general deternlirw 

its outcome. Good readers, she pointed out, conscicmsly and deliberately co-ordinate and 

regulate their own knowledge, their learning activities, and the critical task to effect the 

desired outcome (Wong, 1985b). As an additional component of the model, Wong 

cautioned that unobservable but inferable processing operations such as coding and 

rehearsing information must be addressed to determine how they might interact with 

students' attempts to develop higher order cognitive processes. She asserted that 

understanding how a stuclent's ability deficit interacts with concurrent knowledge/strategic 

deficits promises a more complete picture of a student's learning profile than addressing 

each separately (Wong, 1985 b). 

Borkowski, Johnston, & Reid (1987) have developed a model which attempted to 

explain the differences in problem solving abilities of LD and non LD children and, more 

specifically, to explain general learning problems as opposed to specific LD. Based on the 

theories of Sternberg (1987) which subtyped specific and general giftedness based on the 

qualitative differences in componential functioning underlying special students' problem 

solving skills, Borkowski, Estrada, Milstad, & Hale (1989) proposed specific 

classifications of LD. While Sternberg proposed that specific giftedness is due to advanced 

componential functioning such as inference mapping, specific LD can be seen to relate to 

deficits in decoding- automation skills. Whether associated with sensory processing 

structures or immature knowledge-acquisition components, problems manifest themselves 

in localized or narrowly defined weaknesses such as decoding deficits. Sternberg (1987) 

further submitted that general giftedness results from superior metacomponential 

functioning; that is, the executive control structure responsible for defining a problem, 

selecting a strategy, allocating attention, and monitoring the solution. The parallel LD 



subtype was not specifically dealt with by Stemberg. However, Borkowski et al. (1989) 

asserted that this subtype results from deficits in the same motivational-metacognitive 

processes that define specific giftedness. Students with this profie show general learning 

impairments across domains with accompanying motivational problems. 

Borkowski et al. (1989) suggested that the metacognitive model is particularig 

suited to explaining this classification of general learning problems. The four parts of their 

model include: Specific Strategy Knowledge, Relational Strategy Knowledge, General 

Strategy Knowledge, and Metacognitive Acquisition Procedures. The components are 

characterized as dynamic and interdependent. The following illustrates their relationship. 

From repeated practice of a specific strategy, learners extract the attributes of a strategy 

including its effectiveness and range of its application (Specific Strategy Knowledge). 

Complete, prolonged instruction should facilitate the LD student's learning that strategy and 

other related strategies (Relational Strategy Knowledge). Problem situations require the 

student to select and monitor appropriate strategies from amongst a repertoire and to 

compensate for incomplete strategy instruction by developing unique personalized 

strategies (Metacognitive Acquisition Procedures: MAPS). Proficient learners are thought 

to transform simple strategies into more efficient and powerful procedures by using higher 

order rules to eliminate unnecessary or redundant steps (Chi, Glaser, & Fan, 1988). 

Borkowski et al. suggested that sufficient successful experiences should lead the student to 

believe in the usefulness of a strategic approach in learning and the utility of expending the 

energy required (General Strategy Knowledge). They proposed that incomplete 

development of the latter two components of this rnetacognitive model explains general 

learning problems. Failure to develop executive processes (MAPS) despj te ample evidence 

that specific strategy knowledge can be trained (Borkowski & Varnhagen, 1984; Bos & 

Filips, 1982; Swanson & Cooney, 1985; Swanson & Rkine, 1985) prevents the learning, 

combining, and integrating of new information integral in effecting strategy transfer. In 



addition, failure to develop the conviction of the utility of strategies (General Strategy 

Knowledge) may lead to maladaptive attributions or passivity (Torgesen, 1977). Wong 

(1988) supported these conclusions in differentiating between students who utilize 

strategies and those who are strategic. She stated that becoming strategic requires repeated 

use of learned strategies over a long period of time. Through metacognitive feedback which 

confirms the effectiveness of effort and consolidates strategic knowledge, strategy use is 

maintained and becomes increasingly more proficient. 

Summwv 
The preceding examples have demonstrated more how similar than dissimilar most 

models of cognitive processing are. All have recognized the irnpomnce but limitations of 

strategy knowledge. All have emphasized the crucial component of metacognition, the 

executive control mechanism that delimits or activates that knowledge. Most have 

addressed how different levels of background knowledge serve to empower, frustrate, or 

make redundant active strategy use. In addition, recent models have all focused on how 

motivation and attributions affect deployment sf the process. The next section addresses 

this component of "will". 

Failure is a defining feature of almost all LD students. Their reactions to that failure 

have far reaching implications both at the cognitive and interpersonal levels, To investigate 

what effect failure has at the cognitive level and to determine how instruction can 

circumvent failure and related motivational problems, this study will focus on the 

attributional and motivational problems of LD students. 

Developmental Analysis 

There is evidence that from early childhood to early teens, children increasingly see 



intelligence, not effort, as limiting the utility of their efforts (Nicolls & Miller, 1984). In 

childhood, intelligence is seen as malleable and limitless. Children develop a network of 

beliefs about effort; corrmonly, that high intelligence is equated with high effort. But as 

early as age thirteen, intelligence is seen as stable with only knowledge and skills amenable 

to change through effort. In fact, high intelligence eventually becomes associated with low 

effort and vice versa. Much of this change in perception is predicated on children's 

becoming aware of the interplay between ability, effort, and task outcome through social 

comparisons both in and out of school contexts. 

The Vicious (&de. . . Am-y 
. . - 1 

LD children often enter a vicious cycle of failure. They come to attribute their failure 

to lack of ability which decreases their effort and motivation, fulfilling their expectation 

(Torgesen, 1980). Eventually, they interpret their successes as  resulting from external 

agents such as luck (Pearl, 1982) or the beneficence of the teacher (Marsh, 1986). They 

also begin to construct theories of effort which may be erroneous or distorted (Elliot & 

Dweck, 1988; Paris, 1989). Seligrnan's theory of learned helplessness (Abrarnson, 

Seligman, & Teasdale, 1978) highlights many children's maladaptive reactions when faced 

with repeated failure, high anxiety, difficult tasks, or low expectation of success. The belief 

that they cannot control success and that effort is useless becomes generalized rather than 

task specific (Butkowsky & Willows, 1980; Licht & Kistner, 1986). Consequently, poor 

performances across many tasks may not reflect students' ability for those tasks but just a 

decreased effort or an unsystematic problem solving routine brought about by anxiety or 

negative verbalizations (Diener & Dweck, 197 8). Even with students at the college level 

who had developed sophisticated cognitive and metacognitive strategies, Pintrich (1986) 

found that those students with high expectancy of success performed better than those with 

low expectancy. Ln classrooms, students sometimes avoid seeking help because of the 



negative irnpl;lcatisns it has on their ability. They cane to devalue academic achievement. 

The next sections will examine in more detail how different models conceptiAize 

motivational problems and what instructional variables can improve motivation. 

Attribution Theorv 

Weines (1979) developed a theory of attributions based on learners' perceptions of 

environmental conditions. He suggested that conditions are seen by le'vners as either 

controllable or uncontrollable, stable or unstable, or internal or external. According to his 

theory, combinations of these factors have implications for the LD student's motivational 

style. When students who attribute their difficulties to uncontrollable factors learn to 

attribute them to insufficient effort, lack of strategy knowledge, or inappropriate strategy 

use, they are likely to persist in the face of difficult tasks. Relating both success and failure 

to differences in effort and strategy use is recommended (Licht & Kistner, 1986). To be 

motivated to learn, students must also consider ability as unstable and amenable to change. 

However, Diener & Dweck (1980) pointed out that changing the attributions of low esteem 

students may be difficult to accomplish. In a study that p r o w  students about their 

performance after success and failure, marked differences were found between mastery- 

oriented and helpless- oriented children. While the former group was accurate in assessing 

their performance, the latter group consistently underestimated success and overestimated 

failure. Borkowski, Weyhing, & Carr (1988) also pointed out that retrained attributions 

remain somewhat domain specific. They reason that diverse and prolonged intervention 

may be required across domains to affect global beliefs. In addition to this approach, 

research suggests that restructuring task parameters and assessment practices in schools 

also may accomplish this goal (Stipek & Daniels, 1988). 

Constructivist Theory 

Paks (1989) outlined a theory of self-regulated learning that proposed a 



constructivist explanation for children's changing developmental perceptions and, often, 

maladaptive attributions, In this theory, children are seen as "theorists", continually 

integrating information in to existing schemata through a process of assimilation and 

accommodation. The overall information input making up children's theory of self- 

regulation comes from four component theories: Self, Effort, Academic Tasks, and 

Instrumental Strategies. These will be outlined in brief. 

According to Paris, a child 's theory of self-competence (Self) develops due to the 

interaction between "the external markers of competence and children's constmctions of 

their own ability" (p. 174). Subsumed in this theory are the components of ability, agency, 

and control. A child's beliefs with respect to each of these three factors contribute to the 

construction of his theory of self-competence. For example, there is evidence that as 

children progress through school the increasing trend towards normative evaluation 

through patterns of teachers' praise and through comparative gradmg dramatically alters 

both their definition of the term "ability" (S tipek & Tannatt, 1984) and the sense of their 

own abilities. Along with perceptions of ability, perceptions of personal agency, the 

expectation that a person can achieve in a general sense given the means, and perceptions of 

personal control, the expectation that a goal is attainable, also contribute to a child's overall 

sense of self-competency. 

Children also develop their theory of self-regulation from theories about Effort. The 

observations outlined earlier regarding the interactive relationship between ability and effort 

can be integrated into the principles of this theory. The theories children construct abu t  

effort serve to preserve their feelings of self-esteem. Blaming their failure on low effort is 

more palatable than admitting low ability. Concomitantly, they also calculate the 

"costhenefit ratios of effort" @. 180) depending on their expectation of success and their 

perception of the task's value. Success with high effort becomes an indication of low 

ability (Weiner, 1986). 



Children construct a theory of Academic Tasks that either aids or abets the 

development of good problem solving strategies. Interpreting the goal of reading to be 

decoding words, impedes the formation of comprehension strategies. Children search for 

problem isomorphs and then may apply appropriate or, in an effort to minimize effort, 

inappropriate procedures. In addition, the success or failure a child experiences on n 

previous task may influence the value he places on a similar, new task. In order to preserve 

feelings of self-esteem, the student may avoid the challenge the task represents. 

A description of the declarative, procedural, and conditional knowledge that 

children develop as part of their Theory of Strategies is outlined in the earlier section on 

metacognitive theory. Paris emphasized that this knowledge and its metacogni rive 

component is uevelopmental; strategic behaviour develops with opportunity over time. He 

also points out that strategic behaviour and children's theories of self-competence, effort, 

and task are codependent. 

While the outcome of Paris' incremental, interactive theory construction is positive 

for many children, for others it is destructive. Proposzlls on how to restructure students' 

"skill and will" in order to develop the independent learner are multi- faceted. Paris and 

other researchers suggest that not only experiencing success but also coping with failure is 

a prerequisite to a self-regulated learning style (Chapin & Dyck, 1976; Paris, 1989). 

However, Paris (1989) asserted that both success and failure must be accompanied by 

insight. Failure generates disequilibrium and an opportunity to exercise coping 

mechanisms but these must be within the child's knowledge repertoire. Wong (1988) 

suggested that teaching students to analyze their own learning obstacles concurrertly with 

teaching problem solving strategies promotes in students metacognition about themselves 

as leaners as well as about the learning process. Engendering in children this belief of self- 

efficacy and control contributes considerably to a self-regulated learning style as has been 

shown. A mode1 of instruction formulated to ameliorate the maladaptive theory structure of 



LD students by providing them with insight into how strategies develop successful learning 

will be presented later in this chapter. 

Although Pinmch's research (1987) used college students in his sample, his 

findings reinforce Paris' (1989) work and have implications for both research and 

intervention with LD students. Pintrich investigated the influence of four motivational 

factors: students' goal orientation (1Ln_frinsic vs extrinsic), the task value, and two 

expectancy factors (the expectancy for success and control beliefs). He defined extrinsic vs 

intrinsic orientation as the difference between a task being performed for external rewards 

(e.g. grades, social rewards) vs for reasons of challenge or mastery. Task value indicates 

both interest in and relevance of the task. Control beliefs reflect the students' assessment of 

the interplay between ability/effort and performance. As with some LD students but unlike 

students with high control beliefs, students with low control beliefs were convinced that 

their good performance reflected luck or ease of the task. Expectancy for success refers to 

students' belief that they can succeed given the means. In general, the results of the 

research demonstrated the interplay of strategy knowledge and metacognition with 

motivation. Not only did high strategy use and high intrinsic motivation lead to high 

performance but that the two variables were positively correlated with each other. A similar 

pattern of results was obtained for each of the other three motivational factors. 

Research by Alverman and Ratekin (1982) investigating the relationship between 

perceptions of proficiency and strategy choice supported this conclusion. These 

investigations found that students with perceived low reading proficiency choose more 

"passive" strategies like rereading or reading carefully than high proficiency students who 

chose active strategies such as paraphrasing, identifj4ng main ideas, and responding 

personally. Given the findings of these studies and what we know about LD students' 

failure-related problems including passivity and attributions, a simultaneous emphasis on 

strategies, rnetacognition, and motivation is a requisite for good instruction (Wong, 1988) 



Attributional Remrung 
. . 

Borkowski et al. (1986, 1988) concur with other researchers in assigning 

significant ~hportance to motivational states in the acquisition and maintenance of smtegy 

use. nc outline of their "Good Strategy User" model presented earlier denmnstrates this 

position. While they downplayed the importance of different conditions in training (nun-] ber 

of sessions, interplay of dialogue, etc.), Borkowski et al. (1 896, 1988) emphasized the 

importance of the students' beliefs about their instrumentality . A study with hyperactive 

boys designed to assess maintenance of strategy knowledge and attributional beliefs (Reid 

& Borkowski, 1987) compared an Executive condition (strategy instruction plus self- 

control programme), an Executive Plus Attribution condition (strategy instruction plus self- 

control programme plus training on antecedent and programme- generated attributions), and 

a Control (strategy instruction). Results indicated significant improvements in performance, 

strategy use, and attribution effects for the Executive Plus Attribution treatment condition. 

Long tenn maintenance of general strategic knowledge and appropriate attributions was 

effected after 10 months in the combined treatment condition only. In the Executive ' 

condition, which did not include attribution training along with the self-control training, 

minimal changes in attributiond beliefs were effected. Moreover, Reid and Borkowski 

(1987) cautioned that changes brought about in the Executive Plus Attribution condition, 

although long term, were relatively domain specific with attributions regarding math .self- 

concept not correlated with reading self-concept. Borkowski et al, f 1986) recommended 

four principles integral to effective attributiod remining including; a) retraining needs to 

be intensive, prolonged and consistent, b) the initial focus should generally center on task- 

qmific beliefs, c) the strategy-based effort/performance link should be demonstrated and, 

df instruction simultaneously shodd include information on sjxd3c strategies, 

metamgnition, and motivational cumpcH1ents. They suggested that these combination of 



fearures wilt engender the "purposeful, deliberate actions that constitute the heart of the 

educational enterprise" fp. f 36). 

Summarv 

Researchers have concluded that instructional practices and failure experiences can 

have a very crebilitating effect on the motivation of students to learn, The low self- concept 

that resuits from these factors perpetuates the failure prophesy. Passivity or unstrategic 

I m i n g  styIes become defining characteristics of these failing students. How to address 

this motivationd factor wiIt be a focus in the next section on the components of good 

instruction. 

Components of Good Instruction, 

From the theory and research outlined in this study on Iearner "skill" and learner 

"wit1 "', a number of principles can be extracted upon which to base the foundations of good 

instruction or intervention. Information should be provided about strategies, metacognitive 

variabIes should be addressed, background knowledge should be enriched, and atnibutions 

should be appropriately constructed ur altered. As stated in previous sections, the purpose 

is to enable a child to become an independent problem solver and self-regulated learner. 

S e v d  issues perraining to rhe training method will now be outlined with the components 

of g o d  instruction conduding this section. 

Specific vs Executive Strate* 

Orme issue related to strategy instruction concerns whether to teach domain specific 

or executive strategies, Specific strategy inamctiixl invoIves content specific straregies 

S E K ~  as the one designed by Danxmu Qf 985) to teach a text processing strategy to 

stcdenrs. Using the acronym MURDER, students set the Mood to smdy, read for 

U n d e r s m g .  Recall the ideas, Digest the idannation by correcting recafl and ampwing 



it, Expand on the information, and Review mistakes. On the other hand, Raphael & 

McKinney (1983) developed a question-answer routine (QAR) that exemplified a more 

content fr-ee approach. They taught students to identify text-explicit, text-implicit, and 

script-implicit information in passages. No evidence that metacognitive information was 

included in or essential to the process was provided. In addition, Deschler, Alley, Warner, 

& Schurnaker (198 1) advocated teaching a core group of strategies and have developed 

instructional packages that promote a variety of memory and comprehension skills such ns 

paraphrasing and self-questioning. Other, mare self-regulating, metacognitive strategies arc 

also examples of this strategic approach. In many research or intervention designs, 

executive control functions include the self-regulatory processes such as planning, 

checking, and monitoring used by successful learners. Specifically, the self-questioning 

paradigm has proven particularly effective in developing this type of strategic processing 

(Wong & Jones, 1982). In this study, questions were used to monitor or check on the 

outcome of the learning situation. However, while general, content free strategy instruction 

promotes use across domains, it may not address the idiosyncratic problem solving 

requirements particular to different domains. As such, most researchers recommend 

iacuding both types of strategy instruction (Borkowski et al., 1989; Pressley et al., 1989; 

Wong 1985a). Domain specitic strategies facilitate the development of a knowledge base 

and appropriate skills in a domain. However, because these strategies are bound by the 

content, executive strategies should complement the instruction to generate transfer. A more 

elaborated look at this issue will now bc provided 

H m  of the Matter; Maintenance and Transfer 

As emphasized, the main objective of cognitive training is to produce independent 

learners. Research has shown that in "blind' studies where students were taught only 

~ ~ t i v e  knowledge about a particular strategy or set of strategies, they sametimes faj led 



to learn them, failed to perform them independently, or failed to transfer them to similar 

learning situations (Brown, Campione, & Day, 1981; Brown & Palinscar, 1982). In this 

learning situation, the trainer oversees the strategy use, guiding the student through all 

phases of the learning task. fn "informed' studies where students received information 

"concerning the significance and outcome of these activities and their range of utility" 

(Baker & Brown, 1984b, p. 381), strategies were learned but not transferred to other 

domains and not maintained over time. Research demonstrates the superiority of this 

approach over "blind" training. Paris, Newman, & McVey (1982) trained two groups of 

students to categorize lists for subsequent recall. One group received no elaboration on the 

usefulness of the training procedure which included grouping, labelling, and cumulative 

rehearsal: the other group received elaboration. The informed group performed better on the 

task both in immediate and maintenance tests. In "informed, self-control" studies where 

students were given additional explicit metacognitive instruction in the orchestration, 

checking, and monitoring of these skills, both strategy maintenance and transfer were 

effected. Research, conducted by Day (1980), trained junior college students to use a 

variety of rules for summarizing texts. Only the informed self- control condition improved 

LD students' use of the rules. In this condition, students learn for themselves the value of 

strategy use. As has been pointed out, understanding and accepting the usefulness of being 

strategic has implications not only for transfer but also for students' attributions and 

motivation. 

Qitical Features of S- Instruction 

Strategy instruction is based on an "expert model" assumption. If successful 

learners employ a skill in the process of learning, then teaching that skill to unsuccessful 

learners, deficient in it, should cause the unsuccessful learners to show improved 

perforinance (Garner, 1987). Whether because of lack of knowledge, ineffective cognitive 



processing, or both, unskilled readers do conform to the outline of a strategy-deficit model. 

While what to teach to these learners has been addressed throughout this paper, how to 

teach them will now be presented. 

Direct Instruction 

Direct instruction has been supported by many researchers as embodying the 

principles most effective in cognitive instruction (Garner, 1987; Paris & Oka, 1989; 

Pressley et al., 1989; Schumaker, Deshler, & Ellis, 1986; Winograd & Paris, 1988; Wong, 

1985a). In general, direct instruction informs the students what they need to know and then 

guides them through the process of acquiring that information. Instructors clearly outline 

the objectives of the lesson and develop a step by step procedure for explaining and 

demonstrating fundamental principles to students. Instructors provide guided practice in 

applying strategies to reading assignments, give feedback on strategy use, and Fdde support 

to encourage self-regulated learning. These components will now be outlined. 

Direct Emlanation 

In direct strategy instruction, instructors provide declarative, procedural, and 

conditional knowledge about strategies. That is, students are taught what strategies are, 

how to use them, when they are and are not useful, and why they should be used. Students 

are also taught the metacognitive strategies of planning, monitoring, and checking. In that 

way both specific and general strategy instruction address the needs of learning within and 

across domains. Duffy, Roehler, Meloth, Vavrus, Book, Putman, & Wesselman (1986) 

outline four characteristics of effective direct explanation. First, direct explanation makes 

covert thinking accessible providing the opportunity for discussion. Second, it enables 

students to develop a problem-solving approach to reading. Next, it provides explicit, clear 

explanations regarding the critical features of a strategy while students are engaged in 

meaningful reading. Last, it ensures that the complexity of the material increases according 



to the individual learning capacity of the student. Winograd & Hare (1988) also emphasized 

that effective teachers increase students' awareness of strategies by providing information 

on strategy knowledge, utility and application. Moreover, they promote strategy use by 

modelling their thinking processes on specific tasks and by engendering an attitude of self- 

assessment. 

Teacher M* 

Teachers initially &el their own strategy use for students providing a clear 

rationale for employing them. Schunk (1987) asserted that modelling is an effective 

instructional technique because it concurrently imparts information about the worth of using 

strategies while demonstrating the process. Students who believe they can imitate the model 

increase their sense of self-efficacy and their motivation to learn. Brophy (1983) concurred, 

advocating that modelling the cognitive benefits of learning can be instrumental in 

developing intrinsic motivation in students who are used to working for extrinsic rewards. 

Pressley ei al. (1989) interpreted the value of modelling to be its potential to create a 

"strategic environment in the classroom" (p.21), promoting acquisition and maintenance of 

both specific and general strategy knowledge and promoting a self-regulated learning style. 

Guided Practice and Feedback 

Effective direct instruction also provides ample opportunities for guided practice of 

the steps of a strategy and for teacher feedback until a mastery level is attained (Schumaker 

et al., 1986). Although feedback can be corrective, Schunk & Rice (1987) emphasized the 

importance of attributional feedback along with multiple sources of strategy value 

information. In the fmt of two experiments to investigate whether information about 

strategy use affected remedial readers' self-efficacy and comprehension, they found that 

both general and specific strategy value information was needed to improve self-efficacy 

and comprehension. In the second experiment, only the verbal feedback plus specific 



infarmation condition improved the dependent variables. While they tested effort 

attributional feedback that linked students' successes with increased efforts, Schunk & 

Rice (1987) stressed that additional research is needed on various types of strategy 

effectiveness feedback to gain valuable knowledge about maintenance and transfer. 

Independent Practice 

Students need adequate amounts of independent practice as the culminating step in 

developing a self-regulated routine. In this step, responsibility for determining strategy use 

should be transferred to the student from the instructor. Students need to monitor their 

progress and choose from an array of inculcated strategies those that scit hisher needs or 

learning style (Swanson, 1989). It is at this step that the flexible employment of strategy 

use will be tested. 

General Recornrnen&tio~i~ 

Researchers provide several other general recommendations to prom te strategy use 

and strategy transfer. Current strategy instructions focuses on teaching a few strategies well 

( D u e  et al., 1986; Duffy, Roehler, Sivan, Rackliffe, Book, Meloth, Vavrus, Wesselman, 

Pumam, & Bassiri (1987); Schumaker et al., 1986) rather than many superficially. In this 

way enhancement of appropriate use of the strategy may result. To promote transfer, 

researchers recommend providing students with multiple exemplars for a particular strategy 

and incorporating strategy instruction into content areas (Paris & Oka, 1 989 j. As Pressley 

et al. (1989) emphasized, strategy instruction should be incorporated into on- going reading 

instruction and not be taught as a separate entity. Strategies should augment enjoyment in 

reading and be employed when, and if, required. Also, Paris (1989) recommended the 

scaffolding of instruction which iilcludes the components of direct instruction and more. 

Teachers must engage the interest of the child, keep the child focussed on the goal, and 

control the task demands so that the child's stress is reduced. After providing an idealized 



model for the child to imitate, teachers gradually transfer control for iearning from the 

themselves to the student. The objective of this process is to promote autonomy in the 

students by making them responsible for their own learning. In addition, non-competitive 

models of education such as co-operative learning are also being proposed to increase the 

motivation and restructure children's goals for reading (Winograd & Johnson, 1987). 

Eeadinr 
. . 

and Think~n~ - Stratem 

Paris has developed a comprehensive programme of strategy instruction called 
. . Reading b a d  on the principles of rnetacognitive theory, 

attributional theory, and direct instruction. This programme was developed as a series of 

kits with lower intermediate, upper intermediate, and junior high school students as the 

target popdations. Each kit is comprised of nine lessons based upon a metaphor. Paris 

(1988) contended that utilizing a metaphor to explain a strategy helps students relate new 

information to an established schema which develops more integrated knowledge. He 

purported that the metaphors not only inform and communicate, but also provoke and 

entertain. Each metaphor is presented by means of a large, colourful poster which 

illustrates the interaction between the strategy and the metaphor. For example, the executive 

strategy contained in lesson one of the upper intermediate: kit is based upon a building 

metaphor, "Blueprints for Reading." This strategy teaches students that they construct 

meaning when they read. Students learn that just like builders who use plans requiring 

activities before, during, and after construction, so skilled readers develop plans for 

reading that require using strategies throughout the reading process. The remaining eight 

lessons in this kit, as in the others, target specific reading strategies and introduce students 

to various leaning tactics. Group discussions about strategic reading are designed to 

stimulate and share ideas, raising the profile of meaning-getting vs decoding as the purpose 

of reading. The lesson plans which accompany each lesson follow the informed, self- 



regulated learning format. The direct instruction principles outlined earlier guide the process 

with the objective of developing independent, strategic learners. Students learn declarative. 

conditional, and procedural information about strategies. Teachers model the me tacognitive 

approach to reading and provide motivational feedback to students about the effectiveness 

of effortful learning, Paris (1989) characterized this approach as a system which manages 

"personal cognitive resources" (p. 32) rather than workbooks. Accommodation is made 

within each lesson to bridge the principles to curriculum or content-based material. Paris 

(1989) stressed that metacognitive instruction should not become an objective in itself but 

should play only a functional role by helping students to fully appreciate the content of 

interesting material. 
. . 

Several studies have been carried out using the Readlng and Thinkim trateeie~ 

programme. Paris and Jacobs (1984) and Paris and Oka (1986) tested this programme, 

formerly named Informed Stratepies for Learnirg m, in field studies using populations 

of third and f;fh grade students. A metacognitive interview and multiple measures of 

MacInitie Reading; Test comprehension including the Gates , a cloze exercise, and an error 

detection task were used as dependent measures in the former study. In the latter, 

reconstructed measures of awareness were developed and a measure of self-competence 

added to the comprehension tasks. Generally, results indicated that awareness of strategies 

could be improved through instruction and that there was a modest relationship between 

reading achievement and awareness. Additionally, while all students benefitted from the 

intewention, there were age and ability differences. In a re-examination of the data using 

cluster analysis, Cross and Paris (1988) c o n f i i d  this finding concluding, first, that there 

was a general trend for metacognition to become more congruent from 8 to 10 years of age 

and, second, that instruction benefitted almost all profiles of students but had its greatest 

effect on the poorest readers at the grade five level. In the Paris and Oka (1986) study the 

interaction between self-assessed measures of competence, reading achievement, and 



motivation were highlighted. While stude-m who accurately assessed T overrated their 

abilities were shown to use the strategies only those with accurate perceptions 

demonstrated improved perforxance. Those students who underestimated their competence 

neither used the strategies nor demonstrated improved pfonnance. 

Rottman and Cross (1990) augment these findings in a study using a m-ed form 

of the u. Their "Defensive" group, those LD students with low to average knowledge 

and awareness of strategies but very high perceived competence, made the biggest 

improvements in reading achievement. However, one cluster in the Rottrnan and Cross 

study that had no analogous group in the Paris and Oka (1986) study also made significant 

improvement. Named the "Realistic" group, it had low to average knowledge and 

awareness with an appropriate perceived self-competmce. Their "Pessimistic" group, those 

with high to average knowledge and awareness of strategies but low to average perceived 

competence, was the only one to make no improvement. Rottman and Cross (1990) posited 

that the motivation usually generated by this programme promoting learning may not have 

affected these students. However, the success of the programme with most LD students in 

this study may have resulted from the goal-oriented focus of the strategy instruction. 

Students are taught to read for different purposes, activate background knowledge, focus 

on important text elements, monitor their progress, flexibly engage strategies, and be a 

critical, appreciative audience. In short, the programme addresses most of the strategies 

unskilled readers lack and demonstrates in the process that an effortful approach will 

improve learning. 

Summarv 
In this chapter the components critical to effective learning have been reviewed: the 

"skill" that skilled learners must possess; the "will" that ensures active engagement of 

smtegies; and the instructional design that addresses both of these two variables. Each 



component has been presented with supporting research. Research focusing on "skill" has 

demonstrated the important and necessary interdependence among declarative, conditional, 

and procedural knowledge about strategies in effective learning. It has underscored the 

critical role played by metacognition to plan, monitor, evaluate, and restructure the letanling 

process. Research focusing on "will" has highlighted the effects of maladaptive attibutions 

and debilitating self-concepts on student learning. Most importantly, research focusing on 

instructional design has identified effective instructional methods that can re-orient 

unskilled learners' reading processes and self-concepts. Moreover, related field research 

has shown how this study's intervention programme, Reading and Thinking Strate-, 

which incorporates the recommended components, has been effective in promoting strategy 

knowledge, strategy use, and improvement in comprehension measures. 

In the following chapter, an outline of the population, design, materials, measures, 

and procedures used to effect this study will be presented. 



CHAPTER 3 

Method 

suklas 

The sample for this study consisted of 19 gEdde six and 20 grade seven students 

classified as learning disabled (LD). All students werc mainstreamed but each had received 

some instruction in either a resource room or a learning ass;stance centre. Students came 

from six schools located in the Coquitlam School District. This di~trict is comprised of 

middle to lower-middle class socibeconornic strata, From a population of 49 elementary 

schools, a sample of 6 schools was drawn and these schools were assigned randomly to 

one of two treatment groups. Three schools were considered to be the maximum number 

that could be included Li each group due to the scheduling considerations arising from the 

intervention instruction, Only schools e r ~ o l ~ g  at least 30 grade six and 30 grade seven 

students were considered because only schwk of this size would be likely to yield enough 

subjects conforming to the sample definition. An inquiry conducted prior to including the 

selected schools in the sample determined that no formal strategy instruction had been 

presented to the students in those schools. 

Once the schools had k e n  identified and permission to conduct the research had 

been obtained from the school principal and the teachers involved, a sample of 3 and/or 4 

grade six and 3 and/or 4 grade seven subjects, fitting the criteria, were chosm by the 

researcher with the assistance of each school counse11or. A total of 39 students could be 

identified. Because sex differences in studies of informed and self-control training has not 

been observed (Wong & Jones, 1982) and as unequal distribution of males among disabled 

readers is well documented, no attempt was made to balance for sex. An infixmation letter 

was sent home with each selected subject summarizing the purpose of the study and 

requesting permission h m  parent(s) or guardian(s) for their child to participate. All 



parent(s) or guardian(s) gave written consent, Students were interviewed separately, 

informed of the purpose of the study and the level of participation required, and were asked 

for their verbal consent. All agreed. 

Learning Disabled Sam~le 

All 39 students were identified as learning disabled (LD) consistent with the criteria 

outlined by the Coquitlam Schml District which are as follows: a) Intelligence quotients in 

the average or above average range as measured by the Weschler Intelligence Scale for 

Children-Revised (WLSC-R, 1976; b) academic reading retardation of 2 or more years 

below grade level as measured by the Woodcock Johnson Reading Test (1984); c )  absence 

of any other handicapping condition such as vision or hearing impairment or English as a 

second language. W e  manifesting reading comprehension difficulties, all students in this 

study were required to demonstrate decoding ability no more than one year below grade 

level to eliminate decoding problems as a confounding variable when assessing 

comprehension. Specifically, the subjects were assessed on the graded isolated word list in 

the Jerrv Johns Basic read in^ fnventom (Jerry JohnsL Thirty-four Ss decoded at grade 

level and five read up to one year behind grade level, To support the conclusions based on 

the test resdts, discussions with schml counseHors revealed that each student was 

denonstrafing difficulties in Language Arts and content area subjects and that many were 

expressing frustration a b u t  their school work. 

M 
The original LD sample in Group I consisted of 1 1 grade six students (range 1 0 

mmthx from 10 years 10 nw,n&s to 11 years 8 months) and 9 grade seven students (range 

10 months: from I I years 9 m t h s  to 12 years 7 months. One grade six student and one 

grade m e n  student were dropped from the sample just after the pretests when they were 



transferred to other schools. WISC-R scores for this group ranged from 87 to 109. 

Percentile rankings for the Woodcock Johnson read in^ Test ranged from 8%ile to 21%ile. 

!&xu22 

The LD sanple in Group 2 consisted of ten grade six Ss (range 7 months: from 10 

years 9 months to 11 years 4 months) and nine grade seven Ss (range 8 months: from 11 

years I 1 months to 12 years 7 months). One grade seven student was dropped from the 

sample before the conclusion of the pretests when he transferred to another school. WISC- 

B scores for this group ranged from 86 to 105. Percentile rankings for the Woodcock 

Johnson Reading Tes score ranged from 6%ile to 23%ile. 

Intervenhon Penod 1 

Exmnmentd - Grou~  - L An experimental, replication design was chosen for this 

study, See fig. 1. During a 12 week period (Intervention Period I), from September to 

December, 19 LD students fim the three schools (Experimental Group 1) received 

pretests, instruction on using reading comprehension strategies from Reading and Thinking 

Strategies Kit (Level 5/61 (Paris, 1987), and posttests. Pre- and posttest data, consisting of 

both formal and informal measures and self-repat interviews, were collected during the 

fm and last two weeks. Intervention instruction was carried out three times per week for 

23 lessons during which time data from four teacher-constructed comprehension probe 

tests and mterviews with students on their self--reported strategy use were also collected. To 

me;isure transfer, two teacher-co~~~tructed comprehension tests using content area material 

were given: one during the posttest and one three weeks following the posttests. Also, to 



measure maintenance of strategy use, two teacher-constructed comprehension tests were 

given accompanied by a measure of strategy recall at the three and six week period rgter 

posttesting. 

Control Group. Concurrently, during the pretesting and posttesting periods in 

Intervention Period 1, data from two of the measures (Gates-MacGinitie read in^ Test 

fGatesf and Jerry Johns Basic Reading Inventorv (Jerry Johns) were collected from 19 

zdditional students from the other three schools. This group received traditional classroom 

instruction using basal readers from their classroom teachers and/or modified materials 

fiom special education teachers. No classroom was utili7ing any programme of strstegiy 

instruction. Having received no strategy instruction be tween testing periods, this group 

functioned initially as the Control Group. 

Intervention Period 2 

Exwrirnental Groug 2. Subsequently, from January to April, the original Control 

Group served as Experimental Gmup 2 receiving a replication of the intervention 

conditions afforded Experimental Group 1. Using a replication design satisfied the ethical 

dilerna of withholding instruction from students who might benefit from it . 

All pretests, with the exception of the Gates, were administered. The prior use of 

both fonns of the Gates and Form A and Form B of the Jerry Johns to establish this group 

as a conb-ol precluded their re-use. However, Form C of the Jerry Johns was included in 

the posttests of Interventicm Period 2 as a repeated measure of comprehension. During this 

repEdon period, all other intervention and posttest routine* from Intervention Group I 

were foHc3wed, 

b2ES.d 

The researcher was responsible for all fevels of data collection and instruction. 
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Detailed scripted lesson plans were developed to ensure consistency among schools and 

between Group 1 and Group 2. Pretest and posttest interview data that outlined general 

knowledge about strategies was collected by means of portable cassette recorders. 

Interviews that detailed reported strategy use following the comprehension probe tests were 

transcribed directly by the researcher. All additional measures were obtained by means of 

paper and pencil tests either in a small group semng or on an individual basis. A random 

sample of all tests was marked by a colleague and reliability measures were calculated. 

Materials 

Pretest and Posttest Measures 

Students were assessed with a battery of tests chosen to determine their reading 

comprehension and strategy knowledge and/or use. Following is an outline of these 

measures. 

Readin? wmmehension measures. (1 l-s-MacIni tie Readin e T_e~t(Can adian 

Edidon: 1980): This test was administered to each group to obtain a standardized measure 

of subjects' reading comprehension abilities. This test was chosen because it is a group 

administered, normatively referenced test of both vocabulary and comprehension which 

yields raw, percentile and extended scale scores. The Vocabulary subtest measures 

students' word knowledge and the Comprehension subtest measures students' ability to 

answer questions about text information they have read. Equivalent forms of the test were 

used for each grade level. Level D (Form 1) was given to Grade 6 students and Level E 

(Form 1) was given to Grade 7 students for the pretest in September. Form 2 of each 

respective level was given for the pomest in December. The T-scores for the vocabulary 
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and comprehension subtests are reported here as well as the total T- scores combining both 

vocabulary and comprehension scores. T- scores were chosen because they represented 

equal units and could be used to interpret scores across grades and across forms. Scores 

for the pretest were based on the norms calculated for the Fall; scores for the posttest were 

based on norms calculated for Mid-year. This was deemed to be a stringent measure of any 

comprehension increase. 

(2) J e w  Johns Basic Readin? Inventory (1986): This test contains three forms (A, 

B, and C )  each consisting of graded word lists and graded reading passages with 

accompanying comprehension questions. The word lists were based on basal and 

frequency lists. Students read as many lists as possible until they reached their instructional 

word recognition level (95-97% of words read correctly). The passages were graded on a 

"readability" basis which determines the reading level based on a combination of sentence 

length and word difficulty. Students read orally from the passages and responded in a "no 

lookback format to ten questions. Literal, inferential, evaluative, and vocabulary questions 

are included in each set. After administration of tests at several grade levels, an instructional 

level for comprehension was established for each student. The last grade level at which the 

student scored 70% or above was considered to be the student's instructional level. Form A 

was given to both groups as a pretest in September and Form B as a posttest in December. 

In May, Form C was given only to Group 2 as a repeated measure of comprehension. 

(3) Cloze Passages: Graded cloze passages were chosen to obtain a third measure 

of reading comprehension. See Appendix 1. A cloze exercise is one in which every fifth 

word has been deleted from each sentence (except the first and last sentences which remain 

intact). The readers' tasks are to infer and supply the missing words based on their 

knowledge of; a) syntax, b) the context of the passage, c) its word patterns and 
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frequencies, and d) the style of the author. Cloze exercises requiring students to supply the 

missing words rather than chose from a multiple choice list were chosen for this study 

because these exercises require students to construct the meaning of the passage. The high 

level cognitive processing abilities required to make these inferences are thought to be 

critical to reading comprehension (Hosseini & Ferrell, 1980). 

Two different levels of the cloze passages were selected (one for each grade) and 

different forms were used for the pretest and posttest The passages used were two grade 

levels behind students' age grade to approximately match their assessed comprehension 

levels. Pretest passages for Grade six students contained 35 blanks and those for the grade 

seven students contained 39. Posttest passages contained 37 and 42 respectively. 

Entries were scored as follows: a) 2 points were awarded if the original word was 

supplied, b) 1 point was awarded if the word supplied was inexact but either syntactically 

or semantically correct and, c) 0 points were awarded for a .  inappropriate word or if the 

blank was not filled in. Although a more stringent method of only awarding points for 

exact words is sometimes adopted, the method chosen was deemed to follow more closely 

the theoretical foundation of the test as outlined above. Moreover, Paris (1984) also 

reported a high correlation between the two methods (r=.90) (Paris & Jacobs, 1984). 

(4) Teacher Made Tests: Teacher made comprehension questions were developed 

from graded curriculum material. See Appendix 2. The material chosen consisted of intact, 

40@500 word passages. Three multiple choice text explicit and three multiple choice text 

impIicit questions were taken from the questions following each passage and two script 

implicit questions requiring sentence answers were developed by the researcher. The use of 

the multiple choice famat reflects research which suggests that assessment of reading 

comprehension requiring English production skills may not be valid for LD readers 

(Davey, 1987). However, as the open ended script implicit questions require the opinion 
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and personal experience of the reader, no alternative method was deemed viable for these 

types of questions. Students were given two passages two grades below grade level (at 

approximately comprehension level) at both the pretest and posttest 

awareness measures.(l) Index of Readin? Awareness (IRA): This 20 item, 

multiple choice survey (See Appendix 3) from Peadin? and Thinking Strategies Kit (Level 

m, [Paris (1987)l was used to determine students' awareness of reading strategies. 

Questions and possible answers included in this survey were developed from "The Reading 

Awareness Interview" (Paris Macobs, 1984) which assessed children's metacognitive 

awareness about reading in three different areas: evduahon of the task difficulty and of the 

reader's own abilities; planning to reach a goal; and monitoring progress towards the goal. 

The importance of the three kinds of knowledge in descriptions of children's metacognition 

is documented by Brown (1978). 

2. Metacognitive Interview: A scripted interview was taped during pretesting and 

posttesting The purpose of these interviews was to determine students' reported strategy 

knowledge, reported strategy use, and measures of self-confidence about their reading 

abilities. A probed interview format was used (Duffy, Roehler, Sivan, Rackliffe, Book, 

Meloth, Vavrus, Wesselman, Putman, & Bassiri, 1987). Students were asked five 

standard questions focusing on one of the objectives above. During and after students' 

answers, one or more probe questions were used to determine if the students could tell any 

more or clarify a detail. In analyzing the h t e ~ e w  data for the first four questions, 

students' answers were first wanscribed and then divided into thought units that represented 

a reading process or strategy. A numerical value then was assigned based on the level of 

rnetacognition expressxi Next the mean number of thought units in each numerical value 

were calculated and then converted to percent. Finally, pre and posttest differences were 



analyzed. In analyzing Question 5, students ratings on a Liken scale were totaled, a mean 

determined, and then a percent assigned to each rating. Pre and posttest differences were 

analyzed as with the other questions. Below is the list of five questions asked each student. 

The description of the assessment criteria used for each and examples of answers that 

would qualify for that value can be found in Appendix 4. 

Question 1: What do good readers do when they read? 

Question 2: What do you do when you pick up something to read? 

Question 3: What do you do when you come to a word you don't know? 

Question 4: What do you do when you come to a sentence you don't know? 

Question 5: This list of words can be used to descri'k how people feel about the 

kind of reader they are (very good, good, satisfactory, fair, and poor). 

Which one would you say you are? Does that describe how you 

understand stories or how you read the words? 

Probe Test Measures 

A measure of reading comprehension and an interview to determine strategy 

knowledge and strategy use was given four times during the intervention. Following is an 

outline of these. 

Readin? comprehension measureg Teacher made comprehension questions from 

graded curriculum material. See #4 in 

Comprehension in the Materials section for a complete description of these tests. One 

passage was administered each time. 
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Sniltegv interviews, Scripted interviews were taped following the completion of 

the four comprehension probe tests given during intervention. The purpose of these 

interviews was to determine what strategies the students reported they were using and to 

ascertain how they felt these strategies helped them to understand the passages. Also, 

students' attention was drawn to the relationship between strategy use and comprehension 

scores to provide motivation for further effort and as such these interviews served as an 

instructional as well as a testing tool. 

Measures of Ma&mi.uxx 

Tests to determine the durability of the intervention were given at three and five 

weeks following the posttests. See Appendix 5. 

rehension measures, Teacher made comprehension questions fiom 

F'osw-g graded, curriculum material. See #4 in Preteg and n 

rehens~on me- in the section. 

Measures of Transfer 

As an indication of the success of the intervention, reading comprehension 

measures were given based )n passages drawn from curriculum material. See Appendix 6 

for texts and tests. 

Science. Passages from science curriculum material were selected and 

comprehension questions developed to follow the format of the Teacher Made Tests. An 

outline of these questions can be found in -3: reading 

comprehension in the Materials section. Grade 6 students were tested on a 400-500 word 

passage from the grade 4 textbook, Grade 7 students were tested on a 400-500 word 
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passage from the grade 5 textbook. These passages were chosen because they were from 

recommended material which was approved for classroom use but unlikely to have been 

selected over the designated material. The respective levels of difficulty were chosen 

because they were consistent with the other testing material. However, the vocabuIary was 

not controlled. Students were tested on this material immediately following the completion 

of the posttests. 

Social Spadies, Passages from the social studies cuniculum were selected on the 

same basis as outlined for the Science material and questions followed the same format. 

Testing was administered concurrently with the first maintenance test, three weeks 

following the completion of the posttesting. While some confound could be expected 

between transfer and maintenance factors due to the considerable administration interval 

between the two tests, the researcher felt that students' normal scheduling should be 

disrupted as little as possible once it had be resumed. 

Procedures 

test Data Collection 

Collection of pretest data occurred during two time periods to allow Group 2 to 

function first as a control and next as an experimental group. To differentiate the different 

conditions brought about by this overlap of functions, the designation "Intervention Period 

1" will be used for the months September to December and "Intervention Period 2" will be 

used for the months January to May. 



enhon Perid L Pretest data for the Experimental Group (Intervention Group 

1) and the Control Group (Group 2) were collected over a two week period in the last two 

weeks of September. While Group 1 received all pretests shown below, Group 2 received 

only the W a c - m e  Reading Test (Gates) (Vocabulary and Comprehension) and the 

Jerry Johns Basic Readin? Inventov (Jerry Johns). All testing sessions were scheduled 

for approximately 40-50 minutes allowing for distribution of materials and providing 

instructions. Approximate time on task for each test is as follows: 

a)-s-Maclnitie Readin Test (Vocabulaxy): 20 minutes 

b) --Machitie Readin? Test (Comprehension): 45 minutes 

C) Comprehension Passages (2): 20 minutes 

d) Cloze Passage: 30 minutes 

e) Jeny Johns Reading Inventory: 20 minutes 

f) Independent Reading Assessment: 10 mifiutes 

g) Taped Interviews: 10 minutes 

Total testing time for Group 1 was 175 minutes and for Group 2 was 85 minutes. 

While some students expressed relief at finishing the longest test (Gates Comprehension 

Test) and showed concern about the difficulty of the Cloze passage, all appeared to remain 

on task until all items were completed or time expired. 

In general, the testing schedule was arranged to accommodate the schools' 

timetables and to space out the testing demands ove.. individuals and schools. All group- 

administered tests were scheduled for the 9:W 3 ? :OO A.M. period and most individual tests 

were administered in the 1:00-3:O P.M. time period. Students were made available by the 

teachers for the individual tests when called by the researcher. Due to the total time required 

to process the individual tests (approximately 20 hours), some individual tests also sere 

scheduled for the 9:W- 12:m A.M. time perid on the Thursday and Friday of the second 

week. Two students who were absent for the Gates Comprehension Test and one who was 
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absent for the Cloze Passage completed these in the P.M. period throughout the two week 

testing period. No confounds were expected because of this scheduling variation. All 

pretest measures were collected from students in Group 1 and Group 2. 

,Intervention Period 2, A11 tests except for the w a n d  the J e w  J~hmwere 

administered to Experimental Group 2 during Intervention Period 2 (January to May). As 

the only two forms of the Gates had been given during Intervention Period 1 (September to 

December) and re-administration of this test is not recommended before an interval of at 

least a year, no standardized reading test could be included in this period. The second foml 

of the Jerry Johns, given as a posttest to this group (Control) during Intervention Period 1 

was meant to serve simultaneously as a pretest during Intervention Period 2. As the two 

testing periods were separated only by the intervening Christmas break, which involved no 

formal instruction, no confounds were expected. 

The testing schedule for Intervention Period 2 followed as closely as possible the 
' 

format laid out for Intervention Period 1. However, testing time for each student was 

reduced to 90 minutes. Two students who missed the Teacher Made Tests and two who 

missed the Cloze Passage were rescheduled and received these on an individual basis in the 

afternoon of the second week of testing. All pretest measures were collected for all students 

in Group 2. 



hterventiorl 

Intervention for each group took place over nine weeks and consisted of 19 lessons 

instructing students on the use of reading comprehension strategies from the Reading and 
. . 

' J h i n k i ~  (Level 5/61 (Paris, 1989) and four lessons assessing 

comprehension with a teacher constructed probe test. Intervention Group I received 

instruction from October to December and Intervention Group 2 from February to April. A 

weekly timetable of three 40 minute periods was established for each of the six schools. All 

instructional lessons took place in isolated settings equipped with individual desks and 

moveable blackboards. Eleven instructional periods and/or tests missed by students in both 

groups were made up on an individual basis. It is unclear what effect the lack of group 

discussion had on the students' learning during these make-up lessons but the small ratio of 

missed to attended lessons (no studen: missed more than one lesson andlor test) would 

appear to make any effect small and random. 

es lnterventrolt During the intervention period, students in each group 

received instruction on reading comprehension strategies taken from the Reading and 
. . 

Thmkmg S a a m e s  I(lt nRvel5-61 (Paris, 1989). Each of the nine modules in the kit 

presents a different cognitive strategy represented as a concrete metaphor illustrated on a 

large, colourful, bulletin board poster. Scripted lesson cards, a student workbook 

containing reading material, and worksheets to assess strategy knowledge are included in 

the kit. Three of the nine modules were selected for intervention based on the following 

considerations: 

a) The 7-8 week intervention period precluded presenting the whole kit which 

contains 26 suggested lessons. 

b) Because LD students were anticipated to be deficient in some of the prerequisite 

skills assumed iri each module, the number of suggested lessons in the three modules 
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chosen was expanded in order to pre-teach these skills. As Paris emphasizes that teachers 

mold the lessons in the kit to fit different instructional styles and classroom cumculum, the 

licence taken with the instruction does not seem to violate the intent of the kit and can bt: 

deemed to be a valid test of the material in a naturalistic setting. 

c) Within the intervention period, time was required to test for comprehension and 

to determine strategy use. 

The rationale used in determining the selection of each module and a precis of the 

contents is outlined below. 

A) "Blueprints for Reading": This module uses a building metaphor which helps 

students understand that we should construct meaning as we read. It was selected because 

it introduces students to a general executive strategy, a framework for processing text. 

Students learn six strategies posed as questions and become aware how these strategies can 

be used before, during, and after reading to help them construct the meaning from the 

content. Once aware of this executive strategy, students can then fit in specific strategies 

from the other modules to assist with comprehension monitoring. The objectives of this 

module are to: 

a) teach students to identify reading goals 

b) teach students to evaluate the type of test before reading 

c) teach students to select appropriate plans for reading 

d) teach students the impntance of monitoring the meaning as they read 

e) teach students that constructing meaning is the goal of reading 

f) encourage students to evaluate their reading effectively 

B) '"Tools for Reading": This module equates strategies with equipment used by 

different kinds of workers to perfom a job effectively. Students learn six strategies and 

when they should be applied This module was chosen because it gives studenrs the 

opportMity to select, apply, andlur generate strategies that are useful in 



comprehension monitoring and, as such, complements the general executive strategy 

presented first. The objectives for these lessons are to teach students to: 

a) use context t~ help determine the meaning of difficult words or sentences 

b) use imagery to make a story meaningful 

c) make predictions 

d) skim ahead and look back in text 

e) paraphrase meaning 

f) self-question 

C) "Road Signs for Reading": This module equates reading with taking a trip. 

Students learn that employing strategies is like using road signs to ensure a safe jowney. 

Students are taught to check their understanding periodically and to use strategies to de-bug 

comprehension failures. These lessons use mad sign symbols to help cue students to the 

appropriate strategy for the type of reading or problem encountered. It was chosen because 

of the cuing power afforded to the LD student by a visual representation of the strategy. 

The objectives of these lessons are to: 

a) teach students to check their understanding during reading 

b) stimulate students to think of various ways to check their understanding 

C) teach students to paraphrase, predict, adjust the rate of their reading, and reread 

as strategies for monitoring comprehension 

d) make students aware of the need far and benefits of comprehension monitoring 

ksson dam The scripted lesson plans developed for each lesson were basctd on 

the principles of the informed, seIf-control teaching d e l  (See Appendix 7 for the texts). 

T'hmughout the lessons the students were informed of the definition of the strategy, its 

value, and its appropriate and inappropriate application. Strategies were modelled by the 

teacher, who verbalized the &inking process kvolved in the construction of meaning. 



Metacognitive awareness was dso fostered through group discussions of students' 

thoughts. Guided practice, providing corrective feedback during anld after reading, was 

provided either within the same lesson or in a subsequent lesson depending on the denlands 

of the instruction. Independent practice was scheduled using literature or content area 

material. Students were held accountable for regular lessons through a variety of 

assignments that werc assessed by means of comparison to a standard, a self-assessment, 

or group assessments. 

To develop strategy knowledge and encoumge strategy use, students were provided 

with prompt cards detailing important cuing questions or strategy information relevant to 

each module. At the beginning of each lesson following the introduction of the strategies, 

students were given practice in memorizing the strategies. Then they were asked to produce 

them from memory on worksheets provided in the student handbook. When students 

demonstrated knowledge of the strategies, the prompt cards were faded by having them 

turned face down on the desk. Students were instructed that these cards could be reviewed 

ifneeded. Some students were observed to check the prompts occasionally. 

Posttest Data Collection 

Because posttest data dection between Intervention Period 1 and Intervention 

Period 2 differed because of the research design, each will t>e considered separately. 

Intervention Perid 1, Paptest data for the experimental group Untervention Group 

1) and the control p r r p  (Intervention Group 2) were collected over a two week period in 

the fkst two weeks of December and followed the schedule developed for pretesting. As 

More, four students who missed the Comprehension passages md one who missed the 

C10z.e passage were mhedtlfed and received the tests in the afternoon of the two week 

testingperid 
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In addition, in the third week, students in Intervention Group I were given the first 

transfer test as outlined in the ,Materials section. Time on task for this measure was 

approximately 15 minutes. 

Approximately three weeks after the f d  posttest (following the Christmas break) 

students in Intervention Group I received a second transfer test, a maintenance test, and a 

measure of strategy knowledge as outlined in the Materials section. Time on task for these 

tests was approximately 40 minutes. 

Two weeks following this last set of tests students received the second maintenance 

test and measure of stratea knowledge. Time on task was approximately 25 minutes, As 

will be noted, all transfer and maintenance tests were scheduled for the afternoon in order 

to accommodate school timetabling. Any sttrdent who missed any transfer or maintenance 

test was re-scheduled. 

Jntervention Period 2, Posttest data for Intervention Group 2 was collected over a 

two week period at the beginning of May and foUowed the scheduled developed for 

pretesting. In addition, students were given Form C of the Jerry Johns Basic Reading 

Inventmy. This test was schedukd into the afternoon following the format established in 

Period A when the other two fonns were given as a pretest and posttest to both groups. 

A g p x i m t e  time on task for df tests was 110 minutes. No students were absent for any 

tesr during this period- 

The administration of the transfer tests, maintenance tests, and the measures of 

savtegy knowledge f ~ r  Intervention Group 2 followed that for Internention Group I. 



CHAPTER 4 

Results and Discussion 

Q v e ~ e w  

In this chapter the results of the Reading and Thinking S t r a t a  training 

programme are presented and discussed. There are four sets of data analyses around which 

this chapter is organized. The first set focuses on pre- and posttest differences between the 

two groups of LD students, Group 1 and 2, in which only Group 1 received intervention. 

In the design of the study this experimental condition was referred to as Intervention Period 

1. Analyses of variance (ANOVA) were first performed on the dependent variables (DV) of 

t5e Gates MacInitie (Gates) Vocabulary subtest, the Gates Comprehension subtest, and the 

Jerry Johns Basic read in^ Inventoq (Jerry Johns) test, followed by correlated t- tests. I'hc 

second set of data analyses focuses on pre- and posttest differences between Groups 1 and 

2 in which both groups received the same intervention. Basically, Group 2 replicated the 

mament in Group 1. In the design, this literal replication condition was referred to as 

Intervention Period 2. Analyses of variance were performed on the dependent variables of 

the Index of Rerding Awareness (IRA), the Jerry Johns, the cloze passages, and teacher 

made tests, followed by correlated t-tests. The third set of data analyses examines 

cmehtions between strategy awareness and comprehension. Correlations were calculated 

on Group 1 data only on the pre- and posttests of the awareness measure (IRA) and thc 

Comprehension subtest. The fourth set of data analysis examined qualitative data 

coUected in pre- and posttest interviews. This set of data analyses focuses on establishing 

pre and posttest differences in students' reported strategy knowledge, strategy use, and 

ratings of self-confidence regarding their levels of word recognition and comprehension of 

stories. For those analyses the data from Group 1 and Group 2 were combined. 



Pre-intervention Results 

To ascertain that the two groups of LD students, Group 1 and Group 2, did not 

differ prior to intervention, independent t- tests were performed on the pretests of the Gates 

Vocabulary subtest, the Gates Comprehension subtest, the doze measure, the Jem, Johns, 

the teacher made tests, and the *RA. The results of the independent t-tests are shown in 

Table 1. 

Table 1 

Pretest Performance Between Group 1 and Group 2 



Results indicated that Group 1 and Group 2 did not differ on the Gates voabulary 

subtest (t=0.02, df 36, p>.05), the Gates comprehension subtest (t=-0.90, df 36, p>.OS). 

the J e w  Johns (t=0.67, df 35, p>.05), the teacher made tests (t=1.12, df 35, p.05). and 

the IRA.(t=0.27, df 36, p>.05). The mean T-scores on the Gates Vocabulary subtest for 

Group 1 (35.8) and Group 2 (3578) placed them at approximately 2.5 years behind their 

grade level. On the Gates Comprehension subtest, the mean T-scores for Group 1 (35.6) 

and for Group 2 (36.83) indicated that they both were performing at approximately 3 years 

behind grade level. The J e m  Johns results indicated the mean reading level for Group 1 

(3.68) and Group 2 (3.5) was approximately at grade 3.5. On the teacher made tests based 

on two tests of 8 questions each, the mean for Group 1 (4.92) and Group 2 (4.5) 

represented less than 59% correct. Results of the IRA were at the 54% level for Group 1 

and 52.8% level for Group 2 with means of 10.8 and 10.56 respectively. 

In summary, prior to treatment, the two groups of students were clearly comparrzble 

on all the dependent measures. This finding was expected due to the attempt to match the 

two samples on measures of potential (WSC-R), performance @Woodcock-Johnson 

Abilitv Test), and teacher recommendations conforming to an appropriate decodindpoor 

comprehension profile. 

Post-intervention Analyses and Results 

Each of the four data sets will be examined separately with reference to pertinent 

research questions. 

Data Set 1 flntervention Period 1) 

This data set focused on the comparison between Group 1 and Group 2 in which 

oniy Group 1 received the intervention. All the dependent measures of comprehension 

showed the same pattern of results. A 2 (Groups) x 2 (Tests: Pre-Post tests) ANOVA was 



run on each dependent measure. The results indicated that there were significant main 

effects of group, test, and interaction. Results from each of the dependent measures will be 

discussed separately with reference to the respective research question. 

Did the reading and thlnklnp -es 1 
. . * .  ntervenhon affect ~erformance on reading 

~omprehens~on t W  

tes MacInitie Voc- subtest. A 2 (Groups) x 2 (Pre- Posttests) 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures on the second variable was 

calculated on the vocabulary data, The ANOVA indicated a sigmfkant main effect for 

Groups [F(1, 34)=9.02, p<.005]. The main effect for Tests was also significant [F(l, 

34)=31.03, p<.005]. The significant main effects indicated reliable differences between the 

groups and between pre and posttest. Group 1 surpassed Group 2 at posttest. Additionally, 

the Groups x Tests interaction was significant [F(l. 34)=29.17, p<.001]. This significant 

Groups x Tests interaction indicated that the experimental and control groups did not differ 

in vocabulary at pretest, but that they differed at posttest. Table 2 presents the means and 

standard deviations of vocabulary performance of the two groups at pre and posttests and 

Figure 2 depicts the interaction. 

In order to pinpoint that the strategies intervention really effected substantial change 

in Group 1 ,  correlated t-tests were run. Data analysis from the correlated t-tests indicated 

that Group 1 impmved significantly (t= -6.43, df=17, p< .001) from pretest :o posttest on 

the GM Vocabulary Subtest while Group 2 did not (t= -0.16, df 17 p>.05). 



Table 2 

Means and SD's on Gates Vocabularv Subtest for Grow 1 and G r o u ~  2 

PRETEST 

M S D  Pi 



-.-Group 1 

0 Group 2 

rk 2. PR- and Posttest Perfonname on Gates Yocabukuy Subtest of Group1 
and Group2 
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Gates-Machitie Comwrehension subtesL A 2 (Groups) x 2 (Tests: Pre-Post 

tests) ANOVA with repeated measures on the second variable was computed on the 

comprehension data. The ANOVA indicated that a significant main effect of Groups F'( 1, 

34)=14.99, p<.001] and of Tests [F(1,34)=28.16, pc0011. The significant main effects 

indicated reliable differences between treatment groups and between pretest and posttest. 

Group 1 surpassed Group 2 at posttest. Additionally, the Groups x Tests interactiort wits 

significant [F(1,34)=54.80, p<.Ol]. This significant Groups x Tests interaction indicated 

that the experimental and control groups did not differ in comprehension at pretest, but that 

they differed at posttest. Table 3 presents the means and standard deviations of 

comprehension performance of the two groups at pre and posttests and Figure 3 depicts thc 

interaction. 

In order to pinpoint that the strategies intervention really effected substantial change 

in Group 1, correlated t-tests were run on the data. Data analyses From correlated t-tests 

indicated that Group 1 improved significantly (t= -7.14, df=17. p <.001) from pre-post test 

on the Gatescornprehension subtest while the performance of Group 2 declined (t= 2.30, 

df=17, pc.05). Table 3 presents the mean t-scores and standard deviations for Group 1 and 

Group 2. 

TabIe 3 

Means and SD's on Gates comprehension Subgst for Group 1 and G r o a  

Group 1 

Gmq 2 

M 

35.60 

N 

18 

18 

M 

46.67 

35.06 

S D  

3.93 

S D  

6.9 1 

3.26 

N 

20 

36.83 4.53 18 



F3g3. Pn- end Postaest Perfomaxe on Gaoes Com~n3rension Subm of Group1 
and Group2 



. . Given the results of other studies done using Readingand Thinkln~ Stra~eeie~. the 

results of the Gates Vocabulary and Comprehension subtests were surprising. Piuis et d. 

(1984) found no significant improvement on scores using this test and reasoned that 

standardized tests of reading comprehension measure general aptitudes and abilities in  

reading and are not sensitive to specific cognitive skills. Several reasons for the significant 

results found in this test are proposed below. 

While both grades six and seven students in Group 1 improved about 1.5 gade 

levels on the vocabulary subtest and 2.5 grade levels on the comprehension subtest, neither 

measure was at grade level for these students. The mean T-scores still represented 

approximately .5 years delay in both vocabulary and comprehension. I-Iowever, the 

magnitude of the improvement may be explained with regard to the specific comprehension 

nature of the students' reading disability. An explanation Pari~  et al. (1 984) offered for 

their results which showed no improvement on the -is that the timed nature of the tests 

may discourage the use of the strategies or that they seem inappropriate. This conclusion 

may be consistent with students with generalized decoding and comprehension problems. 

Struggling with decoding the passages may not leave any processing room for strategies. 

However, having competent decoding abilities, the students in this study may have found 

the strategies effective for ehe short passages. Activating background knowledge, utilizing 

context to integrate information from one sentence to another, monitoring understanding, 

rereading parts to locate specific information, etc. are all of the instructed strategies that 

may be necessary for conapetent performance on these multiple choice/look back questions. 

Davey (1987) proposes that postpassage multiple choice questions may serve to externally 

cue readers to comprehension problems they had while reading. However, being unaware 

of task demands such as looking back for the answer, poor comprehenders may fail to 

act ive  the effective strategy. Garner and Reis (1981) concurred that look-back pwddigms 

may require an awareness of the need for fix-up strategies that poor strategy users do not 



have. However, as documented in the Structured Interviews in this thesis (see Appendix 

8), the reported strategies use in this group increased dramatically between pre- and posttest 

and such increased strategy use could conceivably explairl the improved performance. 

An informal analysis of the two forms of the Gates (pre- and posttests) indicated 

that approximately the same number of questions were completed by the students (pretest 

mean= 37.8; posttest mean= 39. I), indicating that more accuracy and comprehension not 

faster processing speed were responsible for the increase. A study by Snider (1989) with 

LD poor comprehenders provides a possible explanation for this fmding. This study 

revealed that the text based questions (text explicit and text implicit, p.88) were the most 

affected by strategy instruction; script implicit were most affected by background 

knowledge. As the majority of questions in the Gates Comprehension subtest were text 

based questions, the strategy training appears to k e n  effective for this target skill. Despite 

the surprising results in this study, however, otber evidence (see Jerry Johns results 

below) supported the dramatic increase reported on the -tests. 

J e w  Johns Basic Reading Inventoxy (Jew Johns). A 2 (Groups) x 2 

(Tests: Pre-Post tests) ANOVA with repeated measures in the second variable was 

calculated on the comprehension data. The ANOVA indicated a significant main effect of 

Groups [F(1,34)=97.72, p<.001] and of Tests [F(1,34)=14.26 pc0011. The significant 

main effects indicated reliable differences between treatment groups and between pretest 

md posttest. Group 1 surpassed Group 2 at postrest. Additionally, the Groups x Tests 

interaction wzs significant [F(1,34)=90.57 p<.001]. This ~ i ~ c a n t  Groups x Tests 

interaction indicated that the experimental and control groups did not differ in 

comprehension at pretest, but that they differed at posnest. Table 4 presents the means and 

standard deviations of comprehension perfo~lllil~lce of the two groups at pre and posttests 

md Figure 4 depicts the interaction, 



In order to pinpoint that the strategies intervention really effected substantial change 

in Group 1 students, correlated t- tests were run run on the data. Data analyses from the 

correlated t-tests indicate that Group 1 improved significantly (t= -9.03, df 17, p< -001) 

from pre-post tests on the Jerry Johns while Group 2 did not (t= 4.24, df 17, p< . 0 1 ) .  

Table 4 

Means and SD's on Jerrv Johns BRI for G r o u ~  1 and G r o u  

PRETEST POSTTEST 

N M M S D  S D  N 



-.- Group 1 

-I) Groq 2 

Pnttst Postttst 

Fig 4. Pre- and Posttest Performance on krxy Johns BRI of Gmup 1 and GmuQ 



Results on this test clea.rly indicated a difference between the two p u p s  o n  the 

posttest with Group 1 showing scperior performance. 

As the performance of students in the control group decreased substantially on the 

posttest using Form 2, there is the question that Form 1 and Form 2 of the J e w  Johns 

were not equivalent, While this cannot be ruled out, the dramatic mean increase of Group 1 

on the same form (25 years) did not confm this suggestion. It appeared that the regttlw 

instruction Group 2 students received did not provide them with the skills needed for 

improved performance on this measure. In contrast, the results from the correlated-t tests of 

Group 1 supported an interpretation that the intervention did provide Group 1 with the 

needed processes for improved performance on this measure. Students in the J e w  Johns 

f m t  read silently and were not timed which allowed individual processing of e x  h 

passage. The format of the oral test (no look-back, constructed-response) was found by 

Davey (1987) to be mare difficult than than all other test format5 possibly indicating the 

need for more strategic processing. Overall, the results from the Jer* Johns confirmed and 

supported those found on other measures of comprehension, particularly the Gates 

Comprehension subtest results. This test also showed the same pattern of pre-posttest 

increase for Group 1 and decrease for Group 2, 

Dam Set 2: Intervention Perid 2 

In htervention Period 2 a replication was done of the study in Intervention Perisxi 

I. Gmup 2 became the second Experimental Group and received the identical intervention 

matment as Group 1 in Intervention Period 1. Of interest was if the results achieved by 

Group I on a pre-posttest measure of awareness (IRA) and three comprehension measures 

&my Johns, the doze test, and teacher made tests) muid tx replicated by Group 2. Also 

of interest, was whether a M a r  pattern of results could be achieved on comprehension 

rnasum of transfer and m;l interrmx- 



The dependent measure of awareness and most of the dependent measures of 

comprehension showed a consistent pattern of results. A 2 (Groups) x 2 (Pre-posttest) 

ANOVA calculated on each measure showed there were no sigruficant main effects for 

Groups but significant main effects for Tests. There were no significant interaction effects. 

The exception was the cloze test which showed a main effect for Groups due to the large 

difference in pretest scores. The data repIicated those of Group 1 from Intervention Period 

1 .  Resuf~s from each of these tests will be discussed separately with reference to pertinent 

research questions. 

* .   the^ - and thmkine - -es mtervention affect awareness of stratemes? 

ss flRA), A 2 (Groups) x 2 (Pre- Posttests) 

ANOVA with repeated measues on the second variable was run on the awareness data. 

The ANOVA indicated no significant main effm of Gmups [F(1,34)=.28 p>.05]. 

Fiowevcr, the main effect for Tests was significant fF(1,34)=112.€Q pc0011. The Groups 

x Tests interaction was not significant [F(1,34)=.02 p>.05]. 

f n  order to pinpint &at the strategies intervention really effected substantial change 

in both groups, correlated t-teas were run. Datit analysis from the correlated t-tests 

indicated that both Group I (t= -6.89, df 17, pc .W1) and Group 2 (t= -8.32, df 17, p< 

.WE) improved significantly from pre-pattest on reported awareness as measured by the 

IRA. 

Means and standard desiations for the IRA are shown in Table 5. Results are stated 

a raw scores out of a possible 20 points. The pretest and posttest means for Group 1 and 

Grcwp 2 were dmst identid. The mean gain for Group 1 was 5.98 and for Group 2 was 

%F-m* 



As the intervention directly instructed the information tapped by this test and as the 

multiple choice question format is the easiest kind (Davey, 1987), it is of note that the 

posttest results were not higher. Only 1/38 snidents registered 20/20 and 4/38 registered 

19/20. However, as some questions on this test measured studem' reported smtegy tlse 

as well as smtegy awareness, some errors may have reflected not a lack of knowledge 

about the strategies but a failure to use the strategies. For example, some questions asked 

''What should you do when.....?" arid some ask "What C$Q you do when....?". As was 

painted out earlier, a knowledge of strategies does not guarantee a use of them. 

Table 5 

Means and SD's on R A  for Grouu 1 and G m u ~  2 

Did the reading and &inkine strategies intervention affect performance on  

cmreheasion tasks? 

ferry Johns Basic Reading Inventory. Because Form A and Form B of the 

Jemy Johns are non-equivdent and Form B appears more difficult, Form B was dropped 

from the analysis. A two-way AhTOVA was computed on Experimental Group I 's pretest 

data on 1- Johns F m  A and posttest data m J e w  Johns Form B; and on Experimental 

Group 2's pretest data on Jerry fohns Fonn A and posttest data on ferry Johns Form C. 

The ANOVA irdicated rm significant naain effect for Groups fF(1,34)=.35, p>.OS]. 

However, the main effect for Tests was significant [F(1,34)=260.78, p<.001]. 

I PRETEST 

M S D  

P O S ~ S T  

N 

20 

I8 

M 

16.78 

16.56 

Group1 

G r o u ~ 2  

SD 

2.2 1 

1.38 

10.80 

10.56 

N 

18 

1 X 

2.07 

3.49 



Additionally, the Groups x Tests interaction was not significant [F(1,34)=4.32, p>.05J, 

Table 6 depicts the means and standard deviations of comprehension performance of the 

two groups at pre and posttest and Figure 5 depicts the interaction. 

.cRTFttble 6: 

m n s  and SD s on Jerrv Jo .. hns BRI for Group 1 and Group 2 

PRETEST 



f I 

Prtlert Postttst 

-'- Group 1 

Group 2 



Su bsequentiy one-way ANOVA's indicated no differences between Experimental 

Groups I and 2 at pretest fFf1,34)=.46, p>.05] nor posttest [F(1,34)=2.84, p>.05]. 

In order to pinpoint that the strategies really effected substantial change in both 

groups, a correlated t-test was run. Data analyses from the correlated t-test indicated that 

both Group 1 (t= -9.03, df f 7, p<.001) and Group 2 (t= - 14-55, df 17, p<,001) improved 

significantly from pre to posttest on the Jerry Johns tests, 

Gloze tesf* A 2 (Groups) x 2 nests: Pre-Post tests) ANOVA with repeated 

measures on the second variable was computed on the cloze data. The ANOVA indicated a 

significant main effect of Groups f F(1,34)=6.66, p<.05] and of Tests [F(1, 34)=115.75, 

p<.OOI I .  However, the Groups x Tests interaction was not significant [F(1,34)= p< -68 I]. 

Table 7 presents the means and standard deviations of the cloze measure for the two groups 

at pre and pattest. As shown in Table 7, the m a n  difference between the p u p s  at 

pcrsttest was 8.00. However, this difference should be viewed in Iight of the difference at 

pretes: which was about the same (6.722). The main effect of Tests indicated that the 

intervention had effected a change in posttest scores. An analysis of the means indicated 

r h r  both groups made substantial gains from pre- to posttest with Group 1 improving 

f 6-53 (52.3 to 68.83) iad Gmup 2 improving 17.22 (59.61 to 76.83). 
Table 7 

SD's on Cloze Test for G r o u  G r o u  

PRETEST PW~TE!~T 

hf N M S D  

8.10 

7.78 

20 

18 

N 

18 

18 

68.83 

76.83 



In order to pinpoint that the strategies intervention really effected substantis1 chmge 

in both groups, a correlated t-test was run. Data analyses from the correlated t-test indicated 

that both Group 1 (t= -7.12, df 17, p< -001) and Group 2 (t= - 8-13. df 17. p< -001) 

improved significantly from pre to posttests on the cloze tests. 

This result reflected other research (Hosseini Bs Ferrell, 1982) which found clox to 

be one that is sensitive to strategic processing such as using context. 

Teacher made tests, A 2 (Groups) x 2 (Tests: Pre-Post tests) ANOVA with 

repeated measures on the second variable was run on the comprehension data. The 

ANOVA indicated that there was no significant main effect of Groups IF( 1.34)=.69 

p>.051. However, the main effects of Tests was significant [F(1,34)=2M57 p<.OO11. A 

Groups x Tests interaction was not significant EF(1,34)=1.25 p>.051. 

In order to pinpoint that the strategies intervention really effected substantial change 

in both groups, correlated t-tests were run. Data analysis indicated that both Group 1 (t= - 

12-23, df 17, p< .001) and Group 2 (t= -1 1.77, df 17, p< .001) improved significantly 

from pri to posttest on measures of reacher made tests. 



Table 8 presents the means and standard deviations for the teacher made tests. 

These means are based on the totals of two 8 point pretests and two 8 point posttests. An 

examination of the posttest means show that they were identical (7.528), representing 94% 

achievement on these tests. 

This result could be due to a ceiling effect for many students on the tests. The 

readability of the tests (two grades below age grade level) was held constant for pre and 

posttest. Given that b h  groups made improvements of several grade levels on the Jeny 

Johns tests, there is an indication that these teacher made tests may not have tapped the real 

improvements made by some of the students. 

PRETEST 

Bid the re- thmk 
. . . .  

I- m n i n g  transfer to cmrehension measures 

-her u e r  tests,A 2 (Groups) x 2 (Tests: Pre- Post tests) 

ANOVA vrith repeated rneames m the scad variable was computed on the 

comprehension dam of the teacher made posttests and tests of transfer. The ANOVA 

indicated there was no significant main effect of Groups [F(l, 34)=.93, p.051. However, 

POSlTEsT 



the main effect for Tests was significant F(1,34)==46.85, p<.OO1 j. There was no  

signiecant interaction [F(l, 34)=3.24, p>.05]. 

Data analysis from the correlated t-test indicated that the drop in measures of 

transfer was significant for Group 1 (t= 6.23, df 17, p< .001) and Group 2 (t= 3.5, df 17, 

p<.005). 

Table 9 presents the means and standard deviations for Group 1 and Group 2 on thc 

teacher made posttests and tests of transfer. The significant main effect for Tests rcflectctl a 

drop in results by both groups from teacher made posttests to transfer tests. The mean 

difference between the means for Group 1 was -67 (7.53 to 6.86) or 8.4 94, and Group 2 

was .39 (7.53 to 7.14) or 4.9%. While the decrease in mean scores was small, the 

direction of the change was consistent for almost all students. 

Table 9 

Means and SD's on Teacher Made P o ~ t  and Transfer Test for Group 1 and GroUpZ 

One possible explanation for the decrease in scores could be related to the 

vocabulary Ievel of cmiculum material which has been calculated as high as Grade 1 2 

However, this result still represented significant gains from pretest measures of 

comprehension on teacher made tests. A mean gain of 1.94 (4.92 to 6.86) or 20% was 

made by Group 1 and 2.6 (4.5 t c  7.139) or 33% by Group 2. As a result, transfer can be 

seen to have been effected, 

I 

POSTT'EST 

M 

Group1 7.53 

TRANSFER TEST 

M 

6.86 

7 14 

S D  

0.47 

0.40 

N 

18 

18 

S D  

0.56 

f l  51 

N 

18 

i X 



. . 
the readln_rr t h t h i n k i ~ i n e  affect com~rehension measures of 

e n a n c e ?  

ce 1ests.A 2 (Groups) x 2 (Tests: Pre-Post tests) 

ANOVA with repeated measures on the second variable was computed on the 

comprehension data of the teacher made posttests and tests of maintenance. No significant 

results were obtained (A1 F values were c2, p>.05), 

Table 10 presents the means and standard deviations for Group 1 and Group 2 on 

rhe teacher made postteas and tests of maintenance. These results indicated that the two 

groups performed sirnifarIy. WhiIe there was a slight drop in man maintenance scores this 

drop was not significant. The mean drop for Croup 1 was -17 (7.53 to 7.36) or 2.1 % and 

the mean drop for Group 2 was .08 (7.53 to 7-44] or 1%. As with the results from the 

transfer tests, these scores represented significant gains from the pretests. A mean gain of 

2.44 (4.92 to 7.36) or 31% was made by Group 1 and 2.94 (4.5 to 7.44) or 37% %as 

d e  by Group 2. In general, the effects of the intervention can be seen to k maintained 

over time. 

Table 10 

s and SD's on Teacher Made Test and Mantenawe Test for Grouv 1 and Grom - 2 

POSTTEST &IANENANCE TEST 

hi S D  N M 

18 7.36 

18 7.44 

Gmup 1 

Grou~ 2 

7.53 0.47 

' 7 -53 0-40 

S D  

0.64 

0 48 

N 

18 

18 



Data Set 3 

Is stratep awareness related to measures of com~rehension? 

Pearson Correlations were calculated between the scores from the IRA and both the 

vocabulary and comprehension subtests of the Gates Maclnitie read in^ T a .  Table I 1 

presents correlations for the pre and posttests. 

Table 11 

Correlation between IRA & GM Vocab GM C o w  

Results of the pretest correlations kicated that there was a weak but non-significmt 

relationship between the IRA and the -Vocabulary subtest and a weak inverse but 

non-signif cant relationship between the IRA and the Gates Comprehension subtest. 

Results of the posttest correlations indicated that there was a moderate relationship 

between the IRA and the Gates V w a b d q  subtest (I-=.%, p.<.01). Beczuse there has 

been no research on the relationship between awareness and vocabulary, only tentative 

interpretations will Ix made here of the finding. Vcxabulary scores on the Gates are based 

on selecting synonyms for the designated words. As m.dtiple choice formats m y  allow for 

megic efimination of nonexarnpIars and as an activation of background knowledge may 

Serve to emmen meanings, awareness of s m g i e s  may help to improve identification. 

Results of the pasma carrel-s afso indicated a moderate relationship between 

the IRA and the Gates Comprehension subtest (r=.52, p.c.05). This finding supported 

I R Z  

GM Vocab 

GM Camp 

Pretest 

0.29 

-0.30 

P 

0.107 

0.098 

Posttest 

0.58 

0.52 

P 

0.006 

0.0 1 4 L 



those found by other researchers (Cms & Paris, 1984; Forest-Pressley & Waller, 1984; 

Garner & Kraus, 198 1 - f 982). It was also consistent with the increasing congruence found 

between awareness and comprehension across ages in studies by Cross and Paris (1984) 

and Byrd and Gholson (1985). In the Cross and Paris study, correlations on several 

measures were stronger for students in grade five than for those in grade three. For 

example, the correlation between awareness and the -Comprehension test was -28 for 

the students in grade three and -40 for those in grade five. The trend continued in this study 

with the correlations for the grade six and seven students reaching .52. 

Dat;a Set 4: Interv- 

A structured interview was administered to ail students before and after training to 

determine reported laowledge of strategies, use of strategies, and self-assessment of 

reading competence. A probed interview format was used puffy et al., 1987). Students 

were initially asked five standard questions that focused on one of the above objectives. 

Within each question, a general probe was used to ascertain if any more information was 

available to the students. For example, when they paused after answering, students were 

asked if they could tell any more. If an answer lacked clarity or derail, students were asked 

if th:y could explain what they meant by that answer. Unlike the interviews outlined by 

DutTy et al- f f 987), no specific probes tapping declarative, conditional, or procedural 

knowledge were used as it was felt that the quality of awareness demonstrated by students 

would be different under the two different conditions. The transcriM pre and posttest 

intetviews CA be found in Appendix 8, 

In andysing the interview dam, thought units within each question were determined 

surd then assigned a numerid d t r e  based on t3re level of metacogrition that was 

expressed. ?We a brief ourhe of the thought units are included in this analysis, a 

mp1eze description of &e parameters used for analyzing the thought units in each question 



can be found in Appendix 4, The mean number of thought units in each numerical wlue 

was calculated and then converted to percent in order to determine and analyze the group 

pre- and posttest differences. Following is the analysis of each question with reference to 

the pertinent research question. 

Did the . . 
reading - and thinkme strategl Ies training affect students' remrted s te,,y T 

knowled% 

Ouestian I: %%at do good readers do when thev read? This question asks 

students to report their level of awareness of reading processes. Strategy values of from 0- 

4 were awarded the thought units based on the following criteria: 0 was awarded thought 

units that reflected no strategic value such as "they're perfect at reading"; 1 was awarded to 

units that indicated processing at the text level such as "they sound out the words"; 2 was 

awarded to units that indicated passive strategic processing such as "they read slowly"; 3 

was awarded to units that recognized active strategies but did not specify their value such as 

"they paraphrase"; 4 was awarded to units that indicated metacognitive awareness such as 

"they paraphrase so they can remember the information better if they have a test". 

To determine pre- and posttest differences in the quantity of strategies identified, 

p u p  totals for each numerical vdue were calculated. To facilitate a qualitative analysis of 

the type of reading processes used by students before and after intervention, means were 

calculated and shown in percentages for each of the five strategy value ratings. Pre- and 

p e s t  percentages for each strategy value are presented in Figure 6. Interrater reliability 

bemeen two raters for Question I was calculated at: a) Pretest %%, and b) Posttest 94%. 
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Stra~egy value 

B Pretest Fi 

EP 6: h-arad Posttest Percentage Differences in Re_rwrted Thoucrht Units Assigned to 
Each Smew Vdue in Ouestion #I. 'What do mod readers do when thev read?" 

Note Rating of 0-4 ( refer to kxt for evaluative criteria ) 



Notable differences were found between the number of thought units identified by 

students in the pre- and posttest answer( to Question 1. In the pretest, 102 thought units 

were calculated with a mean of 2.83 per student; in the posttest, 255 were calculated with ;I 

mean of 7.08 per student. In addition to this quantitative improvement, clearly defined 

qualitative differences were noted between the pre and posttest ratings. Of the thought units 

identifml at the pretest, 61.8% were assigned either a " 0  (34.3%) or "1" (27.5%) v;ilue. 

This finding indicated that the LD students' awareness of reading processes was mostly 

limited to either those with no strategic value or ones that reflected word level strategies. 

Answers like "They can get the story done" or "They'd read it word for word" were 

representative of the answers in this category. In contrast, at the posttest, 87.5% of the 

thought units were assigned either a "3" (36.1%) or "4" (51.4%) value. After inte-vention, 

students primarily reported an awareness of the value of strategies and metacogni tion to 

good reading. Reflecting on "before" reading strategies, one student said, "Well, they plan 

&eir reading because if they don't plan then they won't know what to do if they have 

trouble. And they figure out why they're reading because it wouldn't be good to just skip 

over a part if you have questions." Addressing that understanding is the central purpose of 

reading, this student said, "Even if they're a pretty good reader they could have a couple of 

problems and go back to the place and reread the sto ry.... and, uhm ..... well if they had 

redly bad trouble, I'd take.....they'd probably take their time going over it and ask a bit of 

questions and, after the end, (ask) if if they understood it." Despite all the technical 

descriptions, this wnment captures the spirit of many of the answers given at this time. "A 

story should always be in your mind. So you read a perfectly goud story ... it shouldn't be 

like, after you read it. ...y ou think you've got better things to do so you throw it away. 

That's Eke a waste of a story." HOP ever, even at pretest, 20.6% of the thought units 

reported by students were at the mtacugnirive level (value 4) indicating some pre- 

intervention awareness of &e value of this activity to good reading. Pemarily, studenu: 



reported that good readers understand what the story is about or think ahead to make the 

story more interesting. Despite this surprising finding, the pre- and posttest interview data 

supported the results of the IRA test results which showed that s~udents gained 

significantly in awareness after the intervention. 

Did the read in^ and think in^ strateees train in^ affect the students' re-mned . , s n w  ,, 

&The next three questions ask students to report their level of strategy use. Question 2 

probes for students' strategy use during general reading situations and Questions 3 and 4 

probe for strategy use in response to specific reading difficulties. 

fiestion 2: When vou pick up somethin? to read. what do v o w  The 

categorization of the thought units within this question and the analyses of the data 

followed the identical fonnat used in Question 1. Pre- and posttest percentages for each 

strategy value are presented in Figure '7. Interrater reliability between two raters for 

Question 2 was calculated at: a) Pretest 93%, and b) Posttest 96%. 



1 2 3 

Strategy Value 

f ig 7: Pre- and Posaest Percentwe Differences in Re-ported Thought Units Assigned to 
Each Strate~v Value in Question #2. "When vou pick UD something to read, what 
do vou do?" 

Note Rating of 0-4 ( refer to text for evaluative criteria ) 



Notable differences were found between the numkr of thought units identified by 

students in the pre and posttest answers to Question 2. In the pretest, 74 thought units were 

calculated with a mean cf 2-05 per student; in the pcsttest, 223 were calculated with a mean 

of 6.19 p a  student. After intervention, students reported using substantially more reading 

stm-tegies. In addition to this quantitative improvement, notable qualitative differences were 

found between the pre and posttest ratings. Of the thought units identified at pretest, 35.2% 

were assigned either a "0" (28.4) or "1" (6.8%) rating. This finding indicated that, as 

supported by research, a substantial portion of LD students' reported use of reading 

gnxesses was limited to either those with no strategic value or ones that reflected word 

level strategies. Students reported "making bookmarkers" and "trying to read fast because 

everyone else does" in response to this question. In contrast, on the posttest, 4.9% of the 

thought units were assigned to these categories (4.0% and .9% respectively) indicating 

almost a complete elimination of this level of processing after the intervention. As 89.7% of 

the thought units were assigned either a numerical value of "3" (33.6%) or "4" (56.1 %) 

after intervention, this finding indicated that students reported very high use of strategic or 

metacognitive processes at this point. As one of a number of strategies most students 

reported using the pictures and title to get an idea of what the story was about and 

predicting what would happen next, One student said, "When its boring or dull 1 won't 

summarize because its too dull. Then it might get more interesting so I'll summarize them 

both together." Another said "rd mostly use imagery if I had background knowledge, 

because you could do that easily." Another reported "Sometimes I certainly slow up, 

uhm....if I get into a good part of the story which I usually do. In the middle of the 

chapter, Ill slow down and at the beginning I'll speed up again." However, also of 

interest, was the pretest results for these two numerical values. 59.4% of the thought units 

were categorized as being either strategic (32.4% for value 3) or metacognitive (27.0% for 



value 4) at pretest. This fmding indicated that higher level thinking was occurring prior to 

intervention despite the low comprehension level of these students. Students' inappropriate 

or ineffective use of strategies could be posited to explain this result. However, the mean 

number of thought units Ia hese two values reported for the pretest was 1.2 and the mean 

number for the posttest was 5.5. Despite the quality of the processing, perhaps the amount 

of processing was not adequate for good comprehension to be effected. An examination of 

the responses also points out another problem. The majority of students reported using the 

same, and only one, smtegy at these levels--reading the title and making a prediction of 

what the story was going to be abor?t or if they were going to like i t  The range of strategic 

awareness during the pretest interview did not seem to be very broad. 

3: What do YOU do wm vou come to a word vou don't know? In 

analyzing the data for this question strategy, values of from 0-3 were awarded based on the 

following criteria: 0 was awarded if the students indicated that the word would be skipped 

without any effort to understand it; 1 was awarded if the student said they would skip the 

word but after some effort to understand it; 2 was awarded if the stdent indicated various 

strategies (but not using context) would be tried until the word was underst- 3 was 

awarded if the student used context as one of the strategies ending in an understanding of 

the word. Pre- arid posttest percentcges for each numerical value are presented in Figure 8. 

herrater rdiability between two raters for Question 3 was calculated at: a) Pretest 90%, 

and b) Posttest 95%. 
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S ~ r a t e g y  Value 

EE 8: Pre- and Posmst P e r c e n m c e s  in Re~orted T h o a t  f Jnits Assigned tcy 
Each Stmtggy Value in Ouestion #3. vou do when vou coJr;e to a wo& 
vou don't know?r' 

Note Rating of 0-3 ( refer to text for evaluative criteria ) 



While 30.6% of the students Indicated at pretest that they would skip a word either 

immediately or after an effort to figure it out (2.8% for value 1 and 27.8% for value 2), 

only 5.6% said they would do so after the intervention (2.8% for both values). Although at 

pretesi only 13.9% reported using context to try to figure out a word, the proportion that 

said they would use some kind of strategy to find out the meaning of the word was 69.5% 

(including 55.6% in value 2 who said they would use other methods). Of interest at 

psttese is that the trend for these two categories was reversed. Of the 94.5% who said they 

would end up knowing the word, 77.8% (value 3) indicated that they would include using 

context as one method and 16.7% (value 2) said that they would use methods other than 

context to come to an understanding of the word As using context was a focus of the 

strategies' training, the effects of the intervention were very visible here. However, both 

the pre- and posttest resuIts should be interpreted with caution as there is no indication of 

how well these students were monitoring their reading and, therefo~, no indication of how 

stringently they were applying these processes. These results indicated what they reported 

they would do when they recognized they did not know a word. 

on 4: When - to a sentence vou don't understand. what d~ 

The same criteria used for analyzing Question 3 were used for this question. Pre- 

and posttest percentages for each numerical value are presented in Figure 9. Interrater 

reliability between two raters for Question 4 was calculated at: a) Pretest 95%, and b) 

Posttest 100%. 
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9: Re- and P- Pace- D i E g e n c e ~  ino-?~ 
Each Strate- Value in Chestion #4. "What do vou do when vou wme to a sentence 
vou don't know?" 

Note Rating of 0-3 ( refer to text for evaluative criteria ) 



Results for the pretest indicated that slightly over half the students reported they 

would end up by skipping a sentence they didn't understand (55.6%: 16.7% and 38.9%), 

and slightly less than half said they would use some strategy to figure it out (44.4%: 25.0% 

and 19.4%). At posttest, none indicated that they would skip over a sentence with no effort 

to understand it while only 5.6% said they would skip it after some effort. Of the 94.4% 

who indicated at posttest that they would come to an understanding of he sentence, 8f. 1 % 

included using the context of other sentences to help them in this effort (value 3). As using 

context to assist understanding emphasizes independent effort as well as the importance of 

the integrated nature of meaning in stories, this finding implied a shift to a self- regulated 

learning style amongst a majority of the students.However, as with Question 1, caution 

shoutd be exercised when interpreting the data because of the limitation of the interview 

format to determine the students' state of monitoring as well as actual use of the strategy. 

r Intervention? 
. . tlon 5: of words can be & to de be how ~ e o ~ l e  feel about 

 he k~nd of read- are (very mod. . Which one would 

ou say vou are? be how vou lundmdad stones or how vou read the 

w o r u  This question in the pre- and posttest asked students to assess their competence in 

reading words and in understanding what they have read based on a Likert scale (very 

good, good, satisfactory, fair, poor). In the posttest interview, students were not apprised 

of their previous answers. To facilitate a qualitative analysis of the self-competence ratings 

before and after intervention, means were calculated and shown in percentages for each of 

the five 'ikert scale ratings. Each of the two definitions of reading will be discussed 

sepmtely. 



Pre- and posttest percentages for each Liken scale 

category are presented in Figure 10. Differences between pre- and posttests dernonstrttteci ii 

genera1 trend for improved ratings of self-competence in reading words. A decrease in the 

"poor" category from 8.3% to W o  (8.3%) and in the "fair" category from 38.9% to 28.6% 

(10.3%) was achieved. These decreases were reflected in an increase in the "satisfactory" 

and "good" categories. The former increased from 22.2% to 31 -4% (9.2%) and the latter 

from 22.2% to 33.3% (1 1.1%). The decrease in the "very good" category from 8.3% to 

5.6% was seen as minimal and perhaps reflected only a more realistic assessment of 

competence. However, the relatively high numbers of students who ranked themselves 

"poor" or "fair" in both the pre and posttest was unexpected due to their demonstrated 

competence with decoding. One possible explanation is the inabiiity of the students to 

discriminate the nature of their reading problem resulting in the tendency for feelings of 

poor self-competence to generalize (as reporaed in research sited earlier). While 

enlightening, this analysis utilizing percentages did not account for movement within the 

categories. To determine the pattern of rating shift, an add tional analysis was carried 011 t. 

Students were assigned a "+", "Ow, or "-" rating depending on whether they rated 

themselves improved, the same, or less competent Results indicated that 6 students 

(17.1%) rated themselves less competent, 14 (40%) rated themselves the same, and 15 

(42.9%) rated themselves improved Generally, the data suggest that the intervention could 

improve the students' ratings of self-competence in reading words. As no posttest data wa\ 

collected on level of decoding, this self-assessment cannot be compared to actual changes. 



Pretest Fl 

Poor Fair S a t i s f m  Good V. Good 

Raring of Competence 

Fir 10: he- and Posttest Percentaee Differences in Rewrted Rating: of Com~etence in 
Decoding; Word3 



C o r n m e h e d i n e  Pre- and posttest percentages for each Likert 

scale category are presented in Figure 11. Differences between pre- and posttests 

demonstrated a strong trend for improved ratings of self-competence in understanding wh;u 

students read. A decrease in the "poor" category from 5.6% to 0% (5.6%) and in the "fair" 

category from 38.9% to 1 I. 1 % (27.8%) was achieved. These decreases were reflected in 

an increase in the "satisfactory" category from 33.3% to 44.4% (1 1.1), in  he "good" 

category from 19.4% to 33.3% (13.9%), and in the "very good" category from 2.8% to 

11.1% (8.3%). To support this interpretation, the analysis to determine the pattern of rating 

shift was carried out with this data dso. Results indicated that 7 students (19.4%) rrlted 

themselves less competent, 6 (16%) rated themselves the same, and 23 (63.9%) rated 

themselves improved. Given that the intervention inculcated declarative, conditional, and 

procedural knowledge and that students reported that they were using the strategies, these 

findings of improved self-competence in comprehension suggest the intervention improved 

the students' ratings of self-competence in understanding what they have read. 



Poor Fair Satisfactory Good V. Good 

Raring of Cornpetem 

fin I 1 : h- and Posttest Percentage Differences in Remed rat in^ of Corn-petence in 
Comprehending Text 



General dlscwon of rntemew &&L 

Overall, in the interviews, srudents reported more awareness of strategies, 

increased use of strategies, and improved ratings of self-competence in both reading wordh 

and understanding stories. These frndings supported the findings fiom the pre- and 

gosttests of comprehension and awareness that indicated that stdents gained awareness 

and improved on m y  measures of comprehension after mining with the Rending and 

Thinking Strate- intervention. 
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Discussion 

Gene& Conclusions 

Of interest in his study was whether a classroom programme of strategies' 
. .  

instruction, Scott Paris" Peading and Th~nkrng S w ,  would improve the 

comprehension, reparted strategy knowledge and use, and ratings of self-confidence 

regarding decoding and comprehension of a subgroup of LD students who displayed poor 

comprehension but appropriate decoding sidlls. Specifically, seven questions were asked. 

First, did the reading comprehension of the students improve.? Second, did the students' 

awareness of strategies improve? Third, did the training transfer to comprehension 

measures of content area mterial? Fotrrtfi, was any training effect on comprehension 

maintained? Fifth, was strategy awareness related to measures of comprehension? Sixth, 

did the mining affect studens' reported strategy use? Seventh, did the students' rating of 

self-confidence change ? 

Results of ccmprehension testing indicated that the programme was effective in 

improving comprehension in both Experimental Group 1 and Experimental Group 2. After 

intenrention, both groups showed significant improvements on both standardized and 

miaerirtn referenced tests- While the Gates Comprehension subtest and the Jerry Johns 

Basic Reading Inventoy given at pretest had established the reading level of both groups 

ta be approximately 2.5 years k b w  grade level, the posttests indicated that the students 

were achieving to within one year of gmde level on the Gates and slightly above grade level 

on rhe Jq Johns. Resdts for both groups on the Gatestwere surprising as significant 

wttEts are nrefy reported However, in most studies using LD students, decoding 

diEculties are not mtPOfled and m y  confound the results of posttest comprehension 

m a w s .  in addi~on. Fom-Pressley and W a l k  (1984) found rhat, at the grade 6 level, 



scores on the Gates were best predicted by strategy efficiency scores. Given the evidence 

from the posttest interview data that students reported using not only more but also more 

sophisticated strategies than at pretest, it appears that the strategy intervention was 

particularly suited for this subtype of LD student. Caution must also be taken in 

overinterpreting the results of the Jerry Johns given that the reliability testing for the 

different forms has been questioned. Helgren-Lempesis and Mangrum (1986) found the 

reliabilities acceptable but suggested cautious interpretation. However, results of the other 

criterion referenced tests supported the conclusion that the intervention was effective. On 

the cloze test, both groups improved significantly from pre- to posttest on percent of 

questions correct. As suggested by Hosseini and Ferrell(1982), this improvement 

indicates increased ability to make use of meaningful context, grammatical structure, word 

patterns and frequencies and style to infer what word fits the blank. Results from the 

strategy interview may explain the improved scores on this measure. On Question 3, 

which asked students what they did when they came to a word they didn't know, on pretest 

they reported using context 13.9% of the time but on posttest 77.8% of the time. On 

Question 4, which asked what students would do when they came to a sentence they didn't 

know, using context was reported 13.9% for pretest and 86.1% for posttest. This 

substantial increase in reported use of context may explain the increase on comprehension 

measures requiring that skill. However, as no direct online measures of use of context was 

taken, this explanation remains conjecture. On the teacher made tests, both groups of LD 

students achieved 94% on posttests while on the pretest Group 1 had achieved 60% and 

Group 2 56%. Although the predominance of questions on this test were of mu1 ti ple 

choice (the easiest kind for LD students according to Davey, 1 %7), questions on the Jerry 

Johns were of the constructed type. Given the consistency of results on test questions 

featuring various processes, it appears that the intervention was successful in improving 

comprehension in general. However, it must be noted that all passages were of 4 0  words 



or less and tests with longer, more complex passages may prove too demanding for 

students to maintain strategy use or integrate their learning. 

Both groups significantly increased the2 awareness of strategies as measured by the 

Index of Reading Awareness (IRA) test and the strategy interview. Mean scores on the 

IRA, multiple choice test improved approximately 30%. In addition, reported strategy 

awareness as indicated by Question 1 on the interview also increased substantially. 

Students reported a total of 102 examples of strategy knowledge at pretest and 255 at 

posttest in answer to the question about what good readers do when they read. Quality of 

reported strategy knowledge also improved. While over 60% of reported reading 

processes in the pretest were rated either non-strategic or a text-level based strategy, almost 

90% at posttest were rated as strategic or metacognitive. However, the pretest result of 

approximately 20% of thought units in the rnetacognitive category, does support the 

position by Swanson (1989) and Wong (1988) that LD students are not lacking in 

metacognitive processing, This study's results do question LD student's range of the 

metacognitive processing, though. Most strategies reported at pretest were restricted to 

using the title and picture to predict what the story would be about so that it would be more 

interesting. Few examples of more advanced planning such as making different plans for 

different texts, varying reading speed for difficult or unfamiliar material, or changing plans 

to suit unforeseen circumstances were reported. Almost no examples of monitoring 

reading for understanding or remembering were reported and few examples of critically 

appraising the character, plot, or author's style were given. As such, although 

rnetacognitive strategies were reported by most students, the restricted range calls into 

question their value in helping ihe student to understand or remember material for a variety 

of reading purposes. Although verbal reports have been questioned (Cavanaugh & 

Perlmutter, 1982) and should be interpreted cautiously, both measures of awareness 

coilected in this study support the conclusion that the read in^ and lkrh . . 
ng: - Stra te,- 



intervention did increase students' awareness of strategies. In addition, some evidence 

exists that this warning should apply more to reports of strategy use than stmtegy 

knowledge. When asked to report strategy use, students have been found to report more 

about what they thought they should do than what they did do (Garner and Reis, 198 1). 

As this question did ask students what they think they should do, only the completeness of 

the report not the veracity should be questioned. 

While results indicated a significant drop in scores from teacher made posttests to 

teacher made tests of transfer, those results should be viewed in the context of classroon~ 

practice. While the mean drop was 8.4% for Group 1 and 4.9% for Group 2, the mean 

increase over the pretest scores was 24% for Group 1 and 33% for Group 2. In addition, 

the mean Transfer test score for Group 1 was 86% and for Group 2 was 88% on the two 8 

mark tests. These results indicated that both groups had achieved marks far above ones that 

classroom teachers consider mastery on most content area tests (80%), while they had 

achieved a mean score of only 59% on the teacher made pretests. In general, the transfer 

tests had more unfamiliar content and more mrestricted vocabulary than the teacher made 

tests despite a similar length and questioning format. Therefore, although some decrease in 

scores was registered, it seems reasonable to consider that the transfer was effected due to 

the increased difficulty of the testhg material and the acceptable level of posttest 

performance. 

No significant results were found for the maintenance tests indicating that 

achievement did not differ significantly from the teacher made posttests. In addition, a 

mean for both groups of 92% supported the conclusion that maintenance had been 

achieved. Effectively, students maintained skills over a six week time period. As students 

rearmed to instruction which did not directly utilize the programme or the principles of 

strategy instruction, the vigor of the results was surprising. However, the question of how 

permanent the maintenance would be given the intervention conditions (21 lessons 



delivered in a setting isolated from the classroom environment) needed further investigation 

which the scope of this study did not permit. Future studies may want to explore in more 

depth the conditions necessary for I o ~ g  term maintenance. 

Significant posttest correlations between the IRA and t h e m  Vocabulary and 

Comprehension subtests supported results found by other researchers (Cross & Paris, 

1988; Paris & Jacobs, 1984). However, while correlations found by Paris and Jacobs 

(1984) were modest for the Grades 3 and 5 students (.28 and .40 respectively), 

correlations for the Grades 6 and 7 students in this study increased to the moderate range 

(-52). Given that the potential confound of decoding was eliminated from this study, this 

result may be more reflective of the relationship between the knowledge about and use of 

strategies and regding conlprehension. 

Results from Questions 2,3, and 4, in the metacognitive interview indicate that not 

only knowledge but also use of strategies increased. The results of Question 2 reflected the 

results from Question 1. Not only were more strategies reported, but also the strategies 

were of a higher order. As found in other studies, students reported using less strategies 

than they knew (255 and 223 respectively). However, the strategies students reported 

using were also of a high order: 89.7% of reported strategies were either strategic (naming 

the strategy or describing it) or rnetacognitive (describing how a strategy helped to them to 

plan, monitor, check, or appraise a story). Several reasons for the difference between 

reported strategy knowledge and strategy use can be proposed. Students may only use the 

strategies that they deem useful to them. One student remarked, "And I usually ...in a lot of 

make-believe stories, that might be true or something, it's just a lot easier if I keep on using 

imagery because it gives me a basic idea about the story. It's a lot easier (than using 

panphrasing)". When asked what they do when they read, students may have visualized a 

different task than they did for the pretest such as reading for enjoyment vs reading for a 

test. Some students may not be motivated to use the strategies because the results do not 



have value for them. For example, one student said, "I know they help. I just don't crm." 

On Questions 3 and 4,95% of the students said they would end up knowing the word 

either through using context or getting help from someone and 94% said they would end up 

finding out what a sentence meant by using the same processes. This compared to 70% 

and 44% respectively for the pretest. This result implies that students reported using more 

fix-up strategies than at pretest although no interpretation can be made of how much 

monitoring was actually going on because of the lack of on-line tracking. Did students 

recognize more errors at posttest than at pretest and then fix them up or did students 

recognize the same number of errors as at pretest and just fix up more of them? Another 

study may consider focusing on this question. However, in general, results of this study 

indicated that students reported using substantially more strategies at posttest than at 

pretest, However, as Gamer (1982) found delayed reports less likely than immediate 

reports to include all cognitive events observed by researchers, caution should be exercised 

when interpreting the results of this interview data. 

Results from Question 5 support the conclusion that students' self-confidence 

improved as a result of the intervention. This question asked students to report their level 

of self-confidence regarding their ability to read words and understand stories. 

Approximately 64% rated themselves more competent. This result may have reflected the 

emphasis during training on ascribing increased performance to increased effort and use of 

strategies. Students were able to determine comprehension performance by graphing the 

results of probe tests and to evaluate strategy use through means of post-probe test 

interviews in which they were asked to describe the strategies they used, how they helped, 

and which ones helped the most, In cases where comprehension decreased, students were 

asked to speculate why this happened. They were encouraged to ascribe decreased 

performance to lack of strategy use or inappropriate strategy use rather than poor ability. 

As was documented in Chapter 2, literature on motivation and attributions supports this 



approach to helping students overcome helpless attitudes and behaviours and, 

consequently, improve performance. As reported by Rottman and Cross (1990), "a 

hypothesized mechanism for the effectiveness of ISL is that he program changes the 

motivational dynamics of Ieaming (p. 277). This study supports this hypothesis. 

Addendum 

On the posttest interview students also were asked how they thought their reading 

had changed from before they started the strategies training. Although no comparative data 

are available, these anecdotal comments are representative of the responses and further 

support the motivational component of the programme. 

"A lot. Well I never thought that reading had so much value in it." 

"I learned to use the strategies when I need them ... and thatll help me read better." 

"How to be, like, a better reader and to get over words you can't understand and 

stuff like that and to kind of get an overhead or1 what you are reading. Oh I can read hzder 

books and I can read them a bit faster than I used to." 

"Now (sic) I'd just pick up a piece of paper and read it because I had to. But now I 

like reading now. I went in there and I read two short books ... and it was fun." 

"Oh I learned don't skip the words or sentences because it might be on the test and 

if you skip them you might need them to answer the questions and to understand what the 

story is all about." 

"I would just start reading it and that's it and I would reread it sometimes. Now I'm 

getting better using the strategies and understanding the stories." 

"I could never read I couidn't get through Chapter 1 and now I'm on 

Chapter 4 already. Before, when I'd read for the class, I'd get stuck on words. Everyone'd 

laugh and I'd get embarrassed and now no one laughs. I never get stuck on words. The 

only time I got stuck was when I was reading a poem by Jack Pelusky but even the teacher 



said it was really hard words. Everytime I really get stuck on a word I use context a d  

.... [ smiles and gestures that everything's OK]. 

In most cases these statements are just part of the appraisal the students made of 

their reading. However, they are reflective of the objectives of the strategy training; 

increased strategic and metacognitive knowledge, increased strategy use, improved 

metacognition, improved self-confidence, increased effort, more accurate attributions, and 

increased enjoyment For the complete text of the answers refer to Appendix 8 (Question 

6 )  
Recommendations for Further Research 

As specific limitations were outlined during discussion of each measure, this 

section will focus on recommendations for further research. with reference to the general 

limitations of the study. First, students were removed from the class setting and the six 

students to one instructor made instruction intense. The intervention period was also 

relatively prolonged: three forty minute periods per week for 21 instructional lessons. 

Further research is needed on the effects of in-class instruction and of different intervention 

periods. Due to the increased integration of LD students, the former would be particularly 

opportune. 

Second teacher differences must be considered. In this study, one instructor was 

used for all students. Would results have been different had different instructors been 

trained to provide strategy training under the same circumstances? 

Third, while an executive strategy (Blueprints for Reading) and specific suateg ies 

(Tools for Reading and Road Signs for Reading) were taught in this study, lesson plans 

from the Bead . . 
 in^ and T h d e  S w s  Kit k v e l 5 / Q  were extended to teach some of 

the requisite skills students were judged not to have in their repertoire. Research on what 

strategies are necessq  and sufficient for improved performance on specific reading tasks 

is recommended 



Fourth, as tests used to measure comprehensior, were of limited length, future 

research should include tests that reflect instructional practice in school settings as a more 

stringent measure of comprehension. 

Fifth, as this design requires repeated testing for Group 2 to serve as both the 

control and experimental group, tests with forms of higher reliability are needed. 

Sixth, what conditions would be necessary to generate long-term maintenance of 

strategies? While students were considered to have maintained the strategies after three 

weeks, no data was collected after that time. Did students maintain strategy use after 

intervention despite being instructed by methods that did not focus on it? What follow-up 

would be necessary and sufficient to maintain use? 

R m o n s  to T e a c h  

The and 
. . 

proved to be a valuable tool for presenting 

strategy instruction. However, several recommendations can be made in working with the 

material. First, the practice reading material pvided in the kit is generally interesting and 

chosen from different genre. However, it is imp-t to bridge the strategies to curriculum 

material quickly including content area subjects and to provide interesting follow-up 

activities for students in order to keep the focus on reading enjoyment and comprehension 

rather than on metacognttive instruction. Second, not all modules from the kit should be 

taught in one year. Select the ones considered by testing to be the most necessary and teach 

them to mastery. Third, as recommended by Paris in the teacher's guide included in the 

kit, the lessons can be extended or to suit the skills possessed by the target 

students. Fourth, students should be able to see the resdts of strategy use through the 

results of testing or work samples. Reading interviews of students should focus on the 

pmess as weH as content of material read to make the strategy use&rf~~nance link. 



Fourth, while this is a comprehensive instructional package, other strategies specific to 

memorizing or studying also should be considered as part of a complete strategies 

instructional programme. Finally, in teaching strategies, the process is as important as the 

content. Attention should be paid to the components of good strate-gy instruction in order 

that students make the appropriate attributional links. That is, strategy use leads to 

improved understanding. 



APPENDIX 1 : CLOZE EXERCISES 
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THE DARK TENT 

Mike was e x c i t e d !  L a s t  week .  h e  a n d  

f~'i t31lds h a d  p e r s u a d e d  the i r  t o  let them carny 

a l o n e  a t  F l o a t i n g  St o n e  Campground.  T o  Ills 

, Mike's m o m  a n d  d a d  h a d  him a 

pup  t e n t .  b o y  now h a d  h i s  t  ~ 1 1 1 .  

S l n c ~ e  e v e r y t h i n g  w a s  and r e a d y ,  t h e y  w o u l d  

e a r l y  i n  t h e  morning .  

Mike was g e t t i n g  r e a d y  f o r  J 

h e  s u d d e n l y  r e a l i z e d  he 'd  t o  s p e n d  t h e  n i g h t  

a l o n e  i n  a d a r k  . He would  b c  a f  r ; l i t J ,  

h e  ce r t a in ly  d id  n o t  w a n t  111s f r i e ~ k d s  t o  f h t d  

. No m a t t e r  w h a t  I ~ a p p e n e d ,  w o u l d  J I I : .  1 

h a v e  t o  h i s  fear.  

E a r l y  n e x t  , t h e  b o y s  h i k e d  t o  

campground .  T h e y  p i t c h e d  t h e i r  a n d  t h e n  w e n t  

f i s h i n g .  



supper,  t h e y  s a t  around 

c . r r n l ~ f I r e  and t r i e d  t o  each o t h e r  with g h o s t  

- . Each boy t r i e d  t o  t h e  

s ~ ~ r i e s  t  ghost s t o r y .  

midnight, they  s l o w l y  crawled  

their sleeping hags, hut  Mike f a l l  a s l e e p .  He 

kept  s t r a n g e  n o i s e s .  Was something 3 

H i -  l a y  t h e r e  p e t r l f l e s .  h e  t a k e  a look? 

Mike  t h e  t e n t  f l a p  f i n a l l y  

p c t - r e d  o u t .  A d e e r  n o s i n g  around t h e  picnic 

! How f o o l i s h  Mike fe l t !  He was g lad  h e  had been 

k~l.dVr: e n o u g h  t o  look. 



THROUGH THE STORM 

Mother a n x i o u s l y  c r a d l e d  Becky In her arms. The crying 

baby's  face f l u s h e d  and damp. As Tom 

t h e  firewood into  t h e  cabin,  

h e  s h o t  a g lance  at h i s  mother 

baby sls t e r .  "Storm's g e t t i n g  ," he s a i d ,  clos111g 

the 

"I wish  your f a t h e r  home now, and n o t  

trapping," s h e  a n s w e r e d .  "He 

fcf ch t h e  doctor." 

"If the doctor you want, --- 

can fetch him. I'll no w s o  I car1 

t h e r e  be fore  dark. The w l l l  htr 

d r i f t e d  high morning." 

"Tom, you'l l  freeze, I t ' s  f i v e  to  town." 

" I ' l l  make . I'm 2 2  now, remember?" 

What will she  do? Becky afght  not un t 11 

morning. B u i  i f  Tom Immediately, he  might r e a c h  



-.-- - before  night came. " G e t  

. , r r t r w . i h o e s ,  Tom," s h e  s i g h e d .  

S n t ~ w d r i Y t  s beginning t o  blanket t h e  

--- * ---- a s  Turn set out. H e  a g a i n s t  t h e  

t ' t c : i - c e  wind blinding snow. Daylight was 

- . Sevrra1  t i m e s  he  f e l t  , b u t  a 

ritrntiiar t r e e  bend in the road 

ttrm gcr~ng. tIe was co ld  and more t i r e d  

t h e  m i n u t e .  

J u s t  s s thought h e  couldn't  takc 

s t e p ,  Tom reached the crest  the 

f r r l I .  T h e  sitvw fal l ing,  Shining fa in t ly  

€ W ~ ( P W  t h e  l i g h t s  of the  - H e  

pJbc~rne-d en. A S  neared t h e  town, Tom saw 

t h e  doctor's s f s f g h  was i t s  

~ E A P . P -  Tom was r e l i e v e d ,  for he knew t h e y  would g e t  back i n  time. 



- - .. - - - . - 

SUPERSTITIONS 

A r e  you s u p e r s t i t i o u s ?  Many people  a r e .  Son11- 

show t h a t  t h e y  a r e  

wear ing  c e r t a i n  o b j e c t s .  b e l i e v e  tliesc objuc:t  s 

will them h e a l t h y  o r  bring 

g o o n  l u c k .  

A l ong  ago ,  s u p e r s t i t i o u s  p e o p l e  bc1ievc.d 

some o b j e c t s  c o u l d  p r c v c ~ ~  t 

. They t h o u g h t  a f e v e r  b c  

p r e v e n t e d  If  t h e y  a dead s p i d e r .  A 

would o f t e n  hang gar l ic  h e r  

chi ld's  neck.  The dldn't h a v e  any magic, 

t h e  smell k e p t  p e o p l e  . T h i  5; 

inc luded those  people might h a v e  b e e n  s i c k .  

p r o t e c t  t h e m s e l v e s  from e v i l ,  

also wore  charms. F o r t u n e -  

chose s p e c i a l  stones a s  f o r  each month of  

year. They t o l d  people  wear 



thesc s t o n e s  f o r  l u c k .  Today w e  r e f e r  

s u c h  s t o n e s  a s  b i r t h s t o n e s  

:;t111 wear  them f o r  . Other charms s t i l l  worn 

a r e  t h e  r a b b l t ' s  f o o t ,  

n ~ u s  t i11.d s e e d ,  and t h e  - l e a f  c l o v e r .  

I 'eople 's  l i v e s  s t i l l  a f f e c t e d  by 

superstitions. long a s  some people  

---A -- f e a r s  and do n o t  c e r t a i n  about  

the f u t u r e ,  may c o n t i n u e  t o  b e  

. These  p e o p l e  wi l l  wear f a v o r i t e  charms f o r  

h i - a i t h  o r  good l u c k ,  e v e n  though charms d o  not  h a v e  any proven  

p f J w V 1 . .  



- - - - -- -- 

DR. NORMAN BETHUNE 

D r .  Norman B e t h u n e  w a s  n C a n a d i a n  who b e l i e v e d  i n  h e l p i n g  

people f i g h t  f o r  their f r e e d o m .  H e  u s e d  h i s  s k i l l  

as surgeon t o  save lives on the b a t t l e f l c l d s  

E u r o p e  a n d  China.  

Norman B e t h u n e ' s  l i f e - w o r k  b e g a n  World Walt 

1 broke  o u t  i n  E u r o p e .  H e  a s  a s t r e t c h e r - b e a r c k v  

t h e  f r o n t  l i n e .  S o o n  , h e  w a s  

b a d l y  wounded  c a r r y i n g  a  s o l d i e r  away  

t h e  b a t t l e f i e l d .  

When he well a g a i n ,  Norman B e t h u n e  r e t u r n e d  

t o  U n i v e r s i t y  o f  T o r o n t o  to f i n i s h  m e d i c a l  

t r a i n i n g .  

b e c a m e  w e l l  known f o r  

s k i l l  a s  a s u r g e o n ,  t h i s  d i d  n o t  s a t l s f y  

. He w a n t e d  s o m e t h i n g  m o r e  

life. 

When t h e  Spanish C i v i l  War s t a r t e d  



he dt;-rrided h e  w o u l d  t o  S p a i n  t o  help t h e  

f i g h t  f o r  t h e i r  f reedom.  

t h e r e ,  he o r g a n i z e d  a  b lood t r a n s f u s i o n  s e r v i c e  on t h e  

. Many l i v e s  w e r e  s a v e d  more  

blood was a v a i l a b l e .  

h e  h e a r d  of t h e  in  

N o r t h e r n  China. H e  w e n t  t o  the  Chinese p e o p l e ,  

who were a g a i n s t  t h e  J a p a n e s e  Army w i t h o u t  

modern o r  medica l  s u p p l i e s .  H e  

a  medica l  team and  u p  t h e  

slogall ,  "Doc tors !  t o  t h e  wounded! Do n o t  w a i t  

f o r  them t o  t o  you.  

While p e r f o r m i n g  o p e r a t i o n  w i t h o u t  r u b b e r  

gloves, Dr. B e t h u n e  h i s  finger. The c u t  

I n f e c t e d .  Two w e e k s  l a t e r  d i e d  

of b lood p o i s o n i n g  h e  d id  n o t  h a v e  

medical s u p p l i e s .  



APPENDIX 2: TEACHER MADE PRE- AND POSTTESTS 



TIMED READING OUESTIONS 

PRETEST 1 (Grade 61 

A Cowboy's Life 

Name Date 

I. What do you think would be the hardest part of a cowboy's job? Why? 

2. Loose pants on a cowboy are 
( ) a. dangerous ( ) b. expensive ( ) c. stylish 

3. Cowboys used to poke cattle with sticks to move them onto 
( ) a. flat beds ( ) b, grassy plains ( ) c. loading ramps 

4. Many cowboys today like to be called 
( ) a. cowhands ( ) b. cowpokes ( ) c. cowpunchers 

5. A ten gallon hat is very 
( ) a. deep ( ) b. loose ( ) c. stylish 

6. Do you think we will always have cowboys? Why 

7. Today's cowboy uses some modem 
( ) a buildings ( ) b. equipment ( ) c. novels 

8. Almost every cowhand today owns a 
( ) a. gun ( ) b. horse ( 0 c. whip 



Weapons of Long Ago 

Name Date 

1. The bow was used more than 
( ) a. 8,000 years ago 
( ) b. 20,000 years ago 
( ) c. 30,000 years ago 

2. Man tracked his prey when he used the shortbow because the shonbow did not 
( ) a. bend easily 
( ) b. shoot far 
( ) c. weigh much 

3. Name a method that might have been used to catch prey before the shortbow wits 
invented. 

4. This article hints that 
( ) a. bows and arrows are easy to carry 
( ) b. early man did not use the bow 
( ) c. some people still hunt with a shortbow 

5. The shortbow has limited 
( ) a length ( ) b. power ( ) c. use 

6. The arrowheads on a longbow were made of 
( ) a. feathers ( ) b. steel ( ) c. wood 

7. Why do you think a person would choose now to hunt with a bow and arrow rather than 
a gun or rifle? 

8. The longbow was probably discovered 
( ) a before the shortbow 
() b. at the same time as the shortbow 
( ) c. after the shortbow 



TIMED READING OUESTIONS 

Pollution and You 

1. What percent of a person's body is water? 
( ) a. 25 percent ( ) b. 50 percent ( ) c. 65 percent 

2. This article suggests that polluted water 
( ) a. always looks dirty 
( ) b. carries many germs 
( ) c. is not very common 

3. What is a way you and your family could help to reduce water pollution? 

4. Water often becomes polluted because we allow 
( ) a. oil barges to travel our waterways 
( ) b. people to swim and boat in clean water 
( ) c. untreated wastes to enter our waterways 

5. Water is used in making 
( ) a. coal ( ) b. gold ( ) c. steel 

6. Power plants use water for 
( ) a. boating 9 ) b. cooling ( ) c. transportation 

7. What would happen if all the world's water was polluted? 

8. Which of the following can help keep our water clean? 
( ) a. stronger chemicals 
( ) b. treatment plants 
( ) c. wire fences 



TiMED READING OUESTIQNS 

PRETEST 2 (Grade 71 

A Special Indm 

Name Date 

1. This article hint? that the white man treat~d &he Indians 
( ) a. kindly 
( ) b. respectfully 
( ) c. unfairly 

2. Do you t h k  Black Hawk was a her::; or a criminal? Why? 

3. Black Hawk was a 
( ) a. Fox Indian ( ) b. Sauk Indian ( ) c. Sioux Indian 

4. Black Hawk's fame as a warrior begar when he was 
( )  a. 10 ( )  b. 15 ( )  c. 20 

5. We can see that at times 
( ) a. the Indians grew tasty corn 
( ) b. Indian tribes fought each other 
( ) c. white settlers travelled in wagons 

6. What could the white man have done to try to prevent Black Hawk from making war? 

7. The Sauk Indians were mostly 
( ) a farmers ( ) b. fishermen ( ) c. hunters 

8. Black Hawk 
( ) a. hated the 1804 treaty 
( ) b. liked the 1804 treaty 
( ) c. signed the 1804 treaty 



TIMED READING 01  ESTIONS 

~ O S ~ - S T  # I  ( G e  

DELIGHTFUL D N M G  DUCKS 

NAME SCHOOL 

1. Where would you most likely find a diving duck's nest? 

( ) a. in a cave ( ) b. near a pond ( ) c. on land 

2. Diving ducks dive to get 

( )a .adr ink  ( )  b.food ( )c .mate  

3. Diving ducks have 

( ) a. big eyes ( ) b. long feathers ( ) c. large feet 

4. Name two ways that man threatens the life of ducks 

5. We can see that diving ducks 

( ) a. are easy to hunt 
( ) b. live in groups 
( ) c. never get wet 

6. Why should we make sure that we control where houses are built? 

7. A diving duck sits on her eggs for about 

( ) a. 2 weeks ( ) b. 4 weeks ( ) c. 6 weeks 

8. Diving duck hens 

( ) a. protect their young 
( ) b. kill their young 
( ) c. leave their young alone 



TIMED READING 0 1  TESTIONS 

POSTTEST #2 (Grade 6 )  

Think Before You Throw 

NAME 

SCHOOL DATE - -. 

1. What is this article mostly about? 

( ) a. noise polution 
( ) b. solid waste polution 
( ) c. water polution 

2. Excess packaging adds to our 

( ) a. air polution 
( ) b. health problems 
( ) c. solid waste problems 

3. Clean waste materials that can be reused comes mostly from 

( ) a. factories ( ) b. hospitals ( ) c. homes 

4. Name two things you can do to help stop solid waste polution. 

5. We can see that cardboard cartons are easy to 

( ) a. burn ( ) b. store ( ) c. reuse 

6. Getting rid of litter is 

( ) a. cheap ( ) b. easy ( ) c. expensive 

7. More than two thirds of litter consists of old 

( ) a cars ( ) b. clothes ( ) c. packages 

8. Why do you think that manufacturers use so much packaging even though they know 
that this is harmful? 



TIMED READING OUESTIONS 

ST OUESTIONS #2 (Grade 21 

Think About It 

NAME SCHOOL 

1. Which of the following should not be used when trying to escape a fire? 

( ) a. elevators ( ) b. fire escapes ( ) c. stairways 

2. This fire tells us how 

( ) a. to escape a fire ( ) b. to put out a fire 
( ) c. to start a fire 

3. From most homes you can escape a fire through the 

( ) a. attic ( ) b. garage ( ) c. windows 

4. Why is education about fire safety a good idea? 

5. If you are trapped in a room during a fire, it is a good idea 
( ) a. to lie under a bed 
( ) b. to open a window 
( ) c. to stand perfectly still 

6. Name one way to prevent fires around the house. 

7. How far from the ground is the second floor sill? 

( ) a. 13 feet ( ) b. 25 feet ( ) c. 32 feet 

8. We can see from this article that 

( ) a. breathing smoke might be harmful 
( ) b. rope ladders should not be used in a fue 
( ) c. youngsters most often start fires 



TTMED READING OUESTIQNS 

POSTIEST #2 (Grade 7 )  

Castles In The Air 

NAME 

SCHOOL DATE 

1. Pwple during the Middle Ages were 

( ) a. friendly ( ) b. poetic ( ) c, warlike 

2. Castles were built to protect people from 

( ) a. enemies ( ) b. wild animals ( ) c. storms 

3. The castle was also a 

( ) a. church ( ) b. market ( ) c. prison 

4. Why do you think moats were built on high ground? 

5. This article hints that castles were mostly made of 

( ) a cement ( ) b. stone ( ) c. wood 

6. Getaway passages were probably used when people wanted to 

( ) a escape ( ) b. fight ( ) c. vacation 

7. ?'he ditch filled with water that surrounded the castle was called a 

( ) a. crevice ( ) b. keep ( ) c. moat 

8. What feature of the castle do you think kept the lord and his family the safest from 
enemies? Why? 



APPENDIX 3: m E X  OF READING AWARENESS (IRA) 



Strategic Reading 

Circle the best answer to each question. 

I .  What is the hardest part about 5. How are the last sentences of a 
reading? story special? 
a. Sounding out the hard words. a. They are the exciting, action 
b. When you don't understand the sentences. 

story. b. They tell you what happened. 
c. Nothing is hard about reading. c. They are harder to read. 

What would help you become a 
better reader? 
a. If more people would help you 

when you read. 
b. Reading easier books with 

shorter words. 
c, Checking to make sure you 

understand what you read. 

3. If you are reading a story for fun, 
what would you do? 

a. took at the pictures to get the 
meaning. 

b. Read the story as fast as you 
can. 

c. Imagine the story like a movie 
in your mind, 

4. What is special about the first 
sentence or two in a story? 

6. If you are reading for Science or 
Social Studies, what would you do 
to remember the information? 

a. Ask yourself questions about 
the important ideas. 

b. Skip the parts you don't 
understand. 

c. Concentrate and try hard to 
remember it. 

7. What kinds of stories are easy to 
understand? 

a. Stories with easy words. 
b. Stories with familiar topics. 
c. Stories with lots of pictures. 

8. If you could only read some 
sentences in the story because 
you were in a hurry, which ones 
would you read? 

a. They always begin with 'Once a. The sentences in the middle of 
upon a time." the story. 

b. The first sentences are the b. The sentences that tell you the 
most interesting. most about the story. 

c, They tell what the story will be c. The interesting, exciting 
about. sentences. 



9. How can you tell which sentences 
are the most important ones in a 
story? 
a. They tell the most about the 

characters and what happens. 
b. They're the most interesting 

ones. 
c. All of them are equally 

important. 

10. If you are reading for a test, which 
would help you the most? 

a. Read the passage as many 
times as possible. 

b. Talk about the passage with 
somebody to make sure you 
understand it. 

c. Say the sentences over and 
over. 

11. When you tell other people about 
your reading what do you tell 
them? 

a. What happened in the story. 
b. The number of pages in the 

book. 
c. The names of the characters. 

12, If you are reading a library book to 
write a book report, which would 
help you the most? 

a. Sound out words you don't 
know. 

b. Take notes in your own words. 
c. Skip the parts w u  don't 

understand. 

13. Before you start reading, what 
kinds of plans do you make to 
help you read better? 

a. You don't make any plans. 
You just start reading. 

b. You choose a comfortable 
place. 

c. You think about why you're 
reading. 

14. Why do you go back and reread 
things? 

a. It is good practice. 
b. You didn't understand it. 
c. You forgot some words. 

15. If you had to read very fast and 
could only read some words, 
which ones would you try to 
read? 
a. The new vocabulary words 

because they are important. 
b. The words that you could 

pronounce. 
c. The words that tell the most 

about the story. 

16. Which of the following would help 
you read better? 
a. Check to see if you understand 

the meaning. 
b. Copy the whole story. 
c. Write down the words you don't 

understand. 



I T .  What should you do if you come to 
a word and you don't know what it 
means? 
a. Use the words around it to 

figure it out. 
b. Ask someone else. 
c. Go on to the next word. 

18. Which of the following would help 
you understand a story? 

a. Think about what the 
sentences mean and how they 
go together. 

b. Look up all of the words in the 
dictionary. 

c. Read the story aloud. 

19. What should you do if you don't 
know what a whole sentence 
means? 

a. Skip it and read a different 
story. 

b. Sound out the words. 
c. Think about the other 

sentences in the paragraph. 
\'"'̂ ' 

\ 
20. Which of the following is the best 

way to remember a story? 

a. Say every word wer and over. 
b. Think about remembering it. 
c. Write it down in your own 

words. 



APPENDIX 4: INTERVTEW QUESTIONS AND ASSESSMENT CRITERIA 



INTERVIEW OUESTIONS AND ASSESSMENT CRITERIA 

OUESTION 1 : What do good readers do when they read? 

OUESTION 2: When you pick up something to read, what do you do? 

Value 0: Lacks strategic value 

-don't disturb others 

-get it done as fast as they can 

-skip stuff I don't know 

-I don't know (not sure) 

-I open the book and start reading 

-get in a comfortable position 

-follow with my fingers 

Value 1; Process at the word level 

-sound it out 

-pronounce the words right 

-read lots 

-can read bigger books 

-look up the words in the dictionary 

-don't skip 

Value 2: Passive text level strategies 

ancentrate harder 

-go back over it 

-read it over 

-mead 

-read slowly 

-get help -ask a friend (or the teacher) to tell me 



Value 3: Active text level strategies (no metacognitive statements) 

-paraphrase 

-use imagery 

-use context 

-think it over 

-look for the main idea 

-ask questions 

-predict what the story will be about 

Value 4: Active text level strategies with metacognition 

-make a plan for reading to help me understand (or remember better) 

-ask myself questions so I can remember what I have read 

-if I'm stuck on a word, I leave a blank and read around it to see if I can find a word that 

will give me a clue 

-if I don't understand, I will check back 

-I put myself in the character's place so I can experience the story more 

-I look at the title and the picture and try to predict ahead because it makes it more 

interesting 



QUESTION 3; What do you do when you come to a word you don't know? 

QUESTION 4; What do you do when you come to a sentence you don't know? 

Value 0: Skips it. 

-I don't do anything, I just skip it. 

-Leave it out. 

-Skip over it. 

-Forget it. 

Value 1; Attempts to use a strategy (including context), but ends up skipping. 

-I try to sound it out, but if I can't I just leave it out. 

-I read it over, but if I can't get it I just skip it. 

-I might read ahead or behind, but then I just skip it. 

-I might try to break it into parts, but if it's too hard I just don't worry abu t  it . 

Value 2: Uses any strategy except context and ends up know the word. 

-I ask the teacher to help (or a buddy). 

-I try to sound it out, but if I can't I ask a friend if they know. 

-I might look it up in the dictionq or the glossary. 

-I look for a small word in it, and get help. 

Value 3: Uses context as one strategy and ends up knowing the word. 

-I might leave a blank and read ahead, to see if I can figure it out and then I get help. 

-I read around it and then, if I still can't get it, look it up in the dictionary. 

-I might read behind or ahead and look for the word again, to give me a clue what i t  might 

be about but I still don't get it I get help. 

-I think about what the word might be from the clues in the picture, and then I ask 

someone. 



QUESTION 5; This list of words can be used to describe how people feel about the kind of 

reader they are. 

Vev good 

Good 

Satisfactory 

Fair 

Poor 

What one would you say you were? 

Dces that describe how you understand stories or how you read the words? 

Look at this list again (repeat list) and tell me how you read the words "or" understand the 

stories (whichever one was not stated in the first answer). 



APPENDIX 5:  MEASURES OF MAINTENANCE 



amtenance Test Ouestions 

A Lively Lake Indeed! 
Maintenance Test #l (Grade 6) 

Name School 

Date 

1. The first sailing ship on Lake Michigan was LaSalle's 

( ) a. Cayuga ( ) b. Griffin ( ) c. Hurd 

2. Choose .ile best title for this story. 

( ) a. Great Indian Legends 
( ) b. History or" W e  Michigan 
( ) c. Steamers on the Move 

3. Name two problems of still having sailing schooners on Lake Michigan. 

4. The whaleback ships handled well during a 

( ) a. drought ( ) b. flood ( ) c. storm 

5. This article hints that 

( ) a. many ships have disappeared on Lake Michigan 
( ) b. early steamships travelled slowly 
( ) c. Indians often attacked the whalebacks 

6. The early steamships were called "teakettles on a 

( ) a. barge ( ) b. raft ( ) c. stove 

7, How many feet a day could the "Independence" be moved? 

( ) a. three ( ) b. four ( ) c. five 

8. Why do you think so many lcgends were made up about h e  ships? 



Look Around You 
Maintenance Test #1 (Grade 7) 

Name School 

Date 

1. The environment is everything around you that is 

( ) a. living ( ) b. non-living 
( ) c. living and non-living 

2. Choose the best title for this article. 

( ) a. The Environment and You 
( ) b. Pollution is Everywhere 
( ) c. Water and Air to Clean 

3. Why do you think it is important for us 
extinct? 

to worry abou .t animals or plants that are almost 

4. This article hints that man 

( ) a, can travel from one environment to another 
( ) b. does not enjoy living on the planet Earth 
( ) c. ignores the non-living environments around him 

5. Man cannot live on the moon unless he has special 

( ) a. friends ( ) b. equipment ( ) c. weapons 

6. The whole environment can be changed by 

() a. walking through the woods 
( ) b. painting a country scene 
( ) c. cutting down a forest 

7. Before we change anything in an environment, we should 

( ) a. ignore any changes 
( ) b. think about the changes 
( ) c. kill all living things 

8. What do you think is a very important environmental problem that people in B.C. have. 



Follow That Goose 
Maintenance Test #2 (Grade 6) 

Name School 

1. Choose the best title for this article: 
( j a. Alaska-The Wild Land 
( ) b. All A bout the Emperor Goose 
( ) c. A Trip to Canada 

2. The Emperor Goose is a North American 
( ) a. amphibian ( ) b. reptile ( ) c. waterfowl 

3. We can see that the researchers have learned much about the goose's 
( ) a. eating habits 
( ) b. nesting habits 
( ) c. sleeping habits 

4. How might pollution affect the goose's survival? 

5. What state does the Emperor Goose nest in? 
( ) a. Alaska ( ) b. b. Iowa ( ) c. Yukon 

6. As the Emperor Goose grows from a baby to an adult, it changes its 
( ) a. colour ( ) b. diet ( ) c. personality 

7. Why is it important for the survival of the young that the male and female mate for life? 

8. When the female goose tries to protect her nest, she looks like a piece of 
( ) a. dirt ( ) b. rock ( ) c. driftwood 



Probing With A Fkpse 
Maintenance Test #2 (Grade 7) 

Name School 

1. Which of these would k a good title for the article? 
( ) a. How Rockets Help Us 
( ) b. N.A.S.A.'s Space Science Program 
( ) c. Visitor's From Outer Space 

2. In what year were the Voyager probes launched? 
( ) a. 1975 ( ) t. 1976 ( ) c. 1977 

3. After the probes pass Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus, they will probably 
( ) a. burn up 
( ) b. keep on going 
( ) c. return to Earth 

4. Some people say that the space science program is too expensive and that we should 
spend the money differently. What do you think? 

5. Which of the following planets will the Voyagers pass? 
( ) a. Neptune ( ) b. Pluto ( ) c. Jupiter 

6. The goal of all research is 
( ) a. to make sure other countries don't know more than us 
( ) b. to make things bemr for man 
( ) c. to stop war before it begins 

7, Name two problems that the space science program might cause. 

8, In order to gain information abou: the planets, N.A.S.A. uses deep-space probes and 
( ) a. comets ( ) b. meteors ( ) c. satellites 



APPENDIX 6: MEASURES OF TRANSFER 



Everything you need comes from your environment. You get f a d ,  water and air 
&om it, as well as shelter, clothing and fuel. You need these things to live. But your 
environment also contains things you don't need. In fact, some things in your environment 
are harmful to you. 

You put food, water, and air into your M y  every day. Together they provide the 
materials and energy that you need. But food, water, and air may not always be helpful to 
you. It depends on what they contain. It depends upon the environment. 

UNWANTED CHEMICALS 

Insects can c-ause a lot of damage to crops. So farmers often spray their crops with 
poisonous chemicals. Some of the chemicals get into insects and kill them. Then, when 
other animals eat these insects, the poisons can get into them too. Even animals that eat 
animals that eat the insects can be poisoned 

Some of these poisonous chemicals get washed into rivers and lakes. There they 
may get into tiny plants or animals. In time, poisons used to kill insects can get into the 
food used by people. 

MERCURY IN FOOD 

Mercury is used in some kinds of thermometers. But do you know that chemicals 
containing mercury can get into your f d ?  Do you know that when this happens it can be 
harmful? 

Factories that use mercury or chemicals that contain mercury sometimes let the 
waste go into rivers or lakes. There these wastes pass into the tissues of tiny organisms in  
the water and mud These tiny organisms ate eaten by larger ones. And those by even 
larger ones. So the chemicals containing mercury get passed along. In this way, they may 
appear in fish or in other things that people use for food. 

One problem with poisonous chemicals in food is that some of them last so long. 
These chemicals may pass form one organism to another, again and again. It may bc years 
More the chemicals are no longer hannful. 



GASES IN THE AIR 

Smoky, dirty air can be cleaned, It can be sent through a filter as in an air 
conditioner. This may remove most of the dirt and smoke particles. But often it is not 
smoke particles in the air that are harmful. It is unwanted gases. And these are not usually 
removed by a filter. 

When gasoline burns in a car engine, poisonous gases are given off. Where there 
are a lot of cars, there may be dangerous amounts of these gases. Poisonous gases also 
come from the chimneys of factories, power plants and even homes. 

POISONING YOUR BODY 

It is bad enough to have to eat, drink, and breathe unwanted chemicals! It is bad 
enough when you cannot do enough about it. But strange as it may seem, some people put 
poisons into their bodies on purpose. 

People who smoke take millions of tiny particles into their lungs. Some of the 
particles stay in their lungs. In time, they can cause serious damage to the lungs. And what 
happens to the particles smokers breathe out? 

As you can see there are many ways for poisons to get into our body. 



TIQNS ( G W E  61 

STEM SCIENCE (RED) 

NAME SCHOOL 

DATE 

1. Everything we need comes from 

( ) a. energy ( ) b. chemicals ( ) c. the environment 

2. This article hints that 

( ) a chemicals pass from on part of the environment to another. 
( ) b. we can't do anything about chemicals in our environment. 
( ) c. we need to spray insects with chemicals so they won't eat our crops. 

3. Mercury is 

( ) a. an organism ( ) b. a chemical ( ) c. a thermometer 

4. Name two ways bad chemicals can get into our bodies. 

5. Gases in the air 

( ) a. can be cleaned by an air filter 
( ) b. are safer than smoke 
( ) c. can be poisonous 

6. A good title for this article is 

( ) a. Growing Food Without Chemicals 
( ) b. Unwanted Things in Your Environment 
( ) c. How to Stop Pollution 

7. To help protect ourselves against gases in the air we can 

( ) a. reuse or recycle our wastes. 
( ) b. stay inside or ride to places in a car 
( ) c. try not to breathe too deeply 

8. What could you tell a smokers about the problems they are causing? 



Part of man's success as a competitor lies in his ability to invent things. Each year 
he finds new ways to do whatever he wants to do. He has invented ways to travel above, 
below, and beyond the earth's sudace. He has also invented ways to explore the tiniest bits 
of Earth and himself, and to repair damage to himself. 

Man has put many energy sources to work to accomplish his goals. He has 
invented ways to extract and use the energy stored in all kinds of fuels. 

Mountains are no match for high explosives, giant cranes and bulldozers. Valleys 
are.no obstacle to being filled in with concrete and water. Whenever man wants to 
"develop" a part of his environment, he seems to be able to do so. 

But with each of nm's inventions comes an increased need for ores for metals, 
chemicals for plastics, fuels for energy, stone for roads and water for washing, cooling and 
waste disposal. All of these are taken from the ecosystem. In taking them, man often 
messes up his environment. 

Also with each new invention and the materials that supply them, comes a need to 
get rid of waste metal, plastic waste, waste building materials, dr t y  water, and waste heat, 
smoke, and gases. All these wastes must be put somewhere in the ecosystem. In getting rid 
of these things, again, man often messes up his environment. 

Population pressures, industrial needs and the mismanagement of resources is 
affecting our environment. The quality of the air, water, soil, minerals, forests, and 
wildlife is rapidly getting worse. 

However, there are some signs of progress. Car makers have developed and are 
installing pollution control devices. At the same b e ,  they are experimenting with other 
power sources--- steam, and electricity for example. Some cities even restrict the use of 
private cars in crowded areas. 

Water-testing laboratories have been set up-sometimes on boats-for testing 
waterways near near certain industries. These laboratories can trace the source of 
pollutants. Then action can be taken to prevent pollutants from being added to the water. 

In some of the rivers, lakes and harbours near big cities, people are fishing again. 
This is only possible when the neighbollring communities control their pollutants. 

These are only beginning steps. In many areas, a great deal more needs to be done. 
For example, people need to think about their own actions. 

They need to make decisions on even little questions such as-- 
*soap or detergent? 
*let the motor running while waiting? 
*returnable or non-returnable bottles? 
*plastic or paper? 



It is easy to talk about what industry or the government does or does not do about 
the environment. It is harder, but it is also better, to think about what you yourself can do. 
Because what you see happen in your environment is not what "they" did. It is what "you " 
do! "They" are just a lot of "you"!!! 



TIONS (GRADE 71 

STEM SCIENCE (BLUE) 

NAME SCHOOL 

DATE 

1. This article says that our pollution problem must be solved by 

( ) a. the government ( ) b. the scientists ( ) c. everyone 

2. This article hints that 

( ) a. people use too much from the environment 
( ) b. people can solve all their problems 
( ) c. people must stop building things 

3. Car makers are trying to power cars with 

( ) a. chemicals ( ) b. steam ( ) c. pollutants 

4. How can we make industries stop polluting the environment? 

5. The main idea of this article is 

( ) a. How man's inventions can hurt us. 
( ) b. How recycling can solve the pollution problem. 
( ) c. How pollution is caused and can be corrected. 

6. A waste product that comes from new inventions is 

( ) a ore ( ) b. smoke ( ) c. fuel 

7. When there are lots of fish in rivers 

( ) a. pollutants from factories are being controlled 
( ) b. people aren't fishing there 
( ) c. fish are not affected by pollution 

8- Why does the government think that making gas expensive will help to solve the 
p l lu  tion problem? 



THE INUIT AND THE INDIANS COME TO CANADA 

Long ago, there were no people living in the land now called Canada. Then, 
thousands of years ago, the first people came to our country. Today these people are 
known as the Inuit and Indians. They are Canada's native people. 

Some people think the native people came across the Bering Strait from Asia in 
small groups of hunters. The Inuit stayed in the north along the shores of the Arctic Ocean. 
There they hunted seals and caught fish. Gradually the Inuit moved east, all the way across 
the Arctic. 

The Indians hunted musk oxen and caribou. As they followed the herds, the 
Indians slowly moved south and east across the country. Some Indians lived in the forest, 
and some lived on the grasslands called the prairies. Others stayed near the lakes and 
rivers. Eventually the Indians settled all across Canada. 

The native people were Canada's first explorers. They lived here for a long time 
before anyone else came to this counn-y. 

PEOPLE FROM EUROPE CAME TO CANADA 

On the other side of the Atlantic Ocean, people in Europe did not know anything 
about Canada. No one from Europe had ever crossed the ocean. Long ago people looked at 
the ocean much as we look at outer space today. People thought that sailors who went too 
far from land would be swallowed up by monsters or that their ships would fall off the 
edge of the earth. 

We don't know when the first person from Europe crossed the Atlantic Ocean. 
There is a legend that a monk sailed across the Atlantic 1400 years ago. The monk was 
Saint Brendan. He sailed from Ireland with some other monks in a small boat made out of 
leather. They were looking for some new lands. The legend says that although the sailors 
thought that they found land, they just landed on the back of a whale. Recently some young 
men built a leather boat and set out to see if Saint Brendan could have found America. 
Although they did land on the shores of Newfoundland, we cannot be sure if the story of 
Saint Brendan is true. 

EXPLORERS FROM EUROPE CROSS THE ATLANTIC 

About 500 years ago, the merchants in Europe began looking for a new route to 
China. They wanted to get silks, spices and jewels from China to sell to the people in 
Europe. For a long time the merchants had sent camels eastward across Asia to China. 'mat 
route was long and dangerous. The merchants wanted to find an easier, safer route so they 
sent out ships across the Atlantic Ocean thinking they could reach China by going the other 
way. 



They were going where other Europeans had not been before. They were going into 
the unknown. To do this, they had to  be brave and fearless. 



Name School 

1. The first Inuit and Indians are Canada's native people because 
( ) a. they hunted and fished for their own food 
( ) b. they came from Europe 
( ) c. they were the first settlers in the land 

2. The first people who came to our land came fkom 
( ) a. Asia ( ) b. Ireland ( ) c. Europe 

3. The Indians moved South and East across the country because 
( ) a. there wasn't room enough in the Arctic for them all 
( ) b. they were searching for food 
( ) c. they needed trees to build houses 

4. How would you say that the early explorers were like today's astronauts? 

5. The Indians hunted 
( ) a. camels ( ) b. seals ( ) c. caribou 

6. What would be a good 5rle for this article? 
( ) a. The First Canadian Settlers 
( ) b. The Legend of Saint Brendan 
( ) c. Searching for Gold in the New World 

7. Name two problems that the Inuit people might have had when they came to our land. 

8. The European explorers came across 
( ) a. the Bering Strait ( ) b. the Arctic Ocean 
( ) c. the Atlantic Ocean 



JOINING CONFEDERATION 

On July 19, 187 1, people in the new town of Barkewille stayed up very late. At 
midnight, British Columbia became one of the provinces of Canada and people wanted to 
celebrate their first moment as Canadians. Exactly at midnight members of BarkerviUek 
volunteer fire department began to ring the fire bell and a salute of 21 guns was fired in the 
air. In the morning, stores and businesses were decorated with flags and streamers. One 
storekeeper had designed a special flag as a sign of his pride in joining Canada. To make 
the flag, he had painted a white circle with maple leaves around it on the red background of 
a British Ensign. In the circle he had drawn a beaver. The flag flew all day from a pole in 
the center of Barkerville. 

The biggest celebration was held in Victoria, the capital of the new province. The 
Victoria newspaper, the Colonist, said that people rang bells, fired guns, burned candles, 
set off firecrackers, and cheered and cheered and cheered. During the day there was a huge 
picnic in Victoria. There were banners, songs and a giant hot air balloon that flew over the 
city. Bands played the popular Canadian song, "The Maple Leaf Forever." There were 
many speeches telling how joining Canada would change the lives of people in British 
Columbia. 

The main speech was made by Amor de Cosmos, the first owner and publisher of 
the the Victoria Colonist newspaper. He called the holiday Confederation Day. He used the 
term confederation to explain how British Columbia had become part of the Canada. 
Confederation meant the joining of different provinces and territories to form one country. 
When British Columbia joined five other Canadian provinces and a large region called the 
Northwest Tenitories, Canada became a country from coast to coast. 

Arnor de Cosmos explained that as partners in confederation all the people of 
Canada shared the same laws and government. Like Canadians in other provinces, British 
Colurnbians would now have the right to vote for people who would go to Ottawa, the 
capital of Canada, to speak for them in the Canadian parliament. Members of parliament 
from all the provinces helped make the laws for all Canadians. 

To help people in British Columbia stay in touch with people in other parts of the 
country, the government of Canada agreed to help pay for mail service. Because travel 
across Canada was too difficult for frequent trips, mail h m  Eastern Canada was sent by 
nain across the United States to San Francisco. From there it was carried to Victoria by 
steamer. 

A steamer brought newspapers from Eastern Canada every two weeks. They were 
full of pictures that told what was happening in other parts of Canada. The prime minister 
of Canada, Sir John A. MacDonald promised to help people in all parts of Canada reach 
each other more easily by having a railway built. The railway would stretch across the 
country from eastern Canada to the Pacific Ocean. 



NAME SCHOOL 

1. This passage tells about: 
( ) a. the building of the railway 
( ) b. how the government of Cmada started 
( ) c. what happened when British Columbia joined confederation 

2. The only feature on today's flag that is the same as the one made for the celebration is: 
( ) a. the maple leaf ( ) b. the beaver ( ) c. the white circle 

3. To help bring all provinces of Canada together, the government promised: 
( ) a. a newspaper ( ) b. a railway ( ) c. a mail service 

4. Although people in this passage were happy to join Canada, name a problem that people 
in B.C. might have being part of this counw. 

5. The capital of Canada is: 
( ) a. Victoria ( ) b. B a d c e d e  ( ) c. Ottawz 

6. When Newfoundland became part of Canada, we said it joined: 
( ) a. parliament ( ) b. confederation ( ) a union 

7. Why do you think it wzs important to the rest of Cmada to have B.C. join with then)? 

8. Mail came from San Francisco by: 
( ) a. train ( ) b. plane ( ) c. steamer 



APPENDIX 7: LESSON PLANS 



ADmG AND THINKING I-TEGXES =SON P L W  

INTRODUCTION TO LESSONS 

1. Review purpose of testing 

2. Introduce the programme 

-identi@ the time line 

-identify why students taking part and what programme will do 

3. Outline what we know about good students 

-use strategies (meth&) to help them to read well 

-rad for meaning 

-think about why they are reading and what they want to want to have happen at the end 

4. Outline objectives of programme 

-going to teach those strategies to students to help them become better readers 



I .  Introduce poster 

-each f e w n  will include a p e r  to help remember the strategies that will be taught 

-how many of you have seen Mueprints? 

-what are they for? 

-we need a plan for building a house or a plane or a car 

-we need to know what steps tu follow, what materials to use and what measurements to 
use 

2. Make link bet ween poster/bIuep-in t and readingiblueprint 

-we understand abour how btzilders and architects use blueprints for constructing 
buijdings but our poster says Blue- for Read&. What do you think that means? Poke 
far connection that reading rcquks plans, steps and construction to build meaning. 

-establish that good readers build meaning by using strategies before, during and after 
reading (refer to interview questionsf 

3. What is my reading god? 

-establish that for a couple of lessons we are going to practice some slrategies before 
rmding 

-focus on three questions on poster blueprint 

-identify that these are three questions that students should ask themselves before they 
stm to read (remind them of fie interview question-What is the first thing you do when 
you pick up a M?) 

-Why is knowing what your goal is important? 

-important to know that knowing a purpose d l  tell them how to read a selection (reading 
a newspaper ad for the time of a concert be different from studying your science 
kwh; far a test) 

-think of this question as building the foundation of a building 
-&e a list of types of gads  cm M a c k W  e.g. fun, solve a puzzle, get main idea, 

R rite a report, learn new in fodon,  faUow directions, etc. 



4. What kind of reading is this? 

-this question like constructing the floor of your building 

-why is that an important question? 

-should read differently for different kinds of reading 

-make a list of different types of texts on blackboard e.g. novels, science, social studies, 
poetry, comics, letters, ads, recipes, etc. 

5. What is my plan for reading? 

make the plans before you read. 

-wouldn't be a very good idea to start building a house without plans ... wouldn't know 
which to do first ... might have to tear something down after you start ... waste time and 
money. 

-should know what kind of reading you have so you know what you want to do  with i t .  

-match the goal and type of test on the board and make a plan for how that should be relid 

-CONCLUSION: many plans for reading and must determine the type of text and why 
you are reading it before you can chose your plan. 

5. ModellinglGuided Practice: Fine-Feathered Dinner Guests 

- I would build my foundation for reading by asking the first question "What is my 
reading Goal?" 

-I would build the floor by asking, "What kind of reading is this?" 

-In order to construct walls I need a plan, eg. skim to pick o u t  key words, stop to 
determine if I understand it. 

-1 will read first verse orally and then summarize the meaning to make sure I underr,toc~j 
what I read. 

-I will read second verse orally. (Give personal reaction and respond to question, "Why 
do some think the cardinal is annoying?" Tell students why this process helps me 
anderstand and remember what I have read,) 

-Tell students that we will read third verse together so that they can have a chance t o  
practice what I have done. Have them give reaction and answer "Why does the bluejay get 
mgr~?'~ 

-Tell the students that they will read fourth verse and summarize whole meaning of pxsm. 
Ask "Which bird is the most welcome dinner guest?" 



9. Strategy knowledge C-ieck 

-What are blueprints for reading? (plans to help construct meaning) 

-:?Y hy do you identify goals and type of reading before you start? (read differentlybuild a 
good foundation. 

-Why is it important to make different plans for different kinds of reading materials? 
(good readers don't read the same all the time ... one thing changes another. 



READING AND THlNUNG STRATEGIS:LEVEI, 6 f f  

Module 1 Card B Lesson 1 

BLUEPRINTS FOR READING 

1. Review lesson #la 

-cover up words on poster 

-ask for students to remember the 3 reading strategies that we used to build meaning 
while we read 

-using new graphic, place sticky strip into appropriate place 

-ask other students for examples 

-remind students that this is the way good students read and that they are showing the 
knowledge that they need to become good comprehenders 

2. Introduce lesson: to develop plans for reading by looking at titles and pictures 

-hand out booklets and have students look at story "Seeds as Travellers" 

-ask kind of textask students to write it into the foundation section 

-ask what goals for reading ... ask students to write it into floor section 

-ask plans for reading (read and remember information) ... ask students to write it in to the 
walls section 

-introduce using titles and pictures as ways of learning 

3. Developing prereading strategies (titles and pictures) 

-ask students where else other than the text a reader can get information that will help 
build meaning 

-using picture develop what ideas students get from it 

-using title ask students to predict what the passage will be about 

-find our what students know about subjects .... inform students that if they think about 
everything they know about a subject before they start reading it will help them to connect 
their old knowledge with their new knowledge to help them understand better .... reading 
stories with familiar topics will be easier than a new one 

develop mind map about what they know about how seeds travel 

-&er finished, have students add titles and pictures to plans for reading section 



inform students that they have a lot of information now and that this selection shouid be 
easier to understand and remember 

3. Guided practice 

-ask students to read selection 

-when finished ask students to give an additional piece of information that they learned 
from the passage 

4. Feed back 

-ask for the three steps using the building terms 

-ask how the students find these strategies are helping them understand better 

-ask students if the strategies are easy or hard to do .... encourage that even if they are 
not easy the effort is worth it to improve their reading and their performance in school 

-identify that next time we will learn some strategies that will help us while we read and 
will finish building our house 



READING FOR THZNKING:LEVEL 5/6 

Module 1 Card B Lesson 2, 

BLUEPRINTS FOR READMG 

1. Review of strategies 1-3 

-remind students that they have been learning and using three strategies for reading tbr 
the past two lessons 

-remind them that we had built our reading foundation from the foundation, floor to the 
walls 

-have them picture the three strategies in their minds 

-have the students write the fxst three strategies on the worksheet 

-collect them when finished 

2. Introduce next three strategies 

-today we are going to finish constructing our house by talking about plans we can make 
not only before but during and after reading as well 

-what kinds of plans can you follow during and after you read? (write these down on the 
blackboard) 

3. Strategy #4: to monitor comprehension as they read 

-the next strategy that we are going to learn and practice is one that good readers do 
constantly when they read .... that is they make sure that everything is in the right place and 
makes sense 

-if we were thinking about constructing a house instead of constructing meaning we 
could think of this step as putting in the windows and doors in the right place so that you 
can see clearly and get out when you want 

-you need to ask yourself if a l l  the words and sentences make sense 

-you n e d  to trust yourself when you start to fecl confused and k w w  that something has 
g m e  wrong 

-if you get that feeling you may have to go back and reread or 1wk up the meaning of 
some words 



4. Strategy #5: to identify the main idea (get the meaning) 

-the next step is to put on the roof of the building 

-every building ha? a roof that ties everything together 

-in a story the main idea ties the story together 

-who can explain what the main idea is? ... the meaning or theme of the stony 

-the main idea is the most important thing to know about the story and passage 

5.Strategy #6: to evaluate their reading 

-the last thing that we have to do is construct the chimney of our building ..... in reading 
we do that by thinking back about the story or passage 

-did I like it? Did I learn anything new? Was it easy or difficult? Would I like to read 
more about the topic or more by the same author? Was it easy or difficult? 

6. Summary 

-you have now learned how to construct meaning when you read just like a builder 
constructs a building 

-you have your blueprint for reading starting before, continuing during your reading and 
even continuing after you have read 

-let's practice the steps together before we start to read today 

7. Guided reading 

-today you are going to work your way through a passage using your blueprint for reading 

-YOU will put L? the steps just iike you did this morning and then describe below what you 
did 

-you may look at this prompt sheet if y w  forget what the step is 

-fust work on the steps for before reading, stop while you are reading the passage to fill 
in the step for during reading and then fill in the steps after you have finished 

8. Review 

-discuss the answers for each section emphasizing that answers may vary 

9. Conclusion 

-review steps 2-6 
-are these steps easy or hard to follow 
-how have these steps helped you read 



READING AND THINKING STRATEGIES: LEVEL -94 

Module 1 Card B Lesson 3 

BLUEPRINTS FOR READING 

Review: Modelling'Guided practice 

-inform students that when it is important to remember things that I usually recite them 
because practice helps to make a stronger image in my mind 

-demonstrate for students by reciting the six strategies 

-ask students to recite the three pre-reading strategies together (reinforcing the analogy of 
"constructing a house.") 

-recite the strategy for during reading 

-recite the two strategies for after reading 

-inform students that for many people, writing things down is the best way to learn and 
that is the way for me so the nest step to help me remember wilI be to do that 

-write strategies on board and point out problem solving strategies of what to do if  I 
forget (emphasize that I want to get the meaning down and that if some words are not 
exactly the same, it doesn't matter) 

-have students write the strategies on the worksheet 

-check individually for accuracy and meaning (particularly using title and pictures for 
activating background information) 

2. Assignment: Modelling 

-introduce the assignment (to identify the main idea of a passage) 

-inform students of importance of knowing main idea 

-read short paragraph and, using the "main idea" plan on the worksheet, demonstnttc 
bow I go about deciding what the main idea will be 

3. Assignment: Guided pmctice 

-inform the students that they will now do this independently 

-fill pre-reading information on strategy worksheet 

-read story and f& in the "main idea" worksheet (using text) 
-work independently on assignment 

check for accumq on m g y  use worksheet and main idea assignmefit 



4. Feedback 

-share information on main idea word, supporting information and main idea statement 

5. Conclusion 

-ask why it is important to know what the god for reading is 

-ask what factors influence the plan for reading 

-ask students when they could use  these strategies in their classroom (transfer) 

-tell students that for the next lesson they are to have one example of when they used the 
strategy 



Module 1 Card B Lesson 4 

BLUEPRINTS FOR READING-Test 

1. Review 

-review the 6 steps for constructing reading 

-what were the two areas that we worked on that gave us information to start building the 
meaning in our passage? (title and picture) 

2. Independent practice-test 

-today you are going to practice using those six strategies on you. own 

-you are going to write down the strategies that we practiced on your building blueprint 
that you saw last day 

-then you are going to write down how you used the strategy, what you did in your head 
at each step 

-then you are going to read the story 

-your assignment today will be to answer the questions on the worksheets as carefully as 
You- 

-if you use the strategies well you should see that it is easier to understand the story and 
to answer the questions 

-are their any questions? 

3. interviews 

-when students are finished interview as many as possible (see interview sheet) 

4. Conclusion 

-we have worked independently with the f ~ s t  three strategies today that you use before 
reading and next time we will work on those to finish building our house .... those that will 
help us build even more meaning into our reading 



READING AND THINKING STRATEGIES: LEVEL 5% 

Mudule 1 Card B Lesson 5 

h e m i n  ts for Reading 

1. Review 

-draw students' attention to graphs and indicate progress and relationship to using 
strategies 

-indicate that today's lesson will continue the emphasis on what students could do 
"during" reading to consuuct meaning 

-direct students' attention to last lesson and review the strategies that came up (reread, 
context, imagery, paraphrase) 

2. Guided Practice 

-tell students that today's assignment will be to read a story independently and to write 
down two strategies after reading that they used to help them understand the story better 

-tell students that they will have to state exactly where they used this strategy by refemng 
to the paragraph # 

-tell students that we will discuss what they did after as a group 

-have students identify their goal for reading 

-have students identify the kind of reading and elaborate on how this is different from 
non-fiction (structure, content, plot) 

-have students identify how they are going to read this including using title and picture as 
clues 

-have students make prediction about story 

3. Independent practice 

-have students read story and write out strategies on answer sheet 

-when finished, go through story and identify the strategies and how they helped to make 
the story more memorable and understandable 

3, Condusion 

-ask students their opinion of the picture (did it help in making a prediction about the 
story. Does it matter if you are wrong.) 



READING AND THINKITJG STRATEGIES: LEVEL .% 

Module 1 Card B Lesson 6 

Blueprints for Reading 

1. Review 

-indicate that today's lesson will continue the emphasis on what students could do 
"during" reading to construct meaning 

-direct students' attention to last lesson and review the strategies that c:me up (reread, 
context, imagery, paraphrase) 

2. Guided Practice 

-tell students that today's assignment will be to read a story independently and to write 
down two strategies after reading that they used to help them understand the story better 

-tell students that they will have to state exactly where they used this swategy by referring 
to the paragraph # 

-tell students that we will discuss what they did after as a group 

-have students iden* their goal for reading 

-have students identify the kind of reading and elaborate on how this is different from 
non-fiction (structure, content, plot) 

-have students identify how they are going to read this including using title aid picture as 
clues 

-have students make prediction about story 

3. Independent practice 

-have students read story and write out strategies on answer sheet 

-when finished, go through story and identify the strategies and how they helped to n u k e  
the story more memorable and understandable 

4. Conclusion 

-ask students their opinion of the picture (did it help in making a prediction about the 
story. Does it matter if you are wrong.) 



ADING ANR THINKING STRATEGIES: LEVEL 5/6 - 
S FOR KEADIX\JG-'FEST 

I .  Review 

-remind students of the last three strategies that they learned and practiced for during and 
after reading 

-have students verbally repeat all the strategies 

-hsve students fill in blank worksheet with all strategies 

-remind students that they have their prompt card and that they m y  use this if they cannot 
remember (record usage) 

2. Independent activity-test 

-advise students that they are going to work independently on their reading today 

-advise students that their assignment will be to fill in the strategies worksheet 

-advise hem that there will be questions to answer at the end 

-before reading develop prereading skills by discussing predictions for the story 
(vocabulary and plot) using the title and the picture 

-have students complete assignments 

3. Interview 

-while students are reading interview students as to their prereading and during reading 
strategies (see outline) 

4. Conclusion 

-have students retell the strategies and one in-class assignment to which they will apply 
the strategies 



READING AND THINMING STRATEGF,S: LEVEL 36 

Module 1 Card B Lesson 8 

BLUEPRINTS FOR READTNG 

1. Review 

-review the 6 strategies for reading that the students have constructed 

-ask students why they are important 

-instruct students that ihey will not write them out today but that they will be asked to 
verbally recite them to me during ihe lesson 

-inform students that we will be concentrating on after reading strategies today 

2. Modelling 

-inform students that they have a right to an opinion about stories-that they will not like 
all stories, that they will not like ali parts of a story, and that not all students will agree on 
whether a story is enjoyable 

-read a short paragraph and demonstrate for students my reaction to it (refer to pruts of 
the story-plot, characters, language, topic, etc.) 

-encourage students to give opinions that they back up with examples especially those 
that disagree with mine or that have different reasons for their opinion 

-inform students that by have personal reactions to stories, they will enjoy reading more 
and will remember what they have read better 

2. hdependent activity 

-instruct students to prepare for reading with the prereading strategies and then to read the 
story provided at their level 

-instruct (and write on board) that the assignment will be to write ut assessment of the 
story ie. language, topic, characters, plot, etc. 

-indicate to students that these are areas that you can consider when assessing "how you 
feel" 

3. Interview 

- while students are completing questions c o ~ l e t e  interview m what strategies they 
used, bw it helped them at the thee reading intervals 

4. Conclusion 

-i&n&y to ,mdens &at this be ttre fast lesson on this module md that sex t session 
will focus on some specific strategies to be used while reading 



Mod& 3 Card A LRsson I 

TfX)LS FOR READfh'G 

I .  Introduction 

-we learned over the last couple of weeks that we can construct meaning as we read just 
Iike a builder constructs a house by doing things before, during and after we read 

-today we are going to start rr, learn to use more took to help us construct the meaning in 
our stories 

-can any of you name some toois that a builder uses? a cook? 

-we need lots of tools to complete a job but we must also know which ones to use to get 
rhe job done 

-you would not use a hammer to cut a piece of wood and you would not use a knife to 
stir soup 

- g d  readers know lots of different tools to use when they read, they chose the right 
ones and they use them all the time even when they are frustrated 

- who can name some of the tools you already have been using 

-today's lesson is about a tool that can help you understand words or sentences that y3u 
cm't understand 

2. Using context 

-many of you have told WE that you already use this strategy for understanding 

-when we have difficulty figuring out what a word or sentence means we should use 
corrrext to k I p  us figure it out 

- y w  shoufd use the words or sentences around it  to help you get the meaning 

-how m y  of you think you use context now? 

-for those of you that don't here is an example that might help you understand what I 
i2le.m 

-gun hxd) "'1 coufdRIt ride my bike becaase the sprocket was broken" What do you 
hi& a sprocket is? How did you get that ides? 



even sometimes if you don't know exactly what something is you can get it g d  enough 
idea to help you understand he  meaning 

-who might understand that sentence better than us (a bike racer, ;I repair man) 

3. Guided practice 

-today we will start practicing using context by working together on a story 

-identify that both titles and pictures are good context because they give us lots of clues 
about the story 

-have students read the title and make guesses as to what the story might be about 

-have srudents look at the picture arid try to guess the plot 

-discuss the story using the underlined words and phrases as problems 

-have studer;ts underline with a coloured pencil the context that helps to clarify the 
meaning of the ide~tified problem areas 

-at the end of the story identify that we will use our after reading strategies to complete 
cons~ructing the meaning 

-have students give the main idea of the story and their opinions of it  

4. Conclusion 

-what tool did we work with today? 

-when wouM you use this tool? 

d o  you think this tool would be hard or easy to use 

-why do you think it wmld be worrh the trouble 



ABWG AND THJNKING STRATEGIES: LEVEL $\6 

&kghle 3 Card A Lesson 2 

TOOLS FOR READING: USING CONTEXT 

1. Introduction 

-direct students to poster 

-ask students to identify why tools are useful when doing jobs 

-ask students for some examples of occupations and the tools they use 

-ask students what tools we have found useful for reading 

-ask students why these took have been useful 

-ask students what tool we worked with last time 

-ask students why it was useful for us to use this tool 

2. Review 

-ask students how we used context while reading last lesson 

-remind students that this strategy required work but that it was worth it to be able to 
understand stories better and to be able to read independently 

-remind students that the exact meaning of each word was not always possible but that if 
the overall meaning was clear then it was not necessary to consult a dictionary or teacher 

3. Guided practice 

-introduce students to the cloze method for using context by iflirsu-ating that often we can 
use context to give us the word even if the word is not there 

-smte that we use our knowledge of the subject matter and our knowledge of how our 
Ymguage work to fill in the word 

-give example: The elephant raised his tnrnk and his ........ swayed back and forth. 

-rerrtincf students that 10 use dl &e context in the sentence, they should always read to the 
md of the sentence substitufing a grunt or nonsense sound fur the word and then reread 
the sentence and put in the word 

explain how we can picture what is happening and we fill in the blank from our 
k~lowkdge about elephants 



-ask students what kind of stories or passages would be easiest to do this with (easy 
words, easy sentences, familiar topics) 

-tell students that they often also get clues from the letters in the word as well as frmu 
what they know about the subject 

-give example: The elephant raised his trunk and his h(ead), t(ail), e(ars) swayed back 
and forth. 

-tell students that they are going to do a cloze exercise today taken from a story that they 
had previously read 

-tell students that they can work in pairs or threes to determine the words until #35 anti 
then they should practice on their own 

- inform the students that I will be available for consultation as well 

-ask for questions about the assignment 

4. Independent practice 

-at #25 redirect the students to their seats to work independently 

-circulate and question students as to how they are doing the exercise and ask if they find 
it easy or hard 

encourage them to mnrinue as this is the secret to success - 

5. Conclusion 

-ask students what the purpose of the exercise was 

-ask students to think about using this method for at least one reading exercise in class 
today and to come prepared to report on how they found it to use and how they think i t  
helped them 



PEADING ABD THIhXING STRATEGIES: LEVEL 5\6 - 
TOOLS FOR READING: ASSESSMENT 

1. Introduction 

-ask students what strategy they have been studying 

-ask students when they would use this strategy 

-ask students why they think this strategy would be useful 

-reinforce students use of this strategy by informing them of the good results of the doze 
exercise 

2. Iniiependent practice 

-inform students that today they will be using what they have been learning to read a 
passage and answer questions 

-inform students that reading and understanding questions is just as important as reading 
and undmt;mding the passages 

-suggest to students that m y  mistakes are being made not because the passages are not 
understood but because students are rushing through the questions and not stopping to 
make sure that they know what the question is asking 

-suggest to students that they use the same strategies for the questions as for the passages 

-inform students that they will be interviewed a b u t  what they did before, during and 
after reading 

-inform students that the passages and questions are like the ones they have done before 
with multiple choice and witten answers 

-ask fix questions aborrt directions 

-when students are finished reading md are working on their questions, interview each to 
determine strategy knowledge and use 

4. Conclusion 

-before studenrs Ieave have them estimate whether they thought that they are using the 
smegies all the rime, much of &e time, a little, not very much, not at all 



READING A h 9  THINKING STRATEGIES: LEVEL .% 

Module 3 Card B Lcsson 4 

TOOLS FOR READING: IMAGERY 

1. Introduction 

-reinforce g d  rex2ts on tests by showing the graphs and emphasizing that those who 
told me they used the strategies the most gut the best resuits 

-inform students that while they should continue to use *he title and picture contcst before 
reading and the words phrases in the story to help them better understand the story that 
we are going to add another tool to our reading kit 

-inform studenu that many students had told me that they liked to read f ic t ion stones 
because they were the easiest 

-tell students that the reason some people gave was that it  was easy to follow 

-inform students that they are going to learn or practice to use the strategy of imimgcry to 
help them to remember a story plot 

-tell them what they are going to do is to try to imagine a story like a movic in their nlinds 
to help them remember it at the end 

-inform students that to start practicing tha~ I am going to read a story to them and that 10 

do this the best way is to close their eyes and make a mmne screen out of the black 

2. Guided practice 

-intfonn students that we are gokg to use our blueprint for reading like we always tlv 

-establish goal: to Iisten to a story and make a movie out of i t  so that they can rrll i t  back  
to me in order 

-text: fiction best hecause of h e  action 

-after story have students recount the main idea of the story 

-have students recall the stmy plot and write points on the board 
3. Independent practice 

-tell students that they will now pcdce rhis on their own, read a story and do a stixy 
M a f r ~ & e y a r e f i n i W  



-have students verbalize their blueprints for reading 

-establish goal: to read and make story board 

-text: fiction 

-plan: to read and stop at an important point and picture what they could draw about 

-allow 20 minutes for acivivity 

-students who are finished first can retell the story to me or a friend 

4. Conclusion: 

-ask students how many had some or no trouble doing this 

-inform students that practice will perfect the technique 

-ask students where this straregy would be used best 

-encourage students to use it with something in their class 



READING AND THTNKING STRATEGIES: LF- 

Module 3 Card A Lesson 5 

ROAD SIGNS FOR READING: PARAPHRASING 

1. Review 

-ask students to recall the first two strategies that we learned and practiced 

-ask when these strategies would be most useful and why it would be worth the tru~ihle 
ro use them 

-remind students that good readers spend the time doing this while they read but that they 
use them for specific purposes 

2. Introduction 

-refer to the poster and introduce students to the new strategy: paraphrasing 

-ask students if they know what this strategy is and when it should be used 

-confirm that this is telling what a paragraph or story is about in your own words and that 
it is used to check for your understanding of the selection 

-tell smdents that it can be used as a check periodically throughout the story just like we 
did to make a movie of the story and that it c m  be used at the end of the story to reinforce 
recall of the whole story and to check for understanding 

-inform students that the difference is between paraphrasing and just telling about the plot 
is that you combine quite a bit of information and that a two page story can quite often be 
told in zbmt 4-5 sentences 

3. Guided practice 

-tell students that to practice we are going to read a story together paragraph by parrtgrriph 
and paraphrase after each and at the end 

-read "Paper, Paper Everywhere" from JVEW PRACTICE READER WZ 

-at the end of every paragraph ask for a one sentence paraphrase of it and write these on 
the board 

-discuss the merits\grobIems of each emphasizing that all h e  information must be present 
but that the words must be the students' own 

-at the end of the passage, solicit a couple of complete paraphrases 

-end with a reaffirmation of the value of this ac?%dy to aid racall and to check f c ~ r  
demanding 



4. Independent practice 

-tell students that they will now do a passage on their own, pararphrasing paragraph by 
paraghraph on a worksheet 

-tell students that they should also be paraphrase at the end of the story and be able to tell 
it to me 

-a1 low about 15 minutes for the exercise 

-check the work and assist where necessary 

5. Conclusion 

-ask students to recall what paraphrasing is, Cow it is used and when it should be used 

-ask students what they ape telling themselves if they cannot paraphrslse the selection and 
what strategy(s) should be used to solve the problem (reread and practice paraphrasing 
more often) 



READING AND THINKING STRATEGIES: LEVEL .% 

Module 3 Card B Lesson 6 

TOOLS FOR READING: PARAPHRASING 

-ask students what strategy they had worked on last 

-ask students what kind of reading was this strategy best suited for 

-ask students why you would use this strategy (good review of material to help to 
remember, good test of understanding) 

2. Independent practice 

-instruct students that they will be using the strategies on their own today 

-instruct students to remember to use their pre-reading strategies to get them off to it gcxxl 
start to start building their understanding of the story 

-instruct students that there is a phrase in the beginning paragraph that is hard to 
understand without some background knowledge "Jeckyll and Hyde" Explain 

-instruct students that today they are going to read an article from the newspaper thilt 
appeared abou two days ago and that the sections that are appropriate for paraphrasing are 
checked off at the side 

-instruct students to use the sheet pro\lded to do their paraphrasing 

-instruct students to be prepared to paraphrase the story at the end verbally 

-circulate and help individual students with difficult sections and encourage thcm to use 
context to i d  in understanding of difficult words 

3. Conclusion 

-have students paraphrase story and to give a criticaI assessment of it 

-ask students if the suategy is easy or hard fu use and why it would be worrhwftiie to 
per& in using it 



DING AND THINKING STRATEGIES: LEVEL 5% - 
T W J S  FOR THINKING: TEST 

I .  Introduction 

-inform students that today is testing day 

-ask what strategies the students might want to use today before, during and after reading 

-ask students what we discussed was important to do when doing the questions 

-inform students that they can consult their prompt cards if they are not sure about what 
strategy they should use 

2. Independent reading 

- have students read the stories at their level and do questions 

-circulate and question students about specific sections of the story to check if they are 
reading for meaning, are unaware of their lack of comprehension or are skipping sections 
that they don't understand 

3. Interview 

-as students are doing theif questions interview to determine if they are using context, 
deveIoping imagery or paraphrasing 



READING AND THTM(ING STRATEGTES: LEVEL .% 

Module 3 Card A Lesson 8 

TOOLS FOR READING: KIT LESSON 3A 

1. Introduction 

-refer students to results from last test and inform students that those who have k e n  
using the strategies continue to make gains in reading comprehension 

-tell students that we now have about 4 more weeks of lessons and will be working o n  
learning several more useful strategies, practicing with ones we have learned and will be 
using different kinds of materials to show that these strategies are useful i n  all 
circumstances 

-teII students that today we are going to read a story together and practice using the 
strategies we have been practicing 

2, Guided practice 

-refer students to the story in their kooks 

-ask what we do first (discus purpose, type and plan) 

-ask how we can get a jump start on the story (title and picture) 

discuss prediction and how it helps understanding and remembering (right or wrong) 

-instruct students that we are going to take turns reading the story not so that I can jutfgc 
how well they know the words but to see how we all think our way through the story and 
how people do different things 10 help their understanding 

-tell students that we are going to keep a t d i y  of the number of times that we use the trmls 
for reading (on bard) 

THE WOODCUTIER'S HELPER 

(1) imagery to visualize the scene and who Hodja is 

(2) context for "stove lengths" 

parap-g for the stmy up to now 

(3) context for "who is SiFstjed-Din Bey" 
f4>-- 

(5) imagery for rhe woodcutter cutting, the boss grunting and the Hodja watching 



(6 )  ---- 

(7) ---- 

18) paraphrase to clarify what the paradox (joke) is 

(9) summarize to check for story sequence and understanding 

( 1  0) context to define "nimble wit" vs "sober wisdom" 

imagery of the two woodsmen moving hands as fast as tongues 

( I  1 )  context for "gumsh" 

f f 2) paraphrase to ciarify arguement 

( 13) ---- 

f 14) prediction of what the Hodja will do to solve the problem 

f f 5) imagery of the Hodja waiting for the arguement to stop 

( 16) context to determine "beckoned" 

( 17) --- 

( I  X )  summarize from be part where the scene changes to the t o w  

{ 19) ---- 

(20)  - ------- 

(2 1) imagery for "greedily aglitter" 

(22) Paraphrase the clanking of the coins 

prediction for what will happen 

123) prediction throughout the paragraph 

paraphrase "sound of money .... sound of working" 

stunmarizing from when the tray was brought to the Hodja 

-ask for opinions of the story, what made it a good story, what could have made it better 
-ask students if they felt f h s  using dl the tools for reading helped them enjoy the story 

kner, gave them a better feeling for what was going on and allowed them to join into the 
story better 



READING .4ND THNKING STRATEGIES 

Module 3 Card A Lesson 9 

TOOLS FOR READING: KIT LESSON 3A 

1. Introduction 

-remind students that we are going to finish the story that we started last lesson 

-have students paraphrase what the arguement was between the woodcutter and the helper 

-ask students if they have any different predictions about what will happen to the money 
than what they dia last time 

-remind students that as the goal and text are the same as last time that we will have the 
same plan 

2, Guided practice 

-refer students to paragraph #12 

-contime with oral reading using the plan in lesson #3ah 

-at end of story discuss the strategies used, ask how they helped the students understand 
the story better and ask for opinions a b u t  the story (refer to Guy de Maupassant as also 
having twists in his stories) 

3. Conclusion 

-remind students that we read the story as go& readers would read and remind them .hat 
good readers are always aware of having the story make sense and not just gettint; the 
words out 



READmTG AND THLMUNG STRATEGIES: LEVEL ,SUj 

Module 3 Card B Lesson I 

TOOLS FOR READING: TEST 

1. Introduction 

-tell students that today they will get a chance to test out how well the strategies are 
working for them 

-emphasize that those students who have used the strategies in the past have done vety 
well on the tests 

-tell students that they should read the story using the before, during and after reading 
strategies we have been practicing keeping in mind that understanding and remembering 
what they read will be imporrant as they will have questions after the reading selection 

2. Test 

-assign passages for the appropriate grade level 

-when students are answering questions, interview them one at a time 



REABfhTG AND l?HWKWG STRATEGIES: LEVEL Sr6 

TQQjJ FOR READING: KIT LESSON 3B 

-tell students that for they are going to learn one new strategy today and then piactice all 
there strategies independently on a reading assignment 

-encourage students to continue to use the strategies like they did in the last assignment as 
it is really helping those who are using them to understand what they are reading better 

-ask students what most often is the goal for reading in school (answering questions, 
remembering what you read for a test) 

-tell students that there are several important questions that teachers ask that students can 
ask themselves before they come to a test situation 

-ask if anyone knows any important types of questions that often come up on a test (who, 
what, where, when, why, how) 

-relate these questions to the type of information that a writer must think of when they are 
writing and that as a result these questions reveal a lot of important information that a reader 
should know 

-review the wording that could be used for a question eg. in what country (where) name 
the characters (who) what caused the explosion (why) what is the main idea (what) 

-review with some of the information from the last story "The Woodcutter's Helper" 

-when finishcd tell the students that they should use this strategy along with the others 
they used to help them understand the stories better 

2. Review 

-tell students that we are going to draft an outline of all the strategies that they can use in a 
story so that they will have a guide when doing today's assignment 

-write out a building understanding guide on the board using the before, during and after 
reading strategies we have learned 

3. Independent practice 

-have students turn to the story "Crossing the Atlantic" 

-tell students that today's assignment will require them to stop at the tool boxes in the 
margins and list a tool that they have used up to that point 



-tell them that they can refer to the b a r d  but that I will be coming around to talk with 
each student to see how they have used the strategy 

-remind students that there are many options when using strategies and that each studeilts 
may be differen~..strategies are to be used when needed and should suit the need 

-ask for questions 

4. Conclusions 

-if time permits compare tools for the first two or three 

-ask students which twls they find the most useful to them and why 

-ask students how asking questions can help them understand 

-praise students for using the strategies and for increasing their understanding of the 
stories 



ROAR SIGNS FOR READING 

Review: 

-praise students for excellsnt results on test and reinforce that everyone was able to show 
me that they had used the strategies 

Introduction 

-tell students that we have talked about what we do before, during and after reading and 
that we have learned many tools to help us build our understanding about what we read 

-indicate to students that the major problem left seems to be that some students do not 
know when to use the strategies and that we are going to practice a technique for becoming 
more aware of problems as we work our way through a story 

-(refer to poster) when I saw this poster I was reminded that road signs help me to drive 

-for example stop signs regulate traffic at intersections so that there will be not collisions, 
speed limits help me to be aware of the road conditions, curve ahead warns me of danger 

-wouldn't it be nice if there would be little road signs in books that helped you plan your 
reading trip and warn you of danger 

-unfortunately there are no road signs in books that tell us like road signs do, what is 
ahead, when to slow down, or when to srop 

-good readers must put in there own road signs to help them to read better and I am going 
to help you do the same thing 

-let's look at the road signs on the poster and see if they are like any of the mental signs 
we can me when we read (select the srop sign and ask ... what does it mean in traffic? What 
do you think it might mean in reading? (end of sentence, paragraph, story) 

-can anyone else select another sign that can provide a direction for reading? 

Directed reading 

-today we are going to read through a story and discuss the road sign and what direction 
you should foLlow for you to improve yeur co~prehension 

-direct students to their books and the new stmy 'Why the Bear is Stumpy Tailed" 

-QUIET ZOm Where does this sign occur? Where would you expect to find this sign 
on the road (hospital) What directioa do you think it could give a reader? ( get ready to 
read) How would you do that? (look at title, pictures, think about what I know about the 
subject, predict what the story will be about, look at some of the hard vocabulary). If I 



were about to read this story I might think that I know animals have different features 
because of evolution and that would make this a scientific story but I have also heard of 
stories that sound like this tide and they are usually fables---stories like an Indian tale that 
has a moral at the end---something somebody lems.  

-OK we have done all our prereading strategies and we can start our reading with a good 
jump start 

-CURVE AHEAD This sign means to think about what will happen next ---to predict. 
When do you think you could use that? (when the action gets exciting, when you can feel 
the author is setting you up for something). What do you think is going to happen next? 
(that the fox is going to trick the bear). What gives you that idea? (sly) 

-SLOW This sign rneans to pzuse and think about what you have read. Remember how 
you were critical of the author at the end of a story? Well you can also be critical of the 
character's actions in a story and decide for yourself whether you would have given that 
advice, done that thing, etc. From what we know already what do we think of the advice 
the bear gave the fox? 

-STOP This sign rneans to say it in your own words. Where have we heard that idea 
before (paraphrase). When have most of us decided to do that? (at the end of each 
paragraph, at the end of a particularly hard sentence, etc.) Who can paraphrase the last 
paragraph for me? 

--I> LIMIT This sign means to adjust your rate of reading. When would you know 
to do that? (when there are many hard words, many ideas in one sentence, etc) Why might 
we slow down here? 

-MELD This sign means to get help for the words you can't understand. What will you 
already do before you do this? (use context) Can someone think of a road sign we could 
make up for using context? (railway sign ... stop, look, and listen) What word or idea might 
be difficult here? (fast) Can anyone figure it out form context? (stayed) OK I will tell you 
....y ou must yield to me. It is a figure of speech that means was stuck hard. 

-STOP We have met this sign before. What did it mean? (paraphrase) Why is this an 
appropriate place? Why would you use it? (to check for understanding, to increase your 
memory) You should be able to tell what happened to the bear in your own words to make 
sure you know what the story was about. 

-What were some of the road signs for reading? 

-Why is it imprtant to use these signs? (so that you can plan your trip through the story 
and make sure you make it to yom reading destination safely ....so you can understand 
what you read. 

-CURVE AHEAD Who can remember what this sign means? (fhink about whai will 
happen next) What do you think we will do next time? (review, pramce on our own j 



READING AND TWNKPlG STRATEGIES: LEVEL 5% 

Review: 

-disciw the signs inrrduced in previous lessons and practice them orally 

-have students complete the individual puzzle and when they feel ready have them 
complete the worksheet on sign meanings 

Introduction: 

-telI students that they have shown a good knowledge of strategies and have shown that 
they use them in their reading 

-indicate to students that they will have an opportunity to use the strategies with some 
help from the book as guidance 

direct students to read the story they find in their bovklets and fill in the reading strategy 
indicated by the sign 

-tell students that as they read I will come around and discuss with them how they use the 
strategy and whether they felt it was necessary for them or if they would have chosen 
another one or an additional one 

independent practice: 

-circulate and determine if students are indicating the correct strategy and how they used it 
and how they think it helped them at that point 

-have them indicate any additional ones in the margin 

Summary: 

-have students as they finish indicate where they should use strategies and what benefit 
they have been to them 

-a& students what strategies they would use most when reading and why 



READING AM> THINKING STRATEGIES: LEVEL 

Module 6 Card C Lesson 1 

ROAD SIGNS FOR READING 

MATERIAL: GRADE 6 7  PRESCfiIBED TEXT 

-tell students that they have shown a g d  grasp of the signs for reading that if used will 
help to make a safe tri~ through their reading journey 

-inform students that good readers are good because they use these signs when they ilre 
needed for all their reading 

-tell students that they will have an opportunity to use some classroom material to prr~ctice 
the signs and strategies they have used 

Review: 

-tell students that before they do that they will have an opportunity to review the signs 
before they start and that they will also have a prompt card to help them if they get stuck 
while they are reading 

-distribute the " r o d  signs response sheets" and have students fill in the meaning of the 
signs 

-ma& and clarify any errors 

Independent practice 

-distribute the reading selections and tell students that the goal today is to read the material 
and note in the margins any of the tools they used to help them understand the story 

-inform them that they can use the prompt card to help them remember the sign if they get 
stuck 

-tell the students that I will circulate to ask them how they used the sign and how i t  helped 
them understand what they read 

-ask students what sign they thought helped them the most to understand the story and 
ask them to compose a what and why question that they would ask if they were the teacher 



APPENDIX 8: PRE- AND POSITEST INTERVIEWS 



PRETEST f lt"ERViEW7 

1. Uhm ..... I don't kamv. They wad fast SO they can 
get *,e qaestions dcm. They mi@t have to read 
tlic 5013: aqa.in ii they f~ ige t  z ~ n e  zf the questiijtls. 

6. I iearaed how to use the s!rategies xhea I med 
them .... and thatmil help me read betier. I didn't 
u;e the strate@es and didn't kuori; when I got sfrrck 
and now I know what to do when I'm stuck. I j -at 
kept on reading. 



PRETEST INTERVIEW 

STUDENT: 11 62 

1. T h q  read te wcrds over and over again so if 
thqr have questians t h q  c a i  answr :half. 

2. I read the title. I think about what !he story's 
going tu be about. 

.-% .- 
3. I round ii nui nr a k  my mom or ask my teacher. 
I try ir:riting it d3wn to we if I can understaui! it 
better. 

5. G+=.d. Hor.v I uadergand the dcry. I dzu't ueailg 
riiidestatld. ycrr. iX. Fair. 

FOSTTEST INTERVIEW 

I. Weil, they read the story over and Over a.gain so 
ihep really mr6exstsnd it, so they'll remsmker 
it ..... so they'll remember the story atid if 'hey're 
stuc!ying for a test they'll really remember it. They 
might paraphrase, summarize, ask questions 
during. the middle of the stmy. 

2. I Imk at tile title and pictuve and think about 
what it's g c i q  to be abnut. If there's any hard 
r ! v t r :  in t h a t ,  if you hear it in the iitle, jm might 
know it. The title gives you some of the infarmation 
and helyr you :igure out the rtnry. Then I para- 
~:+li~aw at the ead of a ir.aia.pph ?a make it make - 
=rise arid il I have questions at the end I might 
figure cut some qwstionr. Or I might make a 
amvie in my m i d  s I caii remanber it easier. 
Aftq  I migh: try to tea rnjrself the ;toy again or 
find another book like it fo re& if I like it. 



PRETEST f NTERVIEW 

STUDENT: 1163 

5. UEM ...., p~,r.t. I ~ ~ . , ~ ~ ~ ' t  reat3 . i~~ 5 0  I &on'? 
real@ rpa& So f gt:ess that i.vil1 be with the wx& 
Uhm .... fair. 

4. Same?imes I'il leave i? out m I'li iigure it nut PS 

I'll go ask my mom what it meam. I sometimes 
read ahead and if I figure it out, I ga ahead. 
Usnallj? I don't leave it an$:rnore. 

6. That I z~i.514 stop at er:sqi pai.a.g~apfi z..iid read  IT^ 

;top at eT'pq paragiaph aud think and just go up 
and ask fm !leIp if gou need it ..... not jwt sit there 
and %=it. 



STUDENT: 1164 

POSTTEST INTERVIEW 

1. v!;;;L....';efo;.e :h.+ ;e-.d thq  look 2: :he titie if 
the story has a title and  the^ think ;!;hat the story 
will be about a1d they g~o on and read the story. If 
they're stuck on a word, uhm ..... they read !he para- 
graph ahtad, I mean, i.eread the sentence thsg're 
stuck cii aild read The paiagxaph ahead 'causii 
than ?hey can nnde~stand ?he gory. If it's a true 
;tc?~y~ they'll stap 2116 paraphrase and t h i d  abcut 
the 5forj7. If it's iwt a real story and they under- 
stand it; they j:vi;r;'f stop a d .  parapliraze. They'll 
just keep on reading. If ..... they finish reading ..... if 
you don't ..... I wonld stop arid ask yamself ql-les- 
:ions. 

3. I! I can't get it, I go bark and reread the r m -  
tence, skip tiis ;:.:ad, read more anit zit back t~ ?hat 
vmd and try .md get it I'1I get help if I can't get it. 

4. Go to the end of the seuteace, read the nest 
sentence on and go b x k  and read it beczwe if 
thsre's a sentence that meals a little bit :he same it 
will help you. 

5. Uhm ..... that I ..... when you go away I wiil not 
quit doing these uh ..... stuff when you're gone. Like 
ituapy, paraphraw, reread, mmmarize ..... all that 
strdf. 



PRETEST INTERVIEW 

STUDENT: 1171 

1. Uhm, they remember what they read and they 
concentrate. I'm not sure. They read it ever. 

Z Eead the title . You think what ?he s?ory's going 
to be about. 

4. You csn ask a teacher or reail !he sentence and 
+ .  ,Q . t ..o thiilik s h u t  it. 

1. Remember the story. Ask themselves questions 
ar;d go ha& and para~firase what :1ieymvs read. 
i2mteut. Like if they get stuck 011 j. word they read 
the word or sentence around it to get an idea of 
what that writ means. 

3. I read .wound it ..... ani? read the wards and the 
sentences around i t .  Yield. Vfrm, to get help by a 
teacher. 

4. Then I read it sIor.sIg or read other snateaces 
around it and thea if t h t  .:item'! wark, I ask a 
f.ea.i&ee. 



PRETEST ZNTERViEVJ 

STUDENT: 1172 

1. F'ro~iou~ice the words that they can't spell fast. 

. 2. Uhm ..... l o ~ k  at ?he ?i!le ?o ssr what it's about 
See if 1 lik2 it s r  r2ot 

1. Uhm ..... they paraphrase and ask themselves 
ijuestiotx as they gu almg so thay understand. 
They ?!link abmt what they're reading before 
hand and w l ~ :  ?hry're reading it? what kind cf 
bmk it is and tiow they're going to read it and 
make their plan at first. Sometimes they ssummari~e 
at i he  a ~ d  ro they get it ail right. 

2. I read the title and read the back. I think abut 
what the ~tt3ry.5 going to be about. Thm I para- 
phrase at ihe end of each paragraph :;, mdce I 
understand it or help make the information small. 
And I imsgine the stmy in n v  own way. And if I 
get stuck c'r can't reitwmber, I will reread it or just 
some parts. A ~ L I  at the end, I sunmlarizs or ~ua;rbe 
make up some qr:es:ioas like for a test ..... if we're 
having a test. Eut if I have lots of back~round 
kaor;~ledge I might not have to bi.cause I already 
k=-. - LLUW most ~i it. 

3. LGim ..... read the seataim aroru~d it auili if I s t i i  
don't get ii and I read !iic seatezlces in front or 
back of it  amt I still dm' t  get it, I'll ask the teacher. 

4. I read the paragraph around it and ihen if you 
i?iinCt get the urhol;r paragrayh, I nieai the sen- 
talce? in betweeti, t h r i  YOU ask the taacher. 

5. Uhm ..... to m p  and look at the  wry instead ~f 
reading i t  figfit though and fea~eng it. Eecarrse 
now if I don't uaderstanct it, I'll reread it or ask 
myself questioris fo make stare f understand it. 



PRETEST INTERVIEW 

STUDENT: 1173 

1. They macentrate en what they're reading and 
r3ey t iy ?"7 ~ndefstaild \.vhs.t !he reader is xeading 
about. 

2. 'f,Ttim ..... read &r title. f thiiik ahout %:hat the 
s t w i  might be a b u t  

1. Well, they rhink about what they read and they 
eq?lain tc. :hemseir:es what the reader's  author"^?) 
trying t3  tell theln They reread, thq paraphrase, 
and if they can't get it, they get help. They do it 
5;iefar~ nearliag, during feadir~g and after. Like, aas 
pamgra~h they might paraphrase and then after 
the stcqr ihey mi@it paraphrase again.....or reread 
zom? putri~.....~~ they can remember. Atid if the 
?raciler is asking questions they can remember. 

3. f read aroraxci the sentence a r~d  if f zt i i i  catl't get 
iti I get help. 

4. I read ths paezgeaph that the ;entenc.e is ki and 
if I still can't get it, I get help. 

6. That y ~ u  sfiould read more and gcu sht.uIiZ 
paraphrase and reread if you have to ..... if yo i~  
dm' t  understand the story. You don't just read 
right through. You have to stop at certain rputs if 
you get sstuck. 



PRETEST 1 MTERVIEW POSTTEST INTERVIEW 

il T T I  . 
i;. L~LIILI ..... well, first of all I f c ~ k  ai ii, Icak ai The 
Me, they most13 do h r ; ~  titles, look at the title anit 
think about how I'm going to r e d  it. I mostb 
would ~arzgraph by psi-agaph. Like after each 
parsgraph I i~:o~id :ah a "ficme iree" .....j ust a 
I .  k m k i  a little break. I haw a iiiile 
break ..... so ..... thea af:m 1 have that, f just k e q  or.; 
readitq an2 I think abot i:;;;;-tiat ?+Go stiaiegii.~ I'm? 
going ?O us2 the best ..... I waitt to Q S ~  the ifiit~t. Aiid 
tke, like, j u ~ ? ~ l i g  iram the title, if gou have bazk- 
ground knowledge! like yau knoui illat 
you're ..... what pu 'ze  mostly going to use \?et;r..use 
~ ~ o u  kaorv :.&at they're for. Eut if you don't have 
+..,.-... icrl.blo,,Llu ...-.A I .  ~CAL ?.., ,,.ledge or whateszr you have on 
it; yau just know iwhat tools p u ' r e  going to use. I'd 
probably use ima.&ery ii 1 had bxkgruuuit kiiowl- 
ectge 'cause you could do that easily. And 
u l m  .... far ba.ck&rou:id knowledge, I'd use im- 
agery. And, uhm ..... I'd use context mostly ..... well 
JWLZ would really use cantext the most because you 
would really ki1oi.v what it w s .  Imagery: the most, 
az;d ..... I don't h m ~  aabont the -mi! GZ? ..... it's jnst 
whatever might pop up.....I might us s..... but mmtly 
imagery and something I know. 

3. Just use wntest ..... look around the words that I 
do. If I ca11.t get the wtide seutence cause of that 
~.voxd~ just look around the ..... first of all look ammd 
the watence, specially hard .... I mean just around 
the word ..... and then look around the 
sentence ..... a d ,  well, I don' t really go into anoth~r 
paragrap h,.....gr ou sh~ulda ' t  do that r e a u  because, 
like, "footwear", one would be on hiking and one 
would be on rurming and rou wouldn't really 
want to go up to your hiking oue when you're 
doing jrour running one. So I'd probably get help. 



POSTTEST CONT' D: STUDENT 1261 

4. Leok around tlie wateuca! And if I couldn't Jo 
thati get hdp. 

6. 5 t 7 4  f;o;r; :;, rsad, ;;lcys f e ~ ~ .  HQ\V yeaif if. 
li*;! it'; pl;lks doiilg a i&. yc,,u be smai but 
ycrt might t f ~ t  knerv hfiv !s do it. '\.\?&l, it's sort. of 
the same because I realIy rimer h e w  how to rzai:l 
it, you kiioiv. I was just i w ~ f i r q i i  belaie a11d imw 
I'm usit~g sii the ihings to il&y mc 



PRETEST INTERVIEW 

STUDENT: 1252 

1. Ukm ..... well! I don't know Read it word for 
word. I don't h o w .  They understand what most or 
:he words mean in the book or wha?c?va tlwy're 
reading. They mi@? have tricks :a understad the 
word if they don't understand it at first $faybe if 
they don't understand a word they read the begiii- 
ning ci iiie smieuce, then skip over iiiai twrd and 
read it anit that woufd ,% niue . tfienl a aftre to :*.:ha: ;he 
word is. That's what I do. 

3. I'd skit3 it cr ask zertieb cdy..... It's usually, ivhen 
1 r a d  a sentence ..... 1 have a bit of dyslexia so I mi.: 
rbrm arou~rci so I read them over atid over and 
over again. % sometimes I read it bachvards to ses 
ii I'w done it prilperly and then I ask somebody. 

5. Ufl;il ... .. irtrobab1j: fail;. Hciii ..... f guess both. Yak,  
bath.....reading the m... . .pronzi?t~iq ?hem i~ I-:%? 

really biggest pmb1rm with rsading Like I go 
a c ~ s s  and I read xmethiiig and I came to some- 
thing I can't read and I try to sound it out but it 
just won't souiid right ..... so I just forget i t  

3. Now I w e  ccrntext. Like I ..... if I come to the 
word, I'd kind of like say "blank" or sowething 
and read to the sentence and ustlally I could get 
the word if I read to the end of the sentence. If I 
couldn't get it still, I'd sound it out ..... like if it 
like "t-1.- c.m.yZ', I'd use maybe long A, shmt A, all 
ki~ids of A's and stuff and i f  I still couldn't get i t  
I'd ask somebody. 

4. Frobably reread it. Then I'd say to nu:self, "It 
wasn't your fa&. It might be poarly wrir?ea." &id 
then I'd ask somebody if uhm ..... it made sense to 
them a i d  if it didn't, then it's obriously poorly 
written. 

5. Now? I'm probably good at i t  Wnr .... I really 
don't understand that. But I think I'm a gocd 
reader because I can understand them. Probabiy 

6. How to, like, be a better reader and to get over 
words you can't r~uderstaad and stuff like that and 
to kind of get an overhead on what you are read- 
ing. Oh ..... I can read harder books and I can read 
them a bit faster than I used to,. 



PRETEST INTERVIEW POSTfEST INTERVIEW 

3. Use context ....." I feel Like I'm on the lia.~~." 

ilontest is ..... you gc? back to either the i-re~inni~ig of 
the sentence and yim read it and ;ohen you coMe to 
ihe word you put it1 a blank or somethii-g, read :be 
next word, and when you come to the end of ?he 
parsgraph, you think of the person's name, the 
person that was doing fthe action]. You think? "In 
this partit-rrlx ~miticn, what wouiil tht.;l do?" If I 
muida't get it, then I'd ask. If you haven't anyone 
to ask I'd ..... mayiw a dictionary might help you or 
an eucycbpedia. 

4. Oh, ~seiteiice $ ~ ~ ; i l  begkniifig 
period Maybe do the same as contest. GO to the 
beginning of the first sentence, read that, stop, 
think, "5Vhat's going to happen nest?", and then 
you go to the paragraph after, (or] before it a i d  
you think, read it, and you think if it's a p w n  
doing something Irm think, "OK-. I%u say the 
words. If you don't know what it means, then 
you'll probably get a good idea of what it is. You 
miglit not get esad words they have on paper but 
you'd ge! a rea!lg good idea. Thea I'd ark a 
teacher. 



XISTTEST CONT'D: STUDENT 1263 

5. I dan't knaw. Ri9ht new? Wall I get S/s thrw 
times. I'd say very good. How I utldematid I'd 
5.37 maybe good 



PRETEST INTERVIEW 

STUDENT: 1271 

3.1 ei!her ask ar Inck it UP in the +dirtionaqr. I 
souuii it aut. 

5. Fair. T'ucier;danc! thsm and resd. !$'ell I'm 
pret?~ good at widersta-:cling what I read 'cause I 
have to read out louci to hear myself. 
[re-ask question) Fair. React ?be words. Gcod. 

POSTTEST INTERVIEW 

2.1 use ?he strate8it.s you tar-~ght me ;;ow sad I 
usualiy go iuto a quiet yiace to read. I &ink about 
r.vhy I have ?a read, ;?:hat'; xny goal! what I'm 
yea;{i:g. Xfi& 5;;hils 1'21 ~sading I us;- the other 
ones iike yield atrd stuff? ailit paraphrase. After! I 
ask ipestioas aliii swnmarize to get the main 
pi;ttr 212 I think a't.~ut i1ij;t. I i&-ed 1 _ 7 ~ &  

5. Satisfactory. Uncirrstand them. Fair 

6. ".qs -. t.o help me read and. .... uhm ..... I read faster 
and I understand more because nm: I'm u5in.g ?he 
strategies and stuff and I hew wha? I'm Fc.adizlg 
for anit what I'm tcsokirig for in the saifenccs. Like 
3 1'13 in a hul-q, 1 Iaok for the key and 3;tnif. 



PRETEST INTERVf EW 

STUDENT: 1272 

1. They go over things. They go down the page and 
m*e pictures in their xiad of what the7're 
readiag. Poor readers just read $il'zul;h really fast. 
The,- don't care. They don'! memorize it nr 
any:hing They just read it fast anit it's o v a  with 
and if they have a test an it they don't know what 
it's ab~uf.  

I .  They look at the picture, look at the title and 
think what's tlip stm'~: about. Uhm ..... they look at 
the first wntsncs because it's the mart important 
.;en?eni-e. I! ?ells you what the  tor^'^ about. They 
sometimes stop and retnenlber things, paraphrase. 
They stop afier each para.graph and remembeu 
cv'tlat haypmed. might skim it. tV;r'hen they' re 
finished. And most people ga over the 
st0r.y ..... skim! fast. 

5. Fair. Oh? how I uadersta~d them. Poor. 

b. Ulim ..... thirizs to do when you're readiiig. 
F'rmfread slit look at the pictures and stuff. ICcw I 
look at the yiciures arid mif and sometimes I stop 
and Iook aver the story. Briore I'd just go fi~ror~gh 
it 31;s i-&&;'t *i~p; t . !  3rf;ar it meat;;. 



PRETEST f NTERVIETX 

STUDENT: 1273 

2. I twn to ths back fa see if there's q y t h i z - ~  
what's the book's like. Well I just look at the 
I.x@nnir;g i?f the hailk anit the middle and the en% 
io < ? -  ,.A ii it's any gmd.  

1. They use different skills to read and it helps 
them better arid they pronounce out their WDP~!S 

aait they get help if they need help. Aud, Eke, :hey 
use contest: imagery7 uhm ....."ykld"l "stop", and 
lots more. Before a i d  after ..... they might para- 
phrace it and before they might thisik about what 
they're Going And in batwen ..... the wcrcis in the 
miifdk .... t!xy know what they :man cr they r~euea~l 
it or we contest to figure out what it means. The 
- r9a.d - before .mil after i t  !o figure it cut. 

2. I !ask at. ths !itlc and think atwut it and !hen L 
spa the book all3 staft readiris anif thea stop in 
the middle atid paraphrase what I've just wad to 
help me remember if I have cjn~tiofis. Sometimes 
I go back atxi iwext if I d m '  t undastand. 

3. i read hack in tile Sentence beicre and maybe in 
the smtenw aiter to see if f an figure it out. I us2 
the context. Then I .get kelp ~ 5 t h  it. 

5. Fair. How I uiiderstaad. Fair. 



PR.ETEST INTERVI EM7 

STUDENT: 1362 

POSTTEST INTERVIEW 

3 2. I read t!13 titie and &it& rvhat it tt,:iil be about 
and if I dcn't like i t  I'll gut it back and if I like it  
I'll s i p  it cut and stan reading it. 'CThn  if ther2's 
qut?;tioq 1'11 arisLver 'lh05~. 

5. Uhtil ..... 1 would s a y  good now. Uhm ..... it's both. 

&. I've Iewneb how to read better, rea.4 iasteq 
underrtanrl the rtory more: use contest, use ..... I 
swan, well, I tneaa like, ufa ..... rrnders:at;it the story 
more kuor a . . ahat . it's about I'd u s  mnient in a 
hard rpoc thinking about it, rereading it ma.ybe, 
skimming ..... I Bou't kmw ..... jrxt rsread it i?r 
scmething. 



PRETEST INTERVIEW POS?TEST 

STUDENT: 1362 

205 

INTERVIEW 

3. Yield. Ii it's a test am! t1m11e can heIp me, I Iook 
at the sentence and the ct~ords before the word aud 
after the w~7rd allti usually I r3.n get it. 

4. Read the whole paragraph aga in  a i d  if I don't 
.get i$ I do it again and then I "Yield" if I still don't 
get it. If you get it, it kind of clicks in, the woriis, 
what they mean- 

6. I'ce framed strategies and i read betteq i think, 
IIC~W. Last f h e  when you tested me, I picked 
satisfactory and I think I tws sat is factor^ or a lit?le 
below that a i d  now I think I'm quite good. Nai: I 
thhk I understand the words and my seat33 
pace ..... I can go a li!tle bit faster not&?- Befme, I'd 
just pick up a piece of paper and read it Now it 
means a lot more to me. Before I'd pick up a piece 
of paper and read it because I had to. Put now I 
like reading now. I went iu there and read two 
short bo oh..... and it was fun 



PRETEST ZNTER7JTE3V 

3. Fixst I saund it out I just ..... doa'r read it. 

4. Ask the sacher what it is. hTo. 

POSTTEST INTERVIEW 

6. Uhm ..... all !he thinss that can help ms hiiit: to 
unitersta~d, the signs an how to read faster and 
r~Itm.....som~ stra!qies I ran use when I read. 1 
rradi.~sta;d more abaut the stmybecause I 
rviiuldu't think abut it arid I wouldn't uilderstancl 
it. 



PRETEST INTERVIEW 

STUDENT : 1371 

3. :hneiimes I'll ask mmecne io help r~itl r.2 I'll 
look in front of it to see if I can get it. 

4 1.4 r - -  *d - it again. I'll skip it. 

.r, .- 
3. I use c.oaiext ..... I Icsk around the m i i e ~ x e  io see 
if [lie st&r.. : %.;-- ." -  ,WLU: c~miec t  ta the other word you 
want io find what it is. I see if it matches the oiher 
one. Maybe I look in the ctictionary or ask the 
teacher or sotrieotie :o see what it is. 

4. Rereact it or para@mscl it ?a scls if I CZR get the 
picture of it. Then I just skip it and go on and then 
come back ad try and get it. 



PRETEST INTERVIEVJ 

. . 
Z. Read ?he back of the bcok to s~ d it's gi3od. 

POSTTEST INTERVIEW 

I. They read iheir book and think about it and if 
tfse2're in cla;s and they had ta do questions, 
ih&d probabiy bs able to atws;sr ths questions 
better than cther rezdes. The? probably para- 
phrasil cr use context if they didn't understand 
what they read aild if they used context for a word, 
they ciiiiu't me ..... know about ..... thq 'd  pmi7ably 
be able to find mat f ~ o m  the other i i i ~ r h  aou r~d  it. 
They probabiy get comfortable jurt before the)? 
;tart rea;jlr;g :he 5:cq 2;;s 1922 at r f ; ~  paragayh 
and pr&zbiy get a.....get a....lmdictiaa abaut 
it ..... think what it rnizht b? about. T h q  look at the 
title and think about it a~iit  think what it might ke 
about. And they might have to amwer questions 
cvfietl they finish so !hey think about qnestions. 

3. I'd use conte:it or look it up in :he dictionary or 
go to my teacher. Lmk in ?he sentence? look 
armmd the sentence tili see if ihe~e's a iy  ward 
cioscr fo it. 

4. I'd Iook at it, read it auii read it and probaklg 
uaderstanil! what it might mean. Go to my teacher. 

5. Yr~babIy satisfactsty. H~ow I understand stoiies 
and read the iword~. 

6. I lea.rn& how to be a fastel reader, how to use 
coatss: m d  how to pafaphrase anct sttrf! &kc that 
.hd how to do questiuns after ..... I read a st013 m d  
answer them really good- 



PRETEST INTERVIEW 

STUDENT: 2461 

5. sat is fa at or^. Zetwwn satirfactory and iair. 
Sat isfa~t~~j:  ior how I understand and good for the 
rvords. 

POSTTEST INTERVIEW 

.3 T ------ % -- 
L. I u-,ufitlj/ ..... f f o ~ k  3.i :lie front COBS to S E ~  i ~ h o  
the 3.rrilior is. 1 like atost authors. Theti I'll read 
either the imiite where it tdk about the story or the 
back cmer and then I'll make a p~ediction at the 
beginulm~ mi! that  at itre end of a page or twa 
I'd ..... iohea I 'm :hiiiki;;g ahcat picking :hat hak, 
if it's act poi!, I'd jwf p i t  it back and get .mother 
book. I3;tr.t rrsrially it wilrks out that I !ike it. 
Uhrn ..... wel1, if I jrst ~3cked it rzp ..... for a day or so I 

-: a .. 
sr -L  t lead it ..... I 2mk back about 3 pages and 

rlieu I'd sta?;t readirig. I'd give myself questiom. 
i3ut I rrstlaiiy h ~ o w  the at~..wrs to ihenl because 
I'ii~ thinking of the questions. There's a book that 
I'm reading now and I'm not even using imagery 
becauze it's not even ..... I'm not ?vex]. going ?a iaJr. 
Sometimes I certainly ~Iow up, uhm ..... if I get into a 
cmd p r t  ef :he gory which I urnall3 do. In ?he 
mid& af the chapter I'il slow Zown and at tlie 
begitiziiiig 1'11 speed up again UsualIy, after, I'll 
tell sameom abortt the book and they read it m d  
tix ,e.. .- ,-. d - few !a:er, 1-11 be writing a book xsport 
usuallj: with my dad. If I finish it, I'll write down 
the author M I a n  ikd  more books. 

3. I use conte:;t a lot. Well I rrsuaify go looking for 
it beiore that and I'll go shout two sentences back 
and I'll go skinuning through it to find the mean- 
ing and then I go after and then I'll ask 
iomeoae ..... or f~wk in my doctionary. 

4. I'll ask someone becaws usually if a sentence 
is ..... there's just usuaily the one before it and the 
one after it that urould help me with it. Urnally it 
doesn't help me much with it. Eut usually 1'11 
reread the senteacs 3 or 4 times aud then I'll 
f i d l ~ 7  come to it. Gut if I doa't I'll ask. 



POSTTEST CONT'D: STUDENT 2461 

5. Good Ufim ..... yah, understand staxiej. .i'iflfS 

goad, bemuse there's always one or two words I 
always get s:uck on. 

6. Uhm ..... most of the stuff, using everything &e 
like. uh, the ..... mitext. Like 1 alwa~s used to go fox 
help. 1 aever ktsew, like, tii use context. I just used 
to pick np th2 book anit start reading a d  when I 
, ,&-> , -  - finished, I'd put it back on the shdf and get 

another. NOW I use s?raffigie~. If helps me for tests, 
nat for Frtarh. 



PRETEST IXTERWEW 

STUDENT: 2462 

5. Uiiiii .....g ood How I undrrstaui.1 ihem b ~ a u s e  
I'm very aciventurc.~~. (3ood. 

FOSVEST INTERVIEW 

2 I ..... uh ..... read the w;7upk of fifst sentences of the 
ti& if i t  has one and picture to see what the stmy 
itsight be abcut and I rez.3 the fivst paps.g~aph til 
see if I might understand the rest of the story. In the 
first p.rs.graph :!lere msght be hard rvords I 
might io ?he back to se; what the Gory ?.~i i l  be 
$;.our. I :n&e sure I ti,ndeygz::d it. an.3 I yu! the 
picture i s  scme tvopdr arid help reading allling. I 
uuiiit k e q ,  rreadi~g tlir read back or if  its a hard 
:voxd look the word u p  in the dictionary or if I 
know a q  ivoviis similar to it. After I stop reaiiisg 
and look back on the pictwe I have farmed aad I 
see rvhst ?he z~.orj~ was about Fart by part I put ?he 
yuzzfe fogetp ,,r .--- ,r,d -. I I go orer it to see if I i"~7ukI 
retuemtwr it. I'd p~o'oably wad it slowly i f  I had 
questions at the end or when an exciting part 
cmnes. I tell aiyseIf at the begi~iming ti, read it 
slowly because I have questions at the end. 

3. I Ioak far any words around it that describe the 
wc?rds and if there aren't any I maybe ask a friend 
who knows it and if nobody does I look in the 
dictionary. 

4. Read the paragraph over aud see if  it pieces 
together. I read ahead or I try to figure out what 
they mean t7J: the beginning and end ui that 
paragraph to piecs together that s a t s w .  Theu I'd 
prebably ask someone what the sentences means. 

5. Frobably satisfactory. How I uudelutaud. Froba- 
bly g o a t  



Postfest Interview cont'd: Student 2462 

6. A lor. Well, I neser thought reacting Zlad such 
value in it. Eefore I carus io here I was ..... I skipped 
over the words. If the sentence &dn't make sense. I 
just closed !he bock and put it ha.& but nwii: I keep 
~eading to see %hat a sentence or word is. F'robabIy 
it help: mmt in my report because I have tc do a 
!at cf ~eadirig and this S r d 1 y  helping me and in 
Iiiy math to wive questions. I'm ~eriding them 
betier. And in g m u m a .  Say if &re's a twrd left 
out, I piece together the sentence to make the 
sentence make sense. 



I. Use ?heir finger. A p o r  reader goes too quick 
and you miss scnle irnportat~t words and ~ioem't 
understand ths story. A p x r  reada doesn't read. 

I. They look at the title and think about what the 
510ry's going to be about. And :heir, uhm ..... I 
forgot .... reading the back of the book to see if it's 
interesting or no?. Uhm ..... they ?;top and summa- 
rize it ..... like the paragraph. They ..... if they read a 
word and they don't understand it they bok in the 
:tory and :h?y find what it n;e;;us. If they don't 
fitid what it means in the story, they look in the dic- 
ticnary. In case they read aid they don't under- 
stanS it, !hey read it oirer. Well, they don't read too 
iast. hfaj-bi. if it's a Iittle book they might read fast. 
It's not so 1ozr.g right? So the9 can read it orer 
b y -   use it dcen ' t  take too lone. Thsy usa 

iifiager~r.....[>ict~~re the s ! ~ r j ~  in their mind ... ..uihat' 5 

hapyeniq. VI:m ..... maybe after rhey retest thertl- 
selves =hat tile  story'^ a b ~ ~ t  ..... ~ u f ~ i ~ n a . r i z i ~  i~ha t  
*I..x -+,.,..,.* -.I..-...+ +L,....*.%lr,nr 6-L.4 .---..-...7 + *  
, L & C  ,tL.'zy , *.CL~<<,. L=,% < X ' C ~ l ~ > ~ I * ~ C ~ .  .-.ct - w s l z ? r c ~ L I c  ..L. 

ask ~ f o q ' s  2.bo~t. 

2 Unraily, well, I read t!~e back of :fie book and 
faok a; thie title and tlririk iuhat it's afiioixt and, 
d ~ m  ..... sometimes I use sw~~rnarizit~g a bit. :%me- 
times I read parts of the stoqr and I don't under- 
stand it. I go back and skim through it. I don't read 
too fast. %metimes w e  get questions and I just 
renleaiber it. I ?ell ~lj:$elf what tke ftmy-5 atwrrt. I 
don't mean ii, but I just tell riiywlf wha-t it's about 

4. 1: uh ..... kinda read it over and over again until it 
makes sense. 5 d i m  ..... read some cti the sentences 
a ~ d  take some of the wards cut cf It :hat aren't 
important .... to make it shorter. Sometimes it has 
difficult words 50 I take them out and i? makes 
more sense. ?Veil, I i.v~7ulil just go o n  Well, if I go 
0x1 to a couple more sentences it might make it 
easier and I'd go back 

5, Satidactory. EMh. Sort of. 

b. LJhm .... how to ..... well, I've tearued how to 
summarize ..... when to do it. And I leaned to 
adjust my "sgeed limit" What to do before read- 
ing. Like read the title and learn to use imagery 
zrld use the signs. Well, before, I'd wme to a word 
and just leave it. Why I go back to the word and 
use the sentence to find out what it's abu t .  



PRETEST INTERVIEW 

STUDENT: 2472 

3. I fry to so~nd it out. Probably ask someone. I 
skip it .  

POSTTEST INTERVIEW 

1. They read slowly or fast ..... when they have 
questions aftsr or whea th~j7.W reading for fun. 
-7 

i r1ey niight look at thr title aid get what it's gokg  
to be abmt. They have a plan. They deccde how 
:tisyj;.'r;. going to read and ..... if the story is oM {if 
the.yj"ve already read it]! and i f  it's new, they might 
read slowly am1 carefully.  the^ might wread Ecme 
i.7;u.a.grapfis if  they c!idtiZr understmd a paragraph 
or a word. They might 5kim over a story to stu if 
they missed .mything mit c"r para ..... sum~mrizr, do 
a summary i f  thsy fibvs ~ '~~i t i i i - i i ;  a: tlie end. 

4. I ma.;%e read aver it a couple of times and I read 
before the sztiteace and if1 still don't get it, I'll ask 
;nmemie. 

5. Satisfactory. How I understand stories. Fair. 

6. I've i;.arr:rd mots t h l r ~ ~ s  zbaut rsadittg that I 
didn't h o w  before 2nd mow s t ra tq i s  :hat can 
help rile ut;derstanii. Eefoxe I I-& to have trouble 
readiiig ..... ui-,dersta11di:1e;~ Now I mi utiderstaad 
i2si:i.g the ~ti'at@es. I WOILIC~ just start reading it 
and that's it a d  I iiiottid repsad i t  sometitues. 3 2 2 ~ 7 ~  
I'm gettirig better using iIie strategies and under- 
standing the stories. 



STUDENT: 2473 

POSTTEST INTERVIEW 

3. I rrse cGnt?:it. We!li i f  :heres; a i ~ o i d  1.m ;trick on 
that 1 dctn't know, I'd Ioak ahoail or I~70k 
behind .... maybe I'd go a coupie of sentences. I'd 
probably look the word up or get cnmeme to help 
me. 

4. I'd probably try to p i t  it in m y  i'icn words a c t  
make it make sense. I'd probabl~ read the wfiole 
paragraph over. I'd probabI~ get help. 



PRETEST INTERVf EIXr 

2 I look at :fie pictxzrs atid ?he t i t 1  at14 uh ..... think 
s.vilat the book might be about and if I might like it 
o~ if I've react aq?tliing Ilk3 it before. But if it's for 
a test then I think abotlt aski;:g questians e r  maybe 
parap!.;rarir~a ..> CY men underlining if it's on a 
worksheet co I don't get i11 irouMe. E:ut sametimes 
I might do e~reiythirig. E:ut I like imagery because 
you cau ma.ke a mo.c:ie iri p u r  mind and it's mow 
escitirq. Eut sometimes if it's for futi I might skip 
to the good parts or maybe  hi! end ta fiild out 
what's happening. And then if I understand it 
then I finish. Eut so~rietimes I might go back .ad 
re r a d  the paris t t i ~ . t  were hard so I can arlnver the 
qwstims. Ulim ..... most ai all tfzair~f~ I fike to iire 
imagery to make it escitinq. 

4. Sort of the same. Like go back and maybe to the 
stat of the paragraph (3 think about the subject 
but m11ie:iinf~ I only get a little idea btit that 
might be enough Or I get help ..... maybe from my 
fxiend or the teacher. 

5. Now? Very good. Understanding. Well, maybe 
very gocxi too because I can usualIy guess the 
rum& now. 



POSTTEEX COXT'I): STUDENT 2561 

1. Oh ..... well, before, Z just read. t!le !~.xd.s and I 
didn't use much irna,gery so I didn't have marly 
g ~ w d  P ~ C : U P ~  in ~ily wind ;tiid it !!,;as !lard ia 
remember. And I'd skip parts bixause 1 was bored 
~i ii. Eut now I caa see it m o d y  aaci ihen same- 
times I'd try to put i t  in ~115' own words, like big 
chunks ro it was easy to remember and I dcn't skip 
parts anpii'i'e. And I reread stuf f  uctv :o rrni!er- 
stand it b~tter. 



PRETEST INTERVIEW 

1. Well they read really well and they don't miss 
anjr Worii~ and they read really closely and they 
Iook at the words. Then they do the questions or if 
they have to write a report, they might jns! copy 
out some of the wcrds. 

4. I just jay  kip It. That's it. 

POSTTEST INTERVIEW 

1. Well. they look at the picture first to get the idea. 
And maybe the title if there ic one so they will 
know what the story might be about. Eut if ttiera's 
not, then they just .twould probably read it all. Eut 
r n ~ . ~ k e  t h q  iiiizht stup if it was for a test to ZM i f  
they uniierst~fil it SO they could rsmemker it a ~ i i l  
maybe azk cpesfiox after if :hey ccdd think of 
atw. E:r;t mosa? &ey';i pi.iibabb- use ii~l=srjr to 
get a good picture of it. That's it. 

4. Same thing. I reread it several times. Then, ask a 
teacher. Then look in :lie dfctiomry. 

5. Probably. I dcn't h c w  .... it's probably between 
t h ~ i e  trvo. ..pxobablj: good ..... probab1y ~ & s f a c t o ~ ~  
far Bow I understand stories. Mow I read tha 
words ..... probably goocl. No, very gcod.. 

6. Like how you react tufore ..... like twfure you 
read ..... how you uniter~ta~ld it ..... like how to get 
Iiefp .... and like i~ the middle of the story, how to 
understand it. And at the end of reading, you just 
see if there's al~grthil~g eIw you need ti7.....~1i~rthiltg 
else you ae4  to know and reread it. Well, like 
before, I read, I didn'? da an~thing. But now I use 
imagery and xereadiq aad before I didn't do 
zaghilig. 



STUDENT: 2563 

1. O 1% well I think they just start to react and read 
fast and then ?hey can do ths ijuesfioas. E~eq-boi$ 
in my ctass reads fast 'tiezauss ih.3 xast to get 
iinished bec-3i1se tilea we can go to the game; xea. 
But sometimss t h q  might have iij look back fa;. 
the auswers ..... so mwbe they might have to read 
scruz parts J V ~ P .  

5. Oh, ~o17r. \VeIll how I read the words because 
I'm slow. ~WeIl, maybe good. 

POSnEST INTERVIEW 

1. IYelI, they figure out what they ..... they stop 
before the? j:taI?. Then they think about "TIT%p. am 
I reading this?" A i d  they ioijk at the titis and the 
gic:rrre if there is on* and then they st2.t reading. 
They t1;5: to iind out tt'fiat the ,.tory's abcut a 3  if 
JWU know what the stcy's about then you have a 
jot cf background kncwfeilge a ~ i i  it rwuld proba- 
1-1.. v, be a Ict easier ..... !a tea& X'ell: they say ta 
thernselues? "Why am I doing this ..... why am I 
rs- -Siq* +l. ..--P l.n . "'I;: Likz the XeasGil is ...." Is it for a test or 
is i t  ior futi'?" They do this to find oilt wf:=;.....well 
ss.y it's for a test? they .....y ou'd probably be 
xea;?i~;~ a lot 1mre cautionf!y. COP if it's for f ~ n ?  3~11 

'd be reading it just anywzy you want. or have 
different plans. you're readiiig, you stop at 
every paragraph and you think what was the story 
abotl? :c? far, if ycu rememb2red any!f;ingr, and if - - g ~ r r  iraven't; p u  shouid go back allJ react zt frcn; 
where you fargat Well thzy also mi@it use 
.. re:.eal%iri,g -.. and imagery atid cnatext arid thil..:;: like 
that ta help JTIU xead better ..... well? like p u  might 
yead zipore fluent!y, and ycu're aware of y~t~rself 
w.t;hea you're reai?.ir:g anci stuff, So it's a !ct easier. 
After, p u ' d  :hink probably, "Hare I met ..... do I 
understa.nci what I've read anct, u'nm ..... Go I ktww 
what I'm saying makes saxe m sometlrirrg?" And 
if it d~esa' i ,  you'd probably just Bare to go back 
and i.ead. 

.> T-:- - v\ ell, I usuaily ask why do I have to read ttik 
because I rea!Ig ilon't like to rea &.... I don't really 
like readi1i.g a ~ d  stuff but like if it's for fui~, I like to 
read some:ime; ..... if 1 have no:fiing else to do. I'm 
t~ot really a good reader compared to someone e1se 
so I ch i '  t like it. I ~uualiy just think about miff 
when I'm reading but i f  we're reading in class, %fr. 
3: .=waulii give us time :o lead but I never ewxhare 
t h e  to fiiiish because tlie other kids are firiished 
am1 I'm only half way fii~ishect .... b ~ . a ~ z s e  I read a 
lot slower tm. If I I r j ~  to gif fa~tes, the11 I have to go 
back because I'm missing words and stuif and I 
have to go back and it slows me down. I thiuk if I 
h3.d. the time, I'd i-1r&l~t3~1d the jti)l2I well 
e o e r ~ h o d ~  else, probably a lot better. When I'm 
reading I ail1 use rereading and imagery. And I 
usually ..... in a lot of make-believe stories that 
might be true or something. It's just a lot easier if I 
keep on using imagery because it gives me a basic 
idea about the story. It's a lot easier. After, I 
read ..... I usually ..... I just put it doivn. If I feel I've 
read it well enough, I just put it down but if I don't 
I just start rereading pans I 3.m.t understand. 
LTsualIy after the secm~d or tf-iird time I'd probably 
have it d o w ~ ~  .... like. I'd know what it is. 



3. Well, =;.mftimss I :kit> it a d .  soiiii.tkilss I k w ~ ?  
going mef it ar~d ~i 'er  it awl ~ v e r  it V!ell, if I'm 
trying to read fzst and ksep up xith the group, I'd 
probably skip it. But if I have lots of tune, I'd just 
wead it ..... well not just tbil ward ..... yroi7abIj: the 
sentme L i k ~  if I wuld catch onto ihe word. I'd 
juzt ~ead  ?he sentence over. Then if I rnnl.dn't ~ e ?  i t  
and I had tin.2, I'd step and write it :?aim a f m  
limes a:-& t.vcrk it out like t h .  Mqke then I'd jm! 
stcp and ark a teacher. 



I. I don't know. I don't know. [.A bad reader] is 
rolueone wfio doesn't know i1i.t~ !o read. XO m e  
c m  understand what they're sa>-kg because t h q  
don't know what the words meax [A gnod reader) 
knot55 what the words :man. Thsy can stop at ?ht 
end of the seiitence. Uhm ..... I don't know. 

2. f look at the back ..... t s  iiact out what's the stoxy 
about. But I don't really Iike it. I sign it out. I'd 
open the bmk and start. 

4. Skip it. I'd skip it an2 get an&ier Foak,. 

5. Satisfactory. Eo:h. 

1. I dcn't knmv. They probai.Iy use the strategies. 
The:? !cok at !he title and ths picture and the2 
tfiilsk s h u t  what ihe story will bs about 
and .....  the^ ..... I dnn't kmxv ..... they use contest and 
stuf f..... and imz+.geu. fmageq all the time a i d  
coatcxt when they can't pet a word They 
pa~ayhrase ..... after a paragraph ..... so they frouid 
xemember it. Duxitlg reading they use contest anif 
imazeq~ and they might try to read it hard ..... going 
over the i.~ards really carefully ..... or they might just 
rsa.-i : t  I ;-.. .L,L - fun a d  skip s v a  a few words. Aftsr, 

they might paraphrs.se, summarize the main 
points ..... 513 tlie 4:zii rerilelsitier if. 

3. I use cantest and if that doesn't help, I spell it at 
sad if :hat ctoesn': help, I Iook in ?kc glossary and 
if that dmsn't belp, I ask the teacher. I _su on to the 
nert word and the rest nf the sentence to see, 
u h t  .... to see like ..... to see fi the ruori! makes seme 
in that sentence .....so~i~etliiti~ I know. Then I'd go 
back and souad it out. 

4. Ths ;i.ho!e ~ritence? Well, if I 'm reading, just a 
bmk, I read the next waterice and if  I don't &:now 
that, I think it's a hard book and it's above my 
I---- trl..rl. f will get the teacher to sea3 it for ME Fix?, 
I'd read it over to see if 1 left cut a;iF woxk 

5. Satisfactory. Fotfi. 

6. A lot. Like ..... uhnr .... Iike before .... reading, I 
know h.m to sound out the ruor& but I didn't 
k m w  t2w contest thing. I know wme of t21e strate- 
gies but I never done them before ..... I didn't L n ~ w  
them but I was uxzitgthern. Like ..... I didn't know it 
was wJ!& mxmxt or imagery but I was using 
t han  I feel like ,....see if I'm reacting for a test I can 
read better now. 



PRETEST INTERVIEW 

STUDENT: 256% 

1. I don't know. They read their best. Well, they 
hiow what they're readixig T h q  J:?ra~?ics reading 
a lot. 

4. 1 just wad it and try to understaid it but if I 
can't snderstand i: 1.11 go on with the res? of the 
.rl. .c?.,. r.. Thea 1 might c ~ i ~ i e  back after I'm fiairhed. 

5. $&& of a g ~ ~ d  ~ea&f. s~iij f iiii&rjiaiid iheiii. 
Fair. 

POSrff EST INTERVIEW 

3. Use context. Well, uh ,....well, sometimes I put in 
a blank or I reread the sentence or maj~be go back 
and try to think what that xentenc* was about and 
sometimes go on to the liest sentence and came 
back. If I can't get it, I'll ask somebdy or get my 
dictionary. Eut mos:ly I ask. 

4. Sort of the same. Like go back and nia~~be  to the 
start of the paragraph. 01' think abut  the subject 
but sometimes I ~nlg get a little idea but that 
might tw enough. Or I get help ..... m v b e  from nqr 
friend c7r *&e tsachitr. 

5. Now? Very good Understanding. Well, maybe 
very gc7c.d too because I can usually guess the 
words nmv. 



PRETEST INTERVIEW POSTTEST INTERVIEW 

1. Well, they look at the picture first to get the idea 
And maybe the title if there is one so they will 
know what ?hs stozp- might b;. about. Eut ii there's 
-- flcir & e ~  theji jiiji i ~ g ~ i I c $  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r ~ ~ : j i  iesd it 2;:. &t 

maybe they might stup ii it was for a rest to we If 
they i ~ ~ i d e r ~ t o ~ d  it so they coiilci remember it and 
m.3ybe ask qutriioas after if they cauici think oi 
3113. Eut u ~ s t l y   they'^ pollably use imagesy to 
get a good picture of it. That's it. 

2. Wihat good readsrs do. Like befare, I..... I t ~ o k  at 
the title and see what it's about and look at !he 
picture and use ima e t  see what the 5 t ~ i y ' ~  
at-mL~t T r l c a  "q+! ~rt~e'', get rpac{y !e yead. I read 
.LC.- ... a ..2L 
tht tlrr! sentence lr?r paragraph to see what the 
book's about Wlien I read I usually just use 
imagery. Well, if I get stwk on parts, I just ask a 
t .taL.fier .. -. .. ox use ?he dictionary ..... but I uswaiiy fry ta 
get the word first. I read i t  over. I reread it to try to 
figure out what the word or 5errtsnce means. After, 
like, I pasapki;afe it. M o ~ t  ~f :be time I surrlimrizt 
It. 

3. f'd try to ~ u n d  it out but if f can't, I'd ask a 
ieacher. If they can't do it or if they teU me, I'd 
look in a dictouary. Maybe I'd we the sentence in 
it ..... like I'd use the ward iu ?he seatence to rre if i? 
----'I-- - - - - - -  
LLIdK32 \.ell>? 4-11 ..... 

4. Sane thitlg. I reread it several times. The4 ask a 
teacher. Then look: in The dicrioliarj'. 

5- p - y . - ~ ~ .  c.E..rr:2. T r itfin' J. t know .... i t ' i  probably b f tw~e i~  
these tw o...probably gaod .....p rcb..bIj satisfactcry 
for hr7w I understand stories. Kow I read ihe 
words ..... probably p o d .  No, very good. 

&. Like how you yead before ..... like before you 
reaii ..... how p u  understand it ..... like haw !o gel 
help ..... a i d  Iike in the middle of the s to~y~  how to 
understand it. And at the end of reading, you just 
see if there's aj-thing dse you need :o.....an@ing 
else you need to k m w  and reread i t  Well, like 
befww, I read, I didn't do anything. Elit now I w e  
imagery atld rereading and before I didn't do 
az~y thkg. 



STUDENT: 2563 

1. O & r:?.leli, I think they jufl start to react and read 
fast a i d  then Giey ma  do !he cju~ious.  E~:erfiboc@ 
in my class r ads  fast because they want to get 
finished be~:a.ure then we can go to ths games ares.. 
EXtt siimetim~ they might haw to look ba.ck for 
the answers ..... so mij7be they might have to read 
sa1112 parts ~ T T ~ * T .  

4. $i??ll, i.&: mosly I dc~i ' t  ge: ZIU& Setti+ 
timzs it's becaus? 1 ;!>a5 Icsirzg it so I nligfit go back 
because I was Iosin.5 it ..... to read over the ether 
rer:tenccs s.~a&. - E T ~ ?  if I car.,' t get i:, I fki;:, it. - 

PUS?TEST INTERVIEW 

I. WelL they figure out what they ..... they stop 
before they start. Then they think abuut "Why am 
I reading this?" A~id  they look at the title and ti12 
picture if there is one and then they stawt reading. 
Thsy t ; ~  ?o iiriii out what !lie stmy's atlout and if 
you kncw what the dory's ahout then you have a 
lot of backcound I:ncrt:!eifge a t~d it :could proha- 
bly be a iof ea~ier ..... to ~ead .  Well, they s:q to 
ii~emz-lues, "Why am I doing this ..... why am I 
reading this?" Like ?I12 ~s.zsm i~...."Is it far a : s t  or 
is i t  for fun?" TExy dii :his to find out w•’iy ..... well 
say itr; for: a test, ?hey .....g m'd probably be 

.? - -$: ~dc.;~ig a !ot rai?rs .~.aufriorssIy~ Or if it's for f~m, ye?-1 
'6 1;7$ readit-ig it jwt aii;wa.y you w a i t  or. have 
differelit 13latls. Wzen gcu' re reading, you stop at 
evav " -  c.z.raaxauh - arid pou :his& what was the st or^ 
about so fay, if ~ T ) U  remembered anything, and if 
you i;avtii't, you siiorrlli go back anilt read it from 
where gcu forgst. Weil they aalro might use 
. . - - - - - rrrrd.i;ig am! imager-g and i:oztts:t sand i h i ~ i g ~  like 
that to help ysu read better ..... r d l ,  Iik2  yo?^ might 
read mare fluently, and gou'xe aware of j~aurself 
when you're xadiag and stuff. So it's a let easier. 
After, you'd think probably, "Have I met ..... do I 
uniterstand what I've read and, uhm.....cto I know 
what I'm sq+ng makes .ease ur wwetking?" And 
if it doesn't, you'd probably just have to go back 
i?nd read. 

2. Weil, I usuaily r5k why do I have to read this 
because I really d m '  t like to read ..... I don't really 
!ike reading and stuff but like if it's far fuq I like to 
read rome!imes ..... if I have nothing else to do. I'm 
w t  really a good reader comyartld ti! mmeme eke 
so I don't like it. I usualfy just think a h u t  stuff 
;.vhtea I'm reading but i f  :we're rcadizlg in clms, MT. 
X woldd give IS :ime to ieaii but I never t'rmhase 
time to fiaish bemure the other kick are finished 
m d  I'xu i'tl!~: fialf way finish ed..... becausr I read a 
Iar slcwer too. If I try to go faster, then I flaw to ga 
back because I'm missing words and stuff and I 
have to go back alrd it  slot.^'^ me down. I: think if f 
had the time, I'd uudeirtaud the story as well as 
werybdj: else, probably a lot better. When I'm 
r-eacfing I still use rereading aact imagery. And I 
usually ..... in a Iot of make-believe stories that 
might be tnte or ~ometffing- It's just a lot easier if I 
keep on using imagery because it  gives me a basic 
idea about the story. It's a lot easier. After, I 
read ..... I usually ..... I just put it down. If I feel I've 
read it well enough, I just put it  down but if I don't 
I just start rereading parts I don't understand 
Urnally after the secaud or third time I'd probably 
have it d ~ w n  ..... like, I'd know what it is. 



3. Well, sometimes I skip it and sonze?imes I keep 
going over it a ~ d  over it and over it. Well, if I'm 
t~ying to read fast arid keep up with the group! I'd 
probably skip it. But if I have lots of time! I'd just 
reread it ..... rue11 not just ths ivord ..... prot.~.Hy th+ 
sentence. Like if I could catch onto the worct I'd 
jurt read thr zentence Over. Then if I cc?uldn't get it 
anit I had time, I'd stop and write it ~Imiin 3 !*?i~ 

!iwes a d  work it out like !hat. Maybe then I'd ju5t 
~ f q  and ask a teacher. 



PRETEST INTERVIEW POSTTEST INTERVIEW 
STUDENT: 2511 

I. Uhm ..... think, they Iook at the ?itk i k t  to see if 
t h q  undermnd the story ..... and they rsad tfuough 
ths story and if they don't find aut what the mean- 
ing is t h q ,  they ..... I'M not sure ..... Uhm ..... they 
write dowri in t h ~ i r  own ?.!;ox& haw &q tiink ul;. 

story will go. 

4. U h n ~  .... I usualIy Iook around the sentence. Like 
mainly ..... I usually read it ?hrou~h once or !wice 
an3 ?hea 1 read the wnterxe before it azd after it. 

5. Vhm ..... fair. How I read ?he wnrds. 
Ulim .....g cod. 

3. I look around the sentence. .... rrhm ..... using 
cante>& I I(1tt7k around the sentence to find out the 
meaning of the ward. I go to the dictionary and 
&en the teacher if I still don't understand. 

4. I Iook around the snteizce. I look axorand each 
paragraph to see ..... ukim ..... if I can find out the 
meaning of the i.virrd atid I use background 
kr~owledge. I Iaok at the sentence around 
it ..... before it a.nd after it ..... and then read it all 
together to see if it made sense. I cauldn't go to ?he 
dictioaary 50 I'd jwt go to the teacher. 

5. Uhm ..... good. How I read tfie ivo~ds. 
Uhxn ..... satirfactorjr. 

6. I leaned what we maialJ; did before, during, 
and ~ f i q  csiig biiei:, ~ i i d  
rIfun ..... how to -.... if 1 was stuck c7n a W O T ~  ..... f i c f i ~  to 
deal with that word and the same with a w~~teuc~. 
Uhm .... before, I didn't think of ai~ythirig. Eefore, I 
just looked at the title and read it atid weat OIL I 
didn't think about anything. I just read word for 
word 



PRETEST INTERVIEW 

1. Uhm ..... they keep their mind off makiri sounds 
that disturb ?rsrycne else from reading. And t h q  
just ksep their minds on reaiiizq. They find an 
interesting bo& by going to The libraxy and ask tlie 
librarian. 

. .. 2 I filld a mbj2ci tkai I wani io reai! about 3.na i 
go i ~ o k i w  tf~ougir th* card .:ata!ogue to see if  
they've got that I just read tile back of it to 
find J U ~  whst :he book is a5out and theti if I 
thoirght it xas inisrestirlg, l 'd read it. 

1. They read the back cover and if tey come to a 
w ~ r d  they don't undel-stand, :hey might uze 
cantext IVell, theyS!I just find out how the word 
means. They'il just re.d !he rest of the sentence ?c 
!wlp them figure it o11t They ksep their mind on 
it ..... on readiq tile bwk.  They're not doing 
anything io Jistwi_7 f11e:tl. Zeiore reaciing the? we 
ihe oBiei itiategks like, " W h t  kind of r ~ a d i l z  
they're doing." And rrhm ..... the plan they have for 
reading anit i.~I.ij: they're xading. If they choose !o 
read it, they concentrate on it and wan't let any- 
thing distmb them. Eu! ii they're just gning to read 
i; ,ziG$:;llF, $ 121i i i i r . - . i i i  ---:-,>-. i i ~ :  aei ths idea. They L. - 
might paraphrase or suiilrnaa~ize alter every ierv 
pmsgfaphr to ri2rnrrd.m Ihe story- And after ?hey 
Etxih, they sur~iiari.ze io see if they get it all. If 
they ~dcn't get it: they might reread it over. 

4. A sentence I don't knmh:? Well, first I r~ually 
% 7%. . ,tiead it and thm ..... then I'll ..... the whole 
paragraph ..... trying to understand what that 
sentence means. It's $3 tr~rther context. Then 
I'd ..... I dou' t kaow ..... sometimes if you keel> re- 
readitlg it enough times, you' fl utldeustand it. 
Then I'll rise the rest of the story to try and get 
i t  .... not the tvhole story ..... liks a puzzle ..... just figure 
out where the piece gces. 

6. I learued more about I ~ I U  to uncte~tand the 
story. We!l ..... before I didn't Mcrt of the st or^, if I 
c!ii?u't understand it> I'd just skip it I wouldn't 
spend my time on it to figure out what it meauk 
Well> I know hmv to remember the story now. 
Before, I'd just farget most of it. I paraphrase or 
summarize. Then if I don't remember it, I just 
reread it. I didn't ~ O I V  I wa.5 q q m e d  to do it 
before. 



PRETEST INTERVIEW 

2. L%1 n..... 1 reas it and then I read over it :o make 
sure 1 h o w  what ii is. I put my aams on it and 
date f ire .  

5. Fai~. V'hm ..... rvell, adually how I uades5taad the 
f?ilw. Y-%M ..... V H j r  g00if. 

FOSmST INTERVIEW 

2. I read the titie and t ~ r  to guess what the stoq~'s 
about. I ~023 04 read it slotrvl? to undefstand it 
beitel.. After readifig 1 might just mead it over 
again. 

4. Just ask ?he teacher i ~ h t  it ~mans.  

6. I learn& pra.:ticafly e-,~si;,":tr;rig. I t ' s  a bel!ei. 
i i o W .  Fillding cut what ths meauitq is. If I'm stuck 
when I'm readirlg in class, I caa find our crihar ?he 
meatring of the word is. I just used to read tfi~otgh 
it. If I came tc? a word I didn't know, I'd just read 
thrcugh it. 



PRETEST INTERVIEW 

1. Uhm .....p robably read slc7.vly and read for iun. 
T T hm ..... polxblj .  get fun ~CO'H, funuy books to 
i;',b& 

4. Arentenzr I &m't kfi~ik~? Uhiii ..... prohat7Cv just 
skip ii ..... or read it. Try iti, sound cut the words. (7;. 
?eread i t  uiitil I utiderstasi it Thai I'd skip 
ii ,....and rornetimes come back to it at the ens. of 
the cflapter J? ;>;.~a;:rari..?~.,...if S?i;;ecn? m;. 

L - . .  
what :he jaks ;?as, 1'2 - back s.~i;{ laead it. 

POSTTEST INTERVIEW 

2. Well iirst I look at the back ..... I Imk for an intef- 
etitq titIe, something like, "Can Monkey's Fly 
From Euildiws?" ..... so111etI:i1ig like that I'll say, 
"That's kind of a strange thing." :% I'll Iouk at the 
back to see if there's any interesting chapters like, 
"On :he Trail" ..... like in the bmk I'm reading right 
now, Fmbie Goes Wild Uhm ..... first I 
would ..... always there's a picture on the cover so 
1'11 loak at that anit see u:Iiatas happening and see 
i! i? s!~ct?rs a mcxzlrey hax@ng horn a b r s c h  
chewing his foot and so I'd think, "He's a weirit 
monkey. Hrumm. .... maybe it's funny because he 
might do stupid things." And so I Imk at that and 
then I look at the paragraph, the first chapter, 
sentea @....."The monkey flew from the 
building" ..... like that. And then so I'd stan ?o read 
it and if tfiei-e's something I don't understand, I 
woudd .... u h r ~ ~  .... reread i t  Say there's a11 interesting 
word and ~ o u ' v e  never heard of it before and you 
get it isid it tells what it's abu t ,  you can Iearn a 



POSTTEST CONT'D: STUDENT 2661 

new word but if you just skip it and forget ..... some 
people 1e;u-11 !hat new word and some people iron't 
get it. So they cauld be saying this word that the - - p r m n  ~i7rii.i i ~ f ~ d ~ ~ d a f i d  because be didn't read it. 
I'd use cmtesx Szy ths beginning wards I know, 
but the Iast part I don't Then it'd be p s e q  easy 
because I h o w  ?he first word and I'd just have to 
tfikik arid I'd practically know the last pat  if  I 
knew the iim part. Sound cut the first part, know 
the last pat,  get the whole i.vorif. If it's a my Ions 
r t ~ ~ y  I'd sutilinarize at the end of each chapter a id  
snrnetimer I summarize each second chapter. 
Wkeii it's boring and dull, I iuoil't mmmaize 
beccil-ise it's too dull. Thetl it might get more 
i~~te~es:,inc .2 sc I'll m m ~ a r i z e  them both together. 
UImi ..... most of t l i ~  tittle 1'11 read the end af the 
t l w k  first to we jf it's a good ending or a dull - - ztirnmg. Well if the teacher has zssigned it, I 
pnc!icid!y r i m ' ?  Iike azly stories in the school 
except for me Fotato, Trva Fotata. The other orie's 
in Owl's in the Family, I usua11y like them. i f  it 
were a normal story with 113 questions, I'd read it, 
mmmarI;e it, azd then do the ijuestiot~. Eut if you 
have to do a apeport? we'd get a facts sheet of 20 
iacis. We write down what we're going to write 
ai>o~.:t. :irr.ite do;r..i; ZO facts, cut it up, p t  &ern in 
~ p . q s ?  a&. write a s?my about them. -Aim I 
finished, ii it was a vely ~ o o d  bock I'd recczn- 

it to i11y firiends to see if &EJT tho~ght it was a 
v e ~ y  g o d  t70& Iike I did. 

3. LTfim ..... coute:it, I'd u5e COfiteXt. And reread it 
before Z'd use cantext and if I still couldn't get it; 
I'd get hslp. Ssy the xord's in the middle of the 
thing and there's another word right a ssntence 
before like "?hrilling", and ?he other wcrd's like 
"action", and I conltfcfn't gst "a&isn". I'd thizik 
"act ..." and "thrilIiny" and I'd probably get 
"actioa".Tfien I'd get help, "Yield". 

4. A sentence I d~a't understand? Like, "Tom did 
the dishes and, before he did the dishes, he washed 
his hair and played ball." I wouldn't quite 
rtnderstand that but, so I thirlk .... I'd try to put 
them in order. We11 I'd ask 111~7 friend if he under- 
stmd it or ask the teacher. 

5. Uhni ..... I l a m e d  how ta read stories better than 
I ;id before and how to understand them more 
and a lot mare wars to help you .,c,hen ~ o u  have 
mistakes. Well, before, I never know a b u t  using 
tantext. I used to sound out a:d if I wunded it out 
I'd think it was right. Eut now I'd use mutext to 
understand the word And I never used to ask the 
teacher for help or anything I'd just skip it. Now 
I'd just keep it because if it was on a test and Td 
skip, I wouldn't get i t  



PRETEST INTERVIEVJ 

3. I usually either txy to 50~1id it aut m rraci t ! i ~  
whde smtenc* i'r ask S O M ~ ~ ~ .  I'M trykg to fit it 
in.  It's a pwzk .... that's what it ii; ..... and pu're  

tiie .-.p -1 - =-.' ' .- - 
c- t  ru..r.;- k:lCltlr r. 

4. I usually ask sotni.-n? oi. yea$. :i;s payagfapll 
aroil;lit it atid if it seems liiie a senimce I can't get 
but I still k11ow the meaning of the paragraph : 
then I just Irace i t .  

-" 5. hood or fair. Fair [uacierrtand). Fair Iwordsf. 

POSTTEST INTERVIEW 

3. Firs! I me contest and then if I can't get it I try to 
wund it out and if I still can't I ask m y  motn. I 
yield I'll look at the word and then I'll look at the 
paragragh and if I see some other word like that 
I'll read that sentence. 



Pusttert Interview cont'd: Student 2662 

4. I'll skip it a16 I'il react ahead and think of it 
and if I can't get it I'll read from !he beginning of 
the pzragraph and ii i can't get it I'ii take it and 
pi i: in ar3eraud I'll do anything I can to get that 
wnteace. 1'11 ase back~romid knor!.:!edge nr 
wnti.:-:t ox imagay a i d  I'll pa~aphrass zud maghe 
that'il help. Then 1'11 yield.. 

f;. &'etI, 1 kn.:fi!q f 'i!e Iearfied a I Q ~  btlaa~se : - td ; t rp  I 
used to just 5~tlfld m t  tlie WOPC~S and if I cmtldn't 
get the word i'd skip it and uaw it I cali't get i h ~  
Ts..-... ,dLi~!i - 1.11 i?arap!:ra~e QP ccn:e?.;f 

- 
.hi la.ge y..... fmuf ?iibi-s pi-. - -  '- ---. y . .e ~ i i r  I r z > r u  ti7 juit ZO&U 

atxi 1 i-i:iW~?n't :kink of !mking a: the titie or 
at..j:th&g or icraking a112 ;ecing t&a: I've !earned 
; 1 ~ ~ f  c! :fie bfick rI)r _~9~i311i'11g. 1.8 jl-?~! e>e 
bonk and say I've done and now h~iore I read 1 
think cf rii~' plan am3 I look at :be title arid think 
about it and then I get readitig and I paraphrase, 
use mc?nLxt or irn~gezy~ srimmarize , axi do lot5 cf 
thii~gr after that. You ccruld actually make up a rap 
5ctng i lKt of that. 



PRETEST INTERVIEW 

I. What do good readers do when they read? They 
st=@ hazit T!lq read books about what they're 
studying like Social Studies or if they're studying 
for a Test thefll read a book atwut i t  They ;rwould 
put it up in their brain or just sort ci rsmsmbei it 
and ~ ; h e l i  they cane to The questions tliejr'd sw .. .-. . v n  I rer~le~siilir illat" 

5. V s i r ~ :  good because y ~ u  know wiwn I'm i.eadi~rg 
I'll briug it to life. %%en other readers are readirq 
!h~~y'lI just sax the words Iike "This is a list of 
w-~. - f -  L A C  3. " 1'11 sap " lT~isis a list of K:CVL~X'' HOW I 
understand the stories. Satisfactory because I do 
bad bgcause I have some errors. 

FOSTT7EST INTERVIEW 

3. Well first I read the sentewe twice a ~ l d  then, if f 
still =n't get it, I'll read the other sentence behind 
but maybe I' 11 just leave it u t i i  the end to see if 
there is another place to figure it out. Then I'll ask 
sonl-tleb~iy like uiy friend or '&e tetcher. 

4. I read all the paragraph to put it all together like 
a puzz!e or m q b e  ask somebody if they're readiri 
the same story 

5. Yes, very good Understand Well good now. 

6. I hiow how to read now not just sound out the 
words arid I think about the gory and I can use a 
strategy if I am in trouble. I used to skip it out 
because I didn't know strategits to use to help me. 



POSTTEST INTERVIEW 

1. They go back and check it over when they're 
dons. They use context if they dm' t understand a 
word and they never skip it and !hey a-sk a teacher 
if they're stuck. Eefore they read they get ~eady. 
T h q  get the reading bwk and they go over the 
stories. YOU think about what it's going to Lw atwut 
irom the titie and ihe picture. Thy 5fop after each 
paragraph and Iwk back to see if they understand 
It. They go over the paragraph again and pxa- 
pl:;ra:e it awl t r ~  to get it as short as you cir.11. It 
helps thein to get all the irnpxtant &tail; instead 
of the rvhole thing and it's shorter for :hem ?n 
?eaizmbei.. =ley check back They fook back to 5.32 

if they can get the story is shoxt as they can. 

3. I use the words in rile front of it ili. in back of it ta 
find out what it means Or ask the ieacher. And if I 
didn't understand it I'd fear:$ it and CUMC back tc? 

1:. 

4. I'd keep on rereading it and if you don't get i t  
I~~~~ it th.- c l r  -. a, -tt..- tL -.-. read some maze you 
coal? back to it and if ysu s:ili don't understand it, 
ask the teacher. 

6. What hare I learned? Oh. Oh I learned don't 
skip the words or sentences because it might be on 
the test and if  you skip them you might need them 
to answer the questio~ls aud to understand what the 
story was about. I learned how to pronounce them 
out better, read them Perter, from the "road signs." 
I'm pronouncing the wurds better ..... and I can 
understand it better. Like I can understand the 
w o r k  better. I can read a stmy without stoppky 
after a word I just get better at it aud like, I can 
rezd the words faster twcause I uadestand them 
better. 
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